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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following are the accomplishments of the project documented in

this report.

1.	 A modeling procedure of a complex, large-scale groundwater system

via the multicell approach has been established. In Chapter 1 a

sensitivity analysis of the model is discussed. It justifies its

acceptance as a preferred tool for modeling aquifer systems by

means of decomposition and superposition.

2.	 Based on the multicell concept, the parameter identification model

for an aquifer system, introduced in previous phases, is further

developed. The decomposition of the physical system provides for

better utilization of the data base. The mathematical description

of the transmissivity function is much improved when it is associated

with the physical structure. A polynimial transmissivity proved

to be a desirable step. Interactions between cells are considered by

the application of the multicell approach.

3.	 Sensitivity analysis was conducted for evaluating the various approaches

to the parameter identification problem. Results as are summarized

in Chapter 2 of this report demonstrate the superiority of the model

developed at this phase.

4.	 The various developments of this project provide the basis for coupling

a complex, real physical system with any desired control scheme. The

problem of conjunctive use of ground, surface and other water resources

systems was addressed. The mathematical analysis is based on the formu­

lation of a control problem of a distributed parameter nature. The

complexity of the model is dealt with by using hierarchies of functions

to relate various system responses to imposed input. Numerically the

model can be solved provided those functions were made available by

using a hierarchy of aquifer simulation models, resulting in a quadratic

program and coordination scheme as a solution procedure.

5.	 The Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer, in the lower Great Miami

River Valley, served as a case study for developments in previous

phases. The real data base has been further utilized for its

applications to this project. The parameter identification

model as well as the sensitivity analysis were tested and applied

to this same area. Furthermore, multicell and particular cell

simulation models for this area provided the necessary functions

for applying the management model, and two results are of primary

interest:

A prediction was obtained of water drawdowns are distributed

over the aquifer for the next 10 years resulting from

projected future water use.

An optimal plan was drawn up for well operations in

Hamilton's well field located in that area.

The scope of model testing was limited by the actual status of the

area under study9 but even so the potential applications of the

developed model are well illustrated.

6.	 An example problem whereby the conjunctive use of ground and surface

water systems is considered was formulated and successfully solved.

The model is addressed to operations of distributed groundwater

interacting with streams and operation of a related surface

reservoir. The hierarchical approach proves again to be the

preferred one for solving such a complex problem.

7.	 The field of multiobjective function analysis in water resources

is of recent major interest. In a typical region like this under

the surveillance of the Miami Conservancy District, Dayton, Ohio,

at least three noncommensurable objectives can be defined for

water use:

Minimize cost of water supply.

Minimize environmental damage caused by lowering stream

water level.

Minimize future energy dependence of water supply.

The reported analysis and results are viewed as the first step for applying

multiobjective analysis in regional water resources planning and management.
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CHAPTER 1

MODELING OF A COMPLEX, LARGE-SCALE GROUNDWATER SYSTEM

THE DECOMPOSITION AND SUPERPOSITION APPROACH

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In Phase I the application of the decomposition and superposition

approach as a modeling procedure for a multicell aquifer groundwater system

was introduced, Haimes [1973]. A hierarchy of response functions was

developed in Phase II, Haimes [1974], relating the complex system response

to imposed input. The above developments laid the groundwork to practically

establish mathematical models for coupling physical water systems with

administrative, economical and other considerations. This study is there­

fore devoted to two aspects of the desired analysis:

1) To establish the multicell-particular cell simulation procedure

as a major tool for large-scale groundwater system analysis. Two chapters

summarize this goal. The first contains the model itself, repeated from

Phase I, but with Well-established procedures and mathematical justifi­

cations. The second contains the identification schemes as developed in

Phases I and II but modified to use the decomposition of groundwater

approach. Sensitivity analysis is applied to point out the advantages

associated with the modified approach.

2) The second aspect of the desired analysis is to analyze, develop

and apply a management model for the conjunctive use of a large-scale,

complex groundwater system with other water resources. Three chapters

are devoted to this purpose. In one we formulate a general model where

the distributed parameter system is explicitly considered. Next the model

is applied to the case study described in Phases I and II, namely the

Fairfield-New Baltimore area, Dayton, Ohio. Finally, based on the

general model, an example problem is solved where the conjunctive use of

groundwater, streams and a surface reservoir is considered. The discussion

is completed by introducing a multiobjective analysis to that same area.

1.2 THE NEEDS FOR MODEL DECOMPOSITION

The groundwater simulation model plays an important role in all

studies on groundwater systems: Prickett and Lonnquist, [1971], Tyson

and Weber, [1964], Pinder and Bredehoeft, [1968], Bear et al, [1972],

and Haimes [1973]. A simulation model will also be used in this study

as the basis for developing ways of coupling the physical system with

management models. However, there are many disadvantages to digital

simulation models developed and used in groundwater systems modeling

problems. While the traditional approach, Prickett and Lonnquist,

[1971], may be appropriate for systems governed by a single partial

differential equation, applying it to systems whose portions are governed

effectively by different equations may make the modeling difficult.

Another disadvantage occurs when the system consists of several combined

unit aquifers. Although each unit is affected by the others, an input

from within a unit has a greater influence than an input from outside,

Haimes et al, [1968]. Thus, points within and outside a given unit

deserve different weightings in the model. Finally, for any real water

resources system, it is likely that detailed analysis will require

extensive computer capacity followed by a considerable amount of input

data which may prove to be an important restriction, Maddock, [1973].

In particular, this difficulty prevails for a large-scale aquifer

system where direct use of traditional techniques may prove inadequate.

In the following a new approach to the construction of a ground­

water simulation model is proposed, (Figure 1.1). The basic principle

is to apply system decomposition techniques in constructing a hierarchy

of simulation models. These models are aimed at determining a particular

response to overall distributed activities (pumpage, recharge, etc.)

throughout the system. The idea of the multicell model, Bear et al,

[1972], is used farther up in the model's hierarchy for determining

boundary conditions for a particular cell where the point(s) of interest

has been located. The particular cell, while isolated from the rest of

the system by means of the computed boundary conditions, is now modeled

from an accurate analysis. This proposed modeling procedure may provide

an improved solution to some of the difficulties of traditional ground­

water simulation models:

1. For a large-scale, complex system, where a compact simulation

model on a digital computer is evidently inadequate, the proposed technique

may prove to be a real advantage. The principle of water balance

equations used in formulating the multicell model provides a first

approximation for the interactions between different parts of the system.

Thus vertical flows as well as horizontal flows are computed along with

other conditions along interfaces. These are then used as boundary con­

ditions for decomposing the system into subsystems each of which, while

isolated, is easily modeled and solved. There is no standard procedure,

MULTICELL SIMULATION MODEL AGGREGATED

AGGREGATED APPROACH INPUT

DETAILED INPUT REAL SYSTEM

PARTICULAR CELL

MODEL

SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION

RESPONSE

Assumptions: 1) Error due to aggregation is small (function of distance).

2) Solution is unique.

FIGURE 1.1. SIMULATION MODELS HIERARCHY

however, for decomposing the system, and it is the ingenuity and ex­

perience of the system analyst that are required for an improved model

structure.

2. The extensive computer capacity that is often needed intro­

duces an important restriction to applying groundwater models. This

restriction is best overcome by decomposing the model. In many cases,

a groundwater simulation model is viewed as an operational tool which

is used periodically. This view requires frequent running of the simu­

lation program using mini- or middle-sized digital computers "on-line."

A step-by-step procedure may permit a large-scale groundwater system to

be simulated on a computer with a limited capacity.

3. The unavailability of input data with which to identify a

groundwater system to be modeled by digital simulation is in most cases

the main source of errors in the model's results, Bear et al, [1972].

Under a given budget for data collection, it is essentially the

vicinity of the interesting area that is expected to affect the model

results the most, Haimes et al, [1968]. Hence, data collection efforts

should be concentrated mainly on identifying that part of the system.

The proposed technique offers the advantage of considering in detail

a particular cell while the rest of the system is aggregated by means

of the multicell. Obviously, this advantage is greatly appreciated

where the interest is on an isolated subsystem. It may not be so where

interest in the system response is equally distributed over all or most

of the system.

4. The hierarchy of models structure in the proposed modeling

technique, (Figure 1.1), is actually not restricted by the geological

or hydrological conditions of the modeled area. Hence, the lower level

subsystems may be defined subject to administrative considerations.

This may be desirable in cases where the groundwater model essentially

couples the system with some management model where an administrative

scheme controls well pumpages and artificial recharges. The advantage

of having the structure of the simulation model follow that of the

management model is evident.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a general discussion

of groundwater simulation models, including the multicell model and the

particular cell model comprising the model decomposition context. Some

of the essential conditions and assumptions underlying the proposed

technique are discussed and analyzed. Applications to a case study

illustrate the procedures, pointing out the advantages of the proposed

technique as opposed to other methods.

1.3 GROUNDWATER SIMULATION MODELS

A brief discussion aimed at introducing groundwater mathematical

models can be found in Bear et al, [1972]. Prickett and Lonnquist,

[1971] analyze digital computer aquifer simulation models more

profoundly. A detailed formulation for developing groundwater simu­

lation models is found in Pinder and Bredehoeft, [1968], regarding

unsteady-state flow of a fluid in a confined aquifer. A three-

dimensional flow equation system is discussed by Bredehoeft and

Pinder, [1970]. A brief list of possible mathematical models to

approximate groundwater flow under different conditions is given by

Haimes, [1973] , based on Bear, [1972] and others.

The common feature of most digital simulation models developed to

date is that they are constructed to solve sets of equations with

associated boundary conditions. These equations are assumed to describe

mathematically the flow in the aquifer system. Because of the complexity

of boundary conditions in the real world, no explicit solution is yet

available, and hence the digital computer program is essentially for

solving the mathematical model's response to a specified stress imposed

on the system. The technique basically used is to solve numerically

the set of equations while satisfying the boundary conditions. The

procedure is to simultaneously solve the system equations, while taking

into account initial and boundary conditions and the particular set of

forcing functions for which the system response is desired.

The discussion in Section 1,2 on the disadvantages of commonly

used simulation models relates directly to the above approach.

The decomposition approach however, suggests a different way of

solving the same mathematical model, arriving at the solution in a

step-by-step procedure. In that procedure, the final step corre­

sponds to the solution of the so-called particular cell model. The

solution to this model is possibly subject to boundary conditions

determined by previous steps via the multicell model. The mathemati­

cal model which is used in our study is now represented.

Darcy's law and Jacob, [1950], provided Pinder and Bredehoeft,

[1968] the basis for showing that for two-dimensional laminar flow

in an anisotropic, non-homogeneous porous medium, the hydraulic head

h(x,y,t) is given by the partial differential equation

!_ (T!) + i  T ) = } (1.1)

3x  U 3 x ; 3yvl3yj  b t ^x^^>

where T(x,y) is the transmissivity coefficient, S(x,y) is the

storage coefficient, and q(x,y,t) is the flow per unit of aquifer

depth leaving the aquifer. For a particular cell model the term

q(x»y,t) represents the net effect of recharge and discharge from

the aquifer cell. In the following discussion we assume that in­

duced in this term are pumpages from wells and flows into and out

of the cell due to interactions with its neighbors-

define

M

q(x,y,t) = Z Q(k,t) 6(x-xfc) 6(y-yk) (1.2)

J

Z W(j,t) 6(x-x,) S(y~y.)

where Q(k,t) is the pumpage at well k and W(j,t) is the

flow leaving the cell through the j section of the boundary

line defined between the cell and its neighbors, at time t. 6 is

the Dirac delta function. W(j,t) is determined by the multicell

model, and its derivation is shown in the following section, for

all boundary line sections j, j = 1, ..., J.

In addition to the boundary lines j, j = 19...,J, the

aquifer cell may contain no-flow boundaries which we denote by A,

so that

Jn ~ ° (1.3)

where n is the normal direction to the boundary and —r 
is evaluated on the boundary. 
We also denote by \i the boundary l ine where constant head 
boundaries are induced on the aquifer cell so that 
h(u,t) = h(y) , t e [0,T] (1.4) 
the i n i t i a l conditions are 
h(x,y,0) = g(x,y) (1.5) 
corresponding to conditions before any external activity is imposed

on the system.

The finite difference approach is discussed by Pinder and

Bredehoeft, [1968], and others, using the alternating direction

implicit iterative procedure (Peaceman and Rachford, [1955]), for

solving the model equations. In our study, the simulation program

developed by Maddock, [1969], was used for the case study verifi­

cation, and applied to the particular cell for its solution.
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We are now In a position to assume that the set of equations

defined by (1.1) - (1.5) is specified and that the only information

necessary to completely solve the model is the flow function W(j,t),

for some j and all t e [0,T]. We next show that the multicell

model may assist in deriving this function.

T-4 MULTICELL MODEL FORMULATION

The multicell approach to modeling groundwater makes use of a

set of water balance equations* of which each represents a mass

balance applied to a particular cell* For a single cell representing

an area within an aquifer and surrounded by impervious boundaries,

the balance equation takes the form, Bear et al» [1972]:

Q • At = [h(t + At) - h(t)] * A ' S

where

At = period for which the balance is written

Q = net inflow into the cell

A = area of cell

h(t) = average water level elevation in the cell at time t

S = aquifer storativity at the cell (averaged)

Applying the same principle of water balance to a multicell

system, taking into account the interflow between adjacent cells,

leads to a set of difference equations [Bear and others]. The

form of these equations is identical to the form of those which

result from the discretization of a partial differential equation

used to approximate the aquifer system.
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The thickness of an aquifer usually is small compared with

its lateral dimensions. For an unconfined flow in non-homogeneous

medium, in which the storage coefficient is assumed to be independent

of water table elevation while transmissivity is not, the following

difference equation for the r cell and the m+1 period may be

used, Yu and Haimes, [1974]:

U,
 r [(h(M)) 2 - (h(r5i))2]}

x r

= Vr[h(r,i+1) - h(r,i

where

V £ ^C± C - K (E - F )

i) = water table elevation at the % cell during the

1t h time step

Q(r,i) = net outflow from the r cell during the i time

step

W = length of the perpendicular sector associated with

the segment between cells i and r .

L = distance between the centers of nodes z and r,

K£»r = hydraulic conductivity averaged between cells z and r-

E = effective aquifer depth averaged between cells £

and r .
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F^ = elevation at the top of the aquifer averaged between

cells Jl and r

Ar = area of rth cell

Sr = storage coefficient averaged over the r cell

The non-linear term on the left in Equation (1 .7) stands for

the flow from the neighboring £th cell into the rth cell during

the i period.

The first term on the right side is the quantity of water

stored in the r cell during one period while the second term

is the pumping flow rate from the r cell during the itfi period.

Hence, equation (1.7) states a balance condition for the sum of all

flows entering a cell from its surroundings as balanced by storage

and pumpage.

One should note that the multicell approach is an over-simpli­

fication of the real system. Boundary conditions must be simplified

as well. Constant flow may be handled through inflow to a particular

cell- Constant head requires a fixed head for the cell at all times.

No-flow requires that the hydraulic conductivity be set at zero be­

tween cells and the construction of an imaginary neighboring cell.

The multicell model provides approximate inflows and outflows for

each cell in the modeling procedure. These values may be computed

for each time step together with averaged water heads.
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The flow between the I cell and the r cell during time

period i is:

R^r[h(£,i) - h(r,1)] + U ^ R h U . i ) ) 2 - (h(r9i))2] (1.8)

Equation (l.8) is essentially the required flow function

W(j,t) (Equation (1.2)) where j corresponds to a particular neighbor­

ing cell, l.

For the particular cell, a more detailed formulation may be used,

and the above computed flow is then distributed along the boundary

line according to spatial and hydrological considerations.

In the following section we shall state and prove the mathemati­

cal ground for the proposed procedure.

1.5 ANALYTICAL JUSTIFICATION FOR MODEL SUPERPOSITION

A new groundwater simulation procedure was developed and stated in

the previous sections. System decomposition and response superposition

are featured in that approach, together with input aggregation and

crude approximations of some of the functions such as W(j,t)

(Equation (1.2)). In the following we state and prove some of the

arguments essentially underlying the basics of the proposed technique.

1.5.1 An Error Function and the Aggregation via the Multiceii Model

The time-dependent effect of activities such as pumping or recharge

imposed on an aquifer is distributed unequally throughout the system.

In particular, at time t > o, the response distribution depends on

the aquifer physical characteristics, namely transmissivity and

storativity (T9S) coefficients, the boundary conditions and the

distance between the activated point and the interesting point, Bear,

[1972]. In developing the modeling superposition procedure, a basic

assumption is that the response is strongly influenced by near-well

properties rather than by those further away,- Haimes et al [1968].

Consequently the groundwater simulation model structure provides

aggregation of pumpages in all other cells. Pumping from wells

inside the particular cell is considered to minimize the induced

error more accurately. This basic assumption is intuitively

obvious, and may be analytically proved for the following classical

case.
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Consider transient radial flow through a homogeneous, unconfined

aquifer. We get the equation, Jacob, [1950]:

where h is hydraulic head, r the radial coordinate, S

the storage coefficient, and k the hydraulic conductivity. Let

Q be a constant (positive) well production at the origin. Initial

and boundary conditions are:

lim h(r,t) = hQ

lim h(r,t) = hn (1.10)

2

lim r ^

where h is the in i t ia l hydraulic head in the aquifer. 
Haimes et a l  , [1968], show that i  f drawdowns are small compared 
with the aquifer thickness, transmissivity coefficient is defined 
T = kF where F is the mean value of h, and the solution to (1.9) 
subject to (1.10) is : 
h = h  + 5 _  E f. sr2) F fx) = / " - i ^ d u f i l l 
n n  L w  U # Mo 4TFT LV 4Tt; ' i x u
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A sensitiyity analysis for that case may be done to determine

the sensitivity of the solution to certain parameters. Rewrite

Equation (1.11):

d u

4Tt

Through aggregating pumpage from different wells at a single point

(the multicell model principle) we in fact are changing the variable

r , which is the distance from the origin. The sensitivity of the

solution h to perturbations in r is approximated by the following

equation:

23h
 _Q_ !~.§I_ -Srfc/4Tt // S r 1
3r = 4TTT L2Tt e ' 4T4T tt J I

Sr2 
0.13) 
= _ Q _ 
where

r - Q r - s

Cl " 2iT C2 " 4Tt

The effect of perturbating r by Sr on the computed head

h at a point located ata distance r may be approximated as:

C1

6n 2? 6r (1 .14)

rec2r

It is evident, that as the distance r between the pumping well
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and the measuring point is larger, the error caused in computing the

drawdown at r + 6r is reduced, and is approximated by the ex­

pression (1.14).

Such a sensitivity analysis, if performed for more complex

systems which are nonhomogeneous with irregular boundaries, is expected

to be more tedious if possible at all. Later in this study, applica­

tion of the proposed procedure to the real system case study shows

induction of negligible error due to the superposition technique

as compared with a much more detailed one. Furthermore the

modeling efforts are considerably easier.

1.5.2 The Uniqueness of the Decomposition Approach Solution

Given a system which may be described by a set of partial

differential equations and the associated boundary and initial con­

ditions, the solution strategy basically suggested in this study is

as follows:

1.	 Solve the system equations (via the multicell model).

2.	 Use the solution to compute boundary conditions for

a particular subsystem (particular cell).

3.	 Solve the particular cell model. This solution is

subject to the boundary conditions derived from

the multicell model. This solution is applied to

solve for the system response inside the cell.

Dealing with the problem of flow in a porous media, the mathe­

matical model used for describing the system is comprised of

the diffusion equation, namely partial differential equation of the 
parabolic type, Bear, [1972], 
Consider the one-dimensional operator L: Ly = 0 (1.1 
w h e r e
 2 x e [0,1] 
3 
L « | r (•) - D - T ( . ) t e [0,T]  (1.16) 
and boundary conditions: y(x,0) = g(x) (1-17) 
y(0,t) = y ( l , t ) = 0 (1.18) 
The solution for this case is explicitly known to be (Roach, [1970]:

y(x, t ) = E exp [-D(iir) 2t ]« [ J
 ] 
 g(x) sin iir x dx] ' sin iirx 
i=l o 
(1-19) 
Assume now that the solution (1.19) TS used to specify the value 
of y corresponding to the values of the spatial variable x = a, 
x = b such that 0 < a < b < 1. 
y(a,t) = y^a. t ) = h 
(1.20) 
y(b,t) = y2(b,t) = h2(t) 
A particular problem for x e [a,b] is now performed. We now 
consider the operator L : L y = 0 (1.21) 
where 
L ' =  | _ (.) . D 3_2(.} x e [ a > b ] § t e [0 )Oo] 
Lboundary conditions:

yp(x,0) = g(x) (1.23)

yp(a,t) = h^t) (1.24) 
Yp(b,t) = h2(t) (1.25) 
The solution for the problem stated in (l.21) - (i.25) is 
yp(x,t) = fp(x,t) x e [a,b] t e [0,«] ft .26) 
(1.26) is assumed to pertain to a unique solution for operator

 and the associated boundary conditions.

The procedure stated at the beginning of this discussion

(1) - (3), is essentially illustrated through the derivations in

(1.15) - (1.26).

THEOREM: The solution y(x,t) in (].19) is identical to

the solution y (x,t) in (1.26) for all x e [a,b], te [0,«] if

and only if y(x,t) is a unique solution of operator L and y (x,t)

is a unique solution of operator L .

PROOF: Let Z p Z be two distinct solutions for (1.19)

and (].26), respectively, x e [a,b].

define Z = Z] - Z (1.27)

L2 = | - (•) . 3 (.)
 x e  [ a j b ] t e [0>oo] ( 
3x 
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L22 - L2(Z, - Zp) ­

= 0 - 0 = 0 (1.29) 
Z(x,0) = Z^x.O) - Zp(x,O) = g(x) - g(x) = 0 (l-30) 
Z(a,t) = Z^a.t) - Z (a,t) = h^t) - h^t) = 0 (i.31) 
Z(b,t) = Z^b.t) - Zp(b,t) = h£(t) - h2(t) = 0 (1.32) 
(1.29) - (1.32) hold true provided both Zj and Z each 
constitute a unique solution for L and L , respectively. 
Equations (i.27) - (].32) constitute a problem whose solution 
is Z(x,t) = 0 * x , t  , Mikhlin, [1970], and consequently 
Z^x.t) = Z (x,t) x e [a,b] t e [0,»] (1.33) 
To conclude this part of our discussion, the multicell-

particular cell modeling technique approximates the unique solution

for the drawdown distribution provided both mathematical models each

constitute a unique solution.

The hierarchy of groundwater simulation models (Figure 1.1)

is based on the analytical groundwork which the previous discussion pro­

vides. Thus, we first solve the multicell simulation model. This

model will serve as the higher level in the simulation hierarchy.
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Consequently* we have the particular cell model solution lower in

the hierarchy. The higher level provides the lower level with

boundary flow equations which in turn are used in the particular cell

model formulation to specify the "rest of the world" effect on the

modeled subarea. The procedure described here was applied to the

case study as discussed and summarized in Phase I.

A most appreciable advantage of the proposed procedure is that

the digital computer time consumed is small. In order to determine

10 years1 drawdown at wells located in a particular area (Cell 4),

Maddock's groundwater simulation program, Maddock, [1969], on the

UNIVAC 1108 consumed 59 seconds to simulate the overall aquifer system

in one single stage. The two-stage simulation, however, consumed

less than 14 seconds, of which the particular cell simulation (with

Maddock's program) consumed 10 seconds.

2.1
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CHAPTER 2

IDENTIFICATION OF GROUNDWATER PARAMETERS

IN A MULTICELL SYSTEM

 INTRODUCTION

Groundwater is a vital source of water supply. Its wise

management presents numerous problems of varying degrees of com­

plexity. Thus a broad approach is required to analyze and solve

these problems. One of the problems is that there are not enough

data available on the system being modeled. Thus water resources

systems analysts develop a nonrepresentative model of the system,

which often results in an erroneous output from the model. This

chapter is concerned with developing a reasonably representative

model of a groundwater system, using additional information so that

a model output with a high degree of accuracy can be obtained.

Hence, in the process of evaluating groundwater as a continuous

source of water supply, the analyst may consider the following

questions:

(1)	 What system model has to be built in order to closely

represent the real system?

(2)	 What are the errors involved in modeling?

(3)	 What are the effects of model errors on the output of

predicted water levels?
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The purpose of this chapter is to answer the above fundamental and im­

portant questions faced in modeling a groundwater system.

Attention is primarily directed toward a sensitivity analysis of

identifying parameters of confined aquifer models.

2.1.1 Motivation

Identification of unknown aquifer parameters is essential for

making optimal decisions in the planning of a water resources system

where groundwater or the conjunctive effect of ground and surface

hydrology is considered. Obtaining the required aquifer system

parameter values directly by an extensive observation system

would be very difficult. For this reason most of the parameter

values used are deduced from the behavior of the real system

rather than from direct observation. Mathematical models which

approximate a real system play an important part in this regard.

The basic motivation of this chapter is to identify the unknown

parameters so that the mathematical model closely represents the

real system response.

Applying this motivation to this phase of the project accomplishes

the following:

(1)	 it develops a drawdown forecast model.

(2)	 it analyzes sensitivity of computed head values to sys­

tematic changes in different model parameters.

(3)	 it uses the Fairfield-New Baltimore area in Southern

Ohio as a case study.
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2.1.2	 Objective

The main objective can be described as follows:

(1) To develop an efficient means of identifying the parameter

of an aquifer system that is confined» unconfined (when drawdown is

small compared to the saturated thickness) or both, using additional

information so that the model becomes less sensitive to error in

parameter identification. To do this, the aquifer is decomposed into

blocks known as cells according to available hydrological and other

information. A set of difference equations is established for parti­

cular cells based on the interflow between adjacent cells. To

obtain an accurate estimate of drawdown at a given point of interest,

one can isolate the cell in which the point of interest is located.

This cell may then be modeled in greater detail, using a mathemati­

cal model which considers the particular boundary conditions related

to the adjacent cells as a function of time. This decomposition

approach uses much more available information than any other approach

developed for identifying aquifer parameters in groundwater systems.

(2) To show that the above decomposition approach to

parameter identification for predicting drawdown of groundwater

systems yields better results than earlier work in this area. Note

that earlier parameter identification (presented in Phase I and II)

considers (i) to be the whole aquifer as a single cell and (ii), the

transmissivity, to be spatially distributed in two-dimensional

coordinates.
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The scope of the following is limited to these assumptions:

(1) The aquifer model can be described by a linear

parabolic partial differential equation.

(2) Transmissivity is decomposed on a two-dimensional

space.

(3) Storage coefficient as well as the initial and

boundary conditions of the aquifer, together with the recharge

and withdrawal, are known.

2.1.3 Literature Survey

Practical water resources problems are governed by partial

differential equations containing a number of physical parameters.

These unknown parameters are usually determined empirically. How­

ever, over the past several years, investigators have presented

theoretical ways of identifying them from data observed in the field.

Thus the theoretical ways of identifying these parameters are equiv­

alent to the problem of parameter identification of a partial

differential equation. This area is not well developed and many

problems remain unsolved as yet. The problem stems from the fact

that the theory of partial differential equations is complex and

difficult to apply. Most partial differential equations of inter­

est in engineering have no analytical solutions, and the existing

numerical techniques to solve them are not completely satisfactory.

For identification of partial differential equations, most

techniques focus on identifying a constant parameter in a
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one-dimensional system, whereas this chapter focuses on identifying

varying parameters in a multidimensional system. The literature

dealing with parameter identification in unsteady groundwater flow

governed by a partial differential equation is widespread.

To the problem of water resources analysis, Yeh and Tauxe

(Yeh and Tauxe, 1971) applied quasi-!inearization in identifying

the parameters of a homogeneous and isotropic confined aquifer system.

A further extension of this model to a finite leaky aquifer system

was studied by Marino and Yeh (Marino and Yeh, 1973). The major

criticism of quasi!inearization is its small region of convergence.

Also, for systems of more than one dimension, it produces large sets

of ordinary differential equations which are obtained by transforming

partial differential equations, thus increasing considerably the

problem's dimensionality.

For a particular identification of aquifer parameters,

Haimes, et al, [1968], applied decomposition and multilevel opti­

mization techniques where the aquifer system model is decomposed

into a set of independent subsystems each of which is described by

a one-dimensional, constant-parameter partial differential equa­

tion. This approach is appealing for its relative simplicity.

However, it cannot handle complex boundary characteristics which

cause interference with well response, since the image equations

(which describe interations among subsystems) become rather compli­

cated. Also, variable recharge produced by lakes and/or rivers
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cannot be handled, since the input-output water balance of the

aquifer is assumed constant (indeed, the computational simplicity

of the method would be spoiled since no analytical solution for the

subsystems1 equations exists for the case variable). Other comments

on this approach can be found in Birkhoff and Varga (Birkhoff and

Varga, 1959). In this chapter, both complex boundaries and recharge

patterns can be handled with the scheme developed in section 2.2.

Falkenbarg (Falkenbarg, 1971) identified variable para­

meter one-dimensional equations by transforming the partial

differential equation into an integral equation representation.

Using a functional approach, he generates an approximate solution

for the distributed system, using the integral equation. This ap­

proximate solution is then used to identify the equation parameters

on a least-square basis. Extensions of this methodology to handle

two-dimensional partial differential equations has not been done

up to now and therefore cannot be applied here.

Kleinecke (Kleinecke, 1971) transforms the partial differen­

tial equation into a set of difference equations, and using an

equation balance error criterion, formulates the aquifer model

calibration problem as a linear programming problem. The validity

of this approach has been questioned because of the difficulty of

accurately estimating time and spatial derivatives using discrete

data on the function being identified. The approach in general

seems to be very sensitive to the level of measurement error and
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therefore of little use.

Karplus and Kawamoto (Karplus and Kawamato, 1966) apply

sensitivity analysis to identify constant parameters in a multidi­

mensional partial differential equation. Senfield (Senfield, 1971)

follows the same approach. The identification problem is posed as

a minimization problem. Solution of the partial differential equa­

tion is required to match the measured response of the physical

system. The parameters are identified on a least-squares basis

using a steepest-descent method. The main drawback of this approach

is the slow convergence rate of the steepest-descent method. This,

combined with the number of sensitivity equations (equal to the para­

meters being identified) that have to be resolved at each iteration,

may be an overburden from a computational viewpoint.

Phillipson (Phillipson, 1971) solves the problem of identifying

initial and boundary conditions for systems described by linear

parabolic and second-order hyperbolic partial differential equations.

He casts the problem within a variational framework and characterizes

extremals of quadratic functionals constrained by a partial differ­

ential equation by applying known results from the theory of optimal

control of distributed parameter systems developed by Lions (lions,

1971).

In Phase I we formulate the identification problem using steps

similar to those of Phillipson (Phillipson, 1972). On the other

hand, we use Lions (Lions, 1971) for solving the quadratic
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approximation of the parameter identification as a variational problem.

The different methodologies of identifying parameters mentioned

above have some features in common — they all primarily assume an

aquifer either as a single cell or as a one-dimensional flow system

or both. These assumptions have the following problems:

(1) Considering an aquifer as a single cell leads to

assuming a homogeneous property of the aquifer. In the real world,

the discontinuity of soil characteristics in an aquifer causes the

aquifer to have non-homogeneous properties. Hence the assumption of

homogeneity is erroneous.

(2) Groundwater flow is multidimensional. Hence the assump­

tion of one-dimensional flow becomes nonrepresentative of the actual

groundwater flow.

In general, errors associated with mathematical assumptions results

from using a relatively simple mathematical expression to represent

a complex natural physical system. To cope with this problem

reasonably, this chapter implements a better procedure for ground­

water system modeling. In this procedure the whole aquifer is

decomposed into different cells, taking into account the fact

that interflow between adjacent cells results in a set of differ­

ence equations. In chapter 1 this procedure is discussed.

To identify the parameter (transmissivity) of a particular cell,

the cell is modeled in greater detail and calibrated via

Marquardt's Non-linear Algorithm (Marquardt, 1963).

Consequently in this approach, by decomposing the system and con­

sidering multidimensional flow, we assign more importance to the
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nonhomogeneous soil characteristics and the two-dimensional flow

pattern of an aquifer. Finally, additional information generated

due to disintegration of the aquifer system leads to a parameter

identification procedure which results in a less sensitive output,

even if some error exists in basic input information.

2.1.4	 Aquifer Identification Problem

Using the models described in Chapter 1, Equations (1.1) and (1.7), to for-

cast aquifer water levels, the following information for each cell

should be obtained:

1.	 Length of the perpendicular sector associated with the

segment between cells, W

2.	 Distance between centers of cells, L

3.	 Hydraulic conductivity averaged between cells, K

4.	 Effective aquifer depth averaged between cells, E

5.	 Elevation at the top of the aquifer averaged

between cells, F

6.	 Water elevation, h

7.	 Forcing function or pumpage, Q

8.	 Storage function* S

9. Transmissivity function, T

10, Initial conditions

11.	 Boundary conditions

Determining the above eleven types of input data or parameters com­

prises the aquifer system identification problem, and identifying

each of these parameters is difficult. For example, identifying Q
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requires determining the pumpage and recharge pattern, rain in­

filtration, river and lake percolation, and leakage and losses

to make a water balance of the total water input to the aquifer.

A similar puzzle is determining the aquifer's initial and boundary

conditions (I.C. & B.C.). This is known as a state identification

problem. Transmissivity and storativity are highly variable discrete­

ly distributed parameters. This is due to the wide variety of

geological materials and structures an aquifer can be composed of.

Such characteristics pose serious problems in identifying aquifer

model transmissivity and storativity. In general the eleven points

mentioned above are related to each other and can be considered a

single problem composed of many subproblems. This chapter addresses

itself to a single subproblem: Identifying the particular cell

transmissivity function using more hydro!ogical and geological in­

formation. It is assumed that pumpage, elevation, storage function,

conductivity, I.C. and B.C. are already known. The problem can be

stated as follows:

Given the following information on each cell

(1) initial and boundary conditions

(2) storage coefficient

(3) conductivity

(4) well pumpage records

(5) water elevation records

(6) topology

estimate the value of T (model transmissivity function) on the
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basis of the above information, using some curve-fitting criterion.

Some factors which complicate the solution to this problem, are:

1. Since the aquifer water sources are random variables, it is

difficult to estimate accurately the input function (Q) of each cell.

2. As it is not feasible to collect data for an entire particular-

cell, crude discretely distributed data are used to estimate the

overall distributed parameter function of a cell.

3. It is difficult to determine initial conditions, boundary con­

ditions and topology of each cell.

2.1.5 Aquifer System Identification

Due to the heterogeneous property of most aquifers, the

assumption that the groundwater system has distributed rather than

lumped parameters is inherently more realistic. In this regard, two

basically different approaches may be used to get useful representa­

tions for the heterogeneous properties of the present system. One

approach is to subdivide the aquifer into a finite number of areas

of specified geometry, each of which is assumed to be homogeneous

with respect to transmissivity and storage. The simplest such

case is the analysis of a lumped system for which the entire aquifer

is considered to have homogeneous transmissivity and storage. The

second approach is to define aquifer properties through a functional

relationship which provides spatial variation. In this chapter a

mixed approach of the above two methods will be considered. The

whole aquifer is subdivided into a finite number of blocks known
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as particular cells, each of which has

(1) Constant storativity and

(2) Spatially distributed transmissivity.

Thus the identification problem in groundwater hydrology involves

determining the distribution of parameters which characterize a

particular cell from observations of pumping and recharge rates,

flow at boundaries, water levels, and topology.

In order to predict future system response of a particular cell

using equation (2.3), one should know the following about each cell:

(1) Boundary conditions including additional interflow information

between cells obtained from multicell model equation (2.2).

(2) Production rates (i.e., rate of pumping, Q).

(3) Values of T and S.

It is easy to obtain the first two pices of information from observed

data at specified locations, whereas collecting data for (3) creates

a problem since no detailed knowledge of the variation of T(x,y) and

S(x,y) is available. One way to handle this is to formulate an

inverse problem. Thus, utilizing the observed information as input,

an inverse problem in the aquifer system can be formed:

Given some function

F(h - h)

where h = observed head &

h = h(T,S) - calculated head
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How must T and S be chosen so that F is minimized? An answer to

this question enables one to predict accurately the system response to

future modes of operation. So it can be assumed a useful description

of the system is given by specifying T and S which will minimize an

appropriate criterion function.

2.2 IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM

2.2.1 Introduction

The important step in the identification of a parameter problem

is to choose the model topology for the system being considered.

In addition, one will need to determine the existence and inique­

ness of a solution to the model and to have the capability of

solving the equations governing it. Selecting the model for the

aquifer has already been discussed in Chapter 1. The next step,

developing an identification algorithm for model identification, is

the main topic of this Chapter.

2.2.2 Composition of the Identification Problem

As mentioned in the last chapter, the mathematical model of

the present system consists of two parts

(1) multicell model

(2) particular cell model
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2.2.2.1	 Multicell model contribution for parameter identification 
problem 
The mul t ice l l model described by equation (1.7) is repeated 
fo r convenience below 
*
 W j i C j i	
 ( h h
 W j j K j i r ( h }2 ( h  ) 2 1 
j L._. jm im 2L.~. jm im' 
j i	 j I 
At

The flow between the j-th cell and the ith cell during

time period m is:

z W..C.	 W..K..
 0 0

^	 4f 2 /

2.2.2.2	 Particularcell Parameter Identification

For the particularcell, a more detailed formulation is used,

and the above computed flow (2.2) is then distributed along the

boundary line according to spatial and hydrological considerations.

The particularcell model under consideration as described by

equation (1.1) can be written more specifically for cell j as

;
 l l l j j " b j t + g j	 U 
h^x.y.o)	 = hQJ (2.4)

7 I r. » Oj h^x.y.t) | r2 = h^.	 (2.5)

3n

Q.-(x,y,t)	 e R. (2.6)

j J
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where hj(x,y,t) = drawdown at location (x,y) of cell j and time t.

Qj(x»y,t) = net discharge rate per unit area, including recharge,

leakage etc. at location (x,y) of cell j and time t. The initial

and boundary conditions of the system are respectively given by

(2.4) and (2.5), r-j and ^ denote the boundary geometry, R^  in

equation (2.6) is the domain of (2.4) - (2.5).

The model described in (2.3) - (2.6) is not completely

determined because the function T,-(x,y) is unknown; therefore, the

question arises as how to determine T-(x,y). The identification of

the function T-(x,y) for a particular cell is known as a parameter

identification, system identification, parameter estimation or

model calibration.

Since the transmissivity value, Tj(x»y) is not known, the

response h-(x,y,t) cannot be computed from (2.3) - (2.6). The

identification problem is to estimate the value of the transmissi­

vity function Tj(x,y), so that a specified performance criterion is

satisfied. Choosing a performance criterion however, depends on

many factors, including, for example, the model representing the

physical system, the number of data points, the sensitivity of

parameters as related to performance function, etc. A least-square

norm of the output error, i.e., between observed and calculated

values for the water head, is selected as the performance function.
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This function J.j(T(x,y)) is expressed as

Jj(T(x,y)) = j J [h..(x,y,t;T)

0 Qj

- h\(x,y,t)]2 dt df2. (2.7)

where

ft. = the area of cell j

j

h.(x,y,t,T) = the model output for a given function T.(x,y)

vi

H-(x9y,t) = the observad value of the waterhead of various

points in space and time over the area of cell j

Complete knowledge of a specific cell's geology is required to

determine the mathematical structure of T.(x,y). The difficulties

involved in determining transmissivity from physical measurements

force hydrologists to pursue indirect methods. Accordingly* a

scond-order polynomial representation of transmissivity function

is utilized. The representation of transmissivity as a linear

function in spatial coordinates was originally developed in Phase I,

then it was modified to a second order polynomial in Phase II.

The second-order polynomial representation of T.(x,y) which belongs

to the space of positive polynomials in x and y is

T,(x,y) = b1 x2 + b ^  2 + b3x

where b
 sbo,,fcu»bA and br are unknown coefficients to be estimated.
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The identification problem can now be stated as follows:

Minimize J.(T.(x,y)) = Min i.(x,y,t,T)

J J

- h-(x>y,t)] dt dftj (2.9)
3

Subject to the constraints set

x.y) ft ) _ • f - Sjf£ + Qj(x,y,t)

h-(x,y,o) =

(2.10)

Qj(x,y,t) e

The search for a transmissivity function T.(x,y) which minimizes the

objective function (2,9) constitutes the identification algorithm

for a particular cell. The Marquardt Algorithm for least-squares esti­

mation of nonlinear parameters (lopez, 1973) as used for parameter

identification is found to be an effective approach in this regard.

Once the parameters (b j & bg) representing spatially

distributed  function T.(x,y.( ) of cell j is identifi
transmissivity ntified,

j

the next task will be to find the average value of tansmissivity
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for cell j-T- as follows:

"..(x,y) dx dy

dx dy

x y

where / I T.(x,y) dx dy

x y

is the sum of transmissivities at different points over the entire

particularcell j

and I I dx dy is the total area of cell j

x y

2.2.3 Iterative Procedure for Identification Problem

Consider a number of cells constituting an aquifer. It is

assumed that within the times considered there is no change in the

aquifer's boundary conditions. Thus based on geohydrological con­

siderations, a two-dimensional system model comprised of cells

can be formed. Water in adjacent cells can flow from one to another.

Hence for an n-cell aquifer system, the following approach is
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proposed as a solution to the identification problem:

(1) Make an initial guess for the vector T

T

av

"av

T° T? (2.12)
-av

av

'av

T

av

(2) Substitute T in the relation

K = (2.13)

where K-- = conductivity averaged between cells j and i

J *

T
'ji " 
 - j av i av 
= transmissivity averaged between

cells j and i

D-. = flow depth averaged between cells j and i

j '

to get the conductivity K..

(3) Solve multicell model equation (2.1) to compute flow

values between adjacent cells and water head at different times.

To do so, use the information generated in step (2) above.

(4) Optimize transmissivity function T(x,y) for each par­

ticular cell by minimizing the error function between observed and

calculated values of drawdown at specified points for each cell.

Calculated values of drawdown are subject to flow values of multi­

cell model equation (2.1).
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(5) Transform improved T(x,y) of step (4) into average

transmissivity T using equation (2.11) - for each cell.

(6) Compare the average transmissivity vector T ob­

— av

tained in step (5) with the initial guess of T
 aw in step (1).

— av

I f th is difference is less than a vector of convergence factor £ , 
then stop the procedure. Otherwise go to step (1) (use improved 
T^t obtained in step (5) rather than initial guess T [^))m

— av * — av

A flow diagram of the identification algorithm is depicted in

Figure 2.1. The preceding theoretical concept was put on the

Univac 1108 digital computer in fortran language to achieve our

results.
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2 .  3	 CASE STUDY 
2.3.1	 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the feasibility

of the modeling technique proposed in the last chapter by means

of a case study. The Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer in the

lower great Miami River Valley of southern Ohio is a typical

example of a large water resources system. This example is well

suited to testing the methodologies developed in this chapter.

Even though the system is described in detail in Phases I and II,

we represent it here for the completeness of the report.

2.3.2	 Description of Real Aquifer System: Miami Conservency

District

The area modeled for the validation of the identification

algorithm is the Fairfield-New Baltimore area of the Miami Con­

servency District which consists of 32 square miles of the Great

Miami River Valley southwest of Hamilton, Ohio. The area modeled

possesses a sand and gravel aquifer that is bounded by the bedrock

walls of the Great Miami River Valley. These walls form the boundary

of the aquifer, with the exceptions of the west and the north, where

the boundaries are arbitrary. For the west boundary the dry fork of

the White Water River, located about two miles west of New Baltimore

was selected. For the northern boundary a line through Fairfield

near the southern city limit of Hamilton was chosen.

Geologically, the aquifer under study consists of glacial
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outwash, sands, and gravels of the Pleistocene Age. From the hydro-

geological point of view, the aquifer area can be conveniently

divided into three parts as follows:

In the central part of the area the aquifer material

consists of stratified sand and gravel situated 150-200 feet below

ground surface. Widely scattered lenses of clay and silt are also

present but do not cover a sufficient area to cause any perceptible

confining effects. In the southwest corner the sand and gravel is

only about 80 feet thick.

Along the eastern edge of the area some three square miles

consist of a sand and gravel aquifer which is about 100 to 150

feet thick and is overlain by about 100 feet of clay and silt.

In the western-most portion of the Fairfield-New Baltimore

area, which covers about eight square miles, the aquifer is about

200 feet thick and is capped with a complex layer of till, silt

and clay.

Groundwater is unconfined throughout most of the area. How­

ever, the mathematical condition that the drawdown be small as

compared to the saturated thickness of the aquifer is satisfied.

This condition permits use of the identification technique developed

in this work.

The hydrologic and geologic characteristics of the Fairfield-

New Baltimore aquifer have been extensively studied and a report

[Spieker, 1968] provides an excellent source of information for

the area.
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2.3,2.1 Estimation of the Input-Output Water Balance

Concerning the hydrologic boundaries (i.e., boundary con­

ditions), the aquifer is bounded by the vertical bedrock wall of

the buried Miami Valley. The permeability of this rock is slight,

yet it can contribute a significant amount of water to the system

due to the very large contact area, therefore, a leakage boundary

is introduced into the model. A second source of water is provided

by the Great Miami River which traverses the aquifer as shown

(Figure 4.3). The river strongly interfaces with the aquifer and

is one of the most important components of the ground and surface

water system.

The input-output water balance of the aquifer is made

up of the following components:

(i) Recharging of Induced Steam Infiltration

This is a difficult system input to estimate. It is a

highly variable quantity whose interaction with the aquifer depends

on many factors, such as width and depth of the river, velocity of

the streamflow, permeability of the streambed. The most critical

of all these factors is the stream infiltration rate under condi­

tions of low streamflow. Two estimates of this factor have been

made for the area in question and, based on them, a range of

240,000 to 500,000 gpd per acre has been determined as the ex­

pected range of variation for the maximum infiltration rate all

year round [Spieker, 1968]. Such a range indicates that the river

is a large source of water for the aquifer; consequently, in the
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aquifer model the river has been modeled as a constant head

boundary.

(ii) Recharge from Boundaries

The perimeter of the aquifer modeled is 220,000 feet, of

which 180,000 feet are along the bedrock valley walls. The perme­

ability has been estimated to be on the order of 1.5 gpd per sq. ft.

These figures, when multiplied by the total area, yield 6.8 mgd

coming from the bedrock formations into the aquifer. This last

figure is used in this study.

(iii) Pumping

Pumping is concentrated in three well fields, namely, the

well fields of Hamilton south (Fairfield), the Southwestern Ohio

Water Co., and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Pumping started

in 1943 with eleven wells in Fairfield. These were operated from

1943 to 1945. Then, from 1945 to 1952 there was no significant

pumping in the area* In 1952 Southwestern Co. installed a new

well, S-l (Figure 2.4)- It was pumped from 1952 to 1955 at an

average rate of 10 mgd. In 1955 a second well was installed, S-2

(Figure 2.4) The combined pumpage of S-l and S-2 from 1955 to

1962 averaged 13.8 mgd. In 1956 the city of Hamilton installed

a new well field (F-16, F-10, F-ll) which was pumped from 1956

through 1962 at an average of 7.5 mgd. The U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission well field A-2, has been pumped at an average of 1 mgd

since 1952.
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(iv) Initial Conditions

Records of water level in the area were not kept until

pumping had started; therefore, it is difficult to determine the

initial conditions of the system. Spieker [Spieker, 1968] esti­

mated those conditions based on existing hydrographs of the area,

present water level measurements, models1 results, and river stages,

In the present work, initial conditions for groundwater levels in

the area were considered according to Speiker.

For the Fairfield-New Baltimore area only four reliable

pumping tests have been performed to determine the aquifer trans­

missivity. Locations of test points are shown as T-, ,T?,T3,T4,

(Figure 2.4). The storage coefficient has been considered based on

Speiker.

The construction and validation of an aquifer model for

the Fairfield-New Baltimore area is an important step in this pro­

ject since no prediction of the real system behavior can be made

without such a component.

r 
- - — ^ ' ' ' / 
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1 
1 
\ 
Ground Water In The Lower Great Miami River Valley, Ohio 
F lC | . 2 » 2 * Location of the FairfieId-New Baltimore area, lower Great Miami River valley 
Well Locations Marked (X) 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE LOWER GREAT MIAMI RIVER VALLEY. OHIO

FIGURE 2.3
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2.3.3	 The Aquifer Model

The modeling of the real system described in the previous

sections is described in this section. A computer program was

written to simulate the aquifer. The system was divided into cells

with differing characteristics (See Fig. 2 5 ) . The data utilized

include pumpage water elevations and cell boundary conditions and

were taken from Spieker (Spieker, 1968). An explicit computation

scheme can be used, if care is taken to avoid the stability problem

by choosing an appropriately small time step. The semi-pervious

bedrock which forms the natural boundaries for the groundwater

system can be handled as part of the water balance of each cell

(constant inflow). The river can be handled as constant head cells.

Initial waterhead values in all cells are part of the input to the

program. For each time period (one year) the forcing function

(pumpage) at each cell is given.

The simulation model can. produce two types of output:

(i)	 For each time period, the interflow between adjacent

cells is provided.

(ii)	 For each time period the averaged water level is

predicted in all cells.

Cells #4, #5 and #6 (See Fig. 2.5) were considered in

this work due to the location of observation wells (F-10, F-ll,

F-16, S-l, S-2, and A-2) within these cells. Infiltration rates

and the complete pumping history of these cells from 1952 to 1962,

which were obtained from the Miami Conservancy District, are
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FIGURE 2 . 5 
Analog Study of Increased Pumping Effects, Fa1rf1eld~New Baltimore Area 
Generalized
 ine r iver. 
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CH - Constant Head

CF - Constant Flow

V I — Pumping Well

U+ - Inflow Boundary

-Generalized g«olo&r and coefficient* of tnnumtaalbUltjr (T) and ttor*f« (B) of th« FKlrQclA-Ntw- Baltimore are*. 
Cell #5 Discretization for the Detailed Modeling

FIGURE 2.7
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CH - Constant Head

CF - Constant Flow

W- - Pumping Wei 1

W+ - Inflow Boundary

F i g u r  e 2 .  8 - Generalized geology and coefficients of transmissibility (T) 
and storage (S) of the Fairfield-New Baltimore area. 
Cell #6 Discretization for the Detailed Modeling 
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presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. A breakdown per month can be ob­

tained from Speiker (1968). Location of the pumping wells is

shown in Figure 2.4. Table 2.3 summarizes the characteristics

of the cells under study. Figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 indicate the

constant head and recharging boundaries of the concerned cells.

To show the possible applications of the methodology developed

in this chapter to the case under study, boundary conditions were

taken for these three cells from the results of the multicell model.

The method used for identifying the transmissivity function parame­

ters of these cells is an iterative gradient algorithm developed

by Lopez (Lopez, 1973) based on the maximum neighborhood method

(Marquardt, 1963). Once the parameters defining the transmissivity

function have been estimated, the appropriate next test of the

calibrated equipment model is how well it predicts the aquifer's

response to any demand placed on it.

2.3.4 Needs for Additional Information in Aquifer Modeling

The decomposition approach of aquifer modeling in this chapter

stems from the intuition of developing an accurate groundwater model

for great Miami River Basin using additional available information on

the groundwater system. To do this, it is worthwhile to answer the

following questions:

(1) What kind of modeling errors can we come up with in developing

an accurate model?

(2) How can those errors be minimized?
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we 11 
foil 
"T355 
Pumping P 
1957 
eriods 
1958 1 9 ^ 1960 1961 
A-2 6 155 155 155 155 
i 1 5 5 155 155 155 155 155 155 
,S-1
4-2 5 1512 1835 1762 
2155 2031 2260 2019 2298 2223 2004 1951 
F-10 4 0 0 500 0 338 377 331 
372 356 354 357 
F-11 4 0 500 0 0 , 423 471 477 
465 445 443 446 
F-16 4 500 0 0 500 333 377 381 372 356 354 35/ 
TABLE 2.1 
PUMPING HISTORY FAIRFIELO-NEW BALTIMORE AQUIFER. FIGURES ARE 
GIVEN IN FT 3 /SEC *100. DATA FROM 1958-62 WERE NOT USED IN 
THE IDENTIFICATION OF T 
CELL • 
Boundary 
Points 
a.j) 
(7.8) (7.9) 
(See 
(8,7
Fiq. 4.5 for 
(9,4)
location 
(9.5) (9,6) 
of this coordinates 
#4 Infiltration 
Pato 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Boundary 
Points 
(I.vM 
(3,11) (3.10) 
(See 
(3.9) 
Fiq. 4.6 for 
(3,0) 
location 
(4.8) (5,8) (6,7) (6,6) (6,4) 
of this coordinates) 
Infiltration 18 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 6 
CELL Rate 
as 
Boundary 
Points (6.5) (7.4) (0,10) (8.9) (9.7) (9.6) (10,6) (11,6) 
n.j) 
Infiltration 6 6 6 6 6 6 12 6 
Rate 
Boundary 
Points 
(IJ) 
(4.5) (5,5) 
(See 
(6.4) 
Fiq. 4.7 for 
(6,5) 
location 
(3.8) (4,8)
of this coordinates) 
(4,9) 
CELL 
Infiltration 
Rate 12 , 12 12 12 6 12 12 
#6 
Boundary 
Points (3,10) (9,4) (9,5) (9,6) '(9.7) (9.8) 
Infiltration 
Rate 
6 12 12 12 12 2 
TABLE: 2 .  2 Inf i l t rat ion Rates Fa1rf1eld-New Baltimore Aquifer (Units: ft3 /sec *10Q) 
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CHARACTERISTIC

Aquifer Type

Storage Coefficient* s

(Dimensionless)

CELL DESCRIPTION 
NO. 
4 Unconffned small marginal 
5 areas are of semi-confined 
6 type. 
4 0.2 
5 0.2 
6 0.1 
Transmissivity Coefficient, 4

T (ft/sec)

Initial Head

(in ft.)

Boundary Conditions

Wells

Approximate Area

(in sq. miles)

• • • • - ' - ­

AQUIFER OATA;
Unknown
5

6

4 552

5 532

6 524

East & V/est: Inflows from

Cell #2 & Const. Head
4 North & South: Const, head &

Constant flow

East & West: Inflow from

5 Cell #6

North & South Constant flow

East & West: Inflow from

6 Cell #5 & Constant head

North & South: Constant flow

4 F-10, F-11, F-16

5 SI & S2

6

4

5

6

TABLE: 2 . 3 
FAIRFIELD-NEW
A2

7

9

8

BALTIMORE 
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As mentioned earlier, an error in groundwater modeling

is defined as the absolute difference at a particular time between

the waterhead computed at a given model location and the true water

head at the corresponding location in the groundwater system:

Where E. , is the modeling error at location L (the L notation re­

fers to the standard two-dimensional co-ordinate (x,y) system at

time t; h. . is the water level computed by the aquifer model at

location L and time t and h. , is the true water level at a cor­

responding point and time in the groundwater system.

Modeling errors can be classified as those associated

with:

(i) computation

(ii) mathematical assumption

(iii) basic data

Generally speaking, the three errors mentioned above include most

of those in aquifer modeling. Our work was concerned with pre­

diction errors caused by errors in basic data. We define an

error in basic data as the difference between the estimated or

measured value of a model variable and the corresponding true value

of the groundwater system. Making errors in basic data is probably

one of the major sources of errors in modeling.
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Errors in basic data are classified as:

a) Errors in aquifer parameters

(i) coefficient of storage

(ii) coefficient of transmissivity

b) Errors in initial and final conditions of waterhead

c) Errors in input and output functions

(i) discharge (including pumpage)

(ii) recharge

d) Errors in boundary configuration

Each of the above includes some errors that lead to further errors

in predicting future water levels.

Generally, data errors can be of several types, such as

instrumental or measurement, interpolation sampling, and errors

due to data not being representative of the aquifer. Measurement

errors create minor problems whereas interpolation errors arise

when field data are contoured to yeild estimates for all model

nodes. Such contouring commonly is done for transmissivity and

initial water levels. Sometimes field data may not be representa­

tive of or even from the aquifer being modeled. Measurements of

water levels in wells affected by local pumping or in wells

tapping parched water bodies, for example, will not be representa­

tive of aquifer conditions. Errors due to interpolation and

nonrepresentative data are significant problems.

For the Miami River Basin in Southern Ohio the coeffi­

cient of storage is reasonably well known because adequate
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measurements of its value have been made over different sections of

the aquifer. On the other hand, errors in estimates of transmissi­

vity are present due to the consideration of its (transmissivity)

average value over different sections of the aquifer. Finally the

average value becomes nonrepresentative of that area due to its

variation over space.

Error in initial water level may be due to

(i) measurement error

(ii) interpolation error

(iii) nonrepresentative location in the aquifer at that point

in time.

In addition, errors in final water levels for one or more histori­

cal periods of time used in calibrating the model lead to modeling

errors. Groundwater models commonly are calibrated by adjusting

model parameters so that computed water levels match historically

measured levels at one or more points in time. These final water

levels can be in error for the same reasons that initial levels

were in error.

Discharge and recharge estimates used in the model can be

in error for several reasons, which can be classified as follows:

(i) errors in quantity 
(ii) errors in the assumed location 
(iii) errors related to time variations in discharge or recharge 
not accounted for by the model. 
Much of the pumpage data in the Miami Basin are reasonably accurate
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as far as quantity and location of pumpage is concerned. Most of

the recharge in the Miami Basin is caused by induced recharge from

boundaries and subsurface flow from the Great Miami River.

Adequate data from recharge are available from Speiker.

Errors also are introduced into the model because the model

boundaries do not duplicate exactly those of the groundwater

system.

The above study gives us some appreciation of different errors

involved in groundwater modeling. Later we show by statistical

analysis how data errors on transmissivity, storativity, pumpage

and water head observation affect the groundwater model output.
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2 . 4	 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSES FOR 
DECOMPOSED MODEL 
2 . 4 .  1	 Introduction 
In this chapter the numerical methods used to accomplish the

goals stated in previous chapters will be presented. As an

example of using the identification algorithm developed in this

chapter to estimate transmissivity values, the Fairfield-New

Baltimore aquifer system is considered. The model-estimated

parameters for transmissivity functions were then used for model

validation to establish the capability of the model to predict real

system behavior. This aquifer system was also used previously as a

source for hydrogeological data for identifying and validating the

model developed in Phases I and II. This facilitates a direct

comparison of the results of this work with those models.

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to show the effect

of errors in observed head, pumpage, transmissivity and storativity

on the predicted head values calculated by the mathematical model

developed herein.

2.4.2	 Identification Model Calibration 
The calibration of the model was done for the Fairfield-New

Baltimore aquifer system. Spieker (1968) and Miami Conservancy

District, Dayton, Ohio furnished the basic hydrogeological data
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for this system. The time period 1952 to 1962 was chosen for the

identification and validation processes and was used in this way:

(1) 1952-1956 for model identification

(2) 1956-1962 for model validation

Observed water heads at different grid points of cells #4, #5 and

#6 were generated for 1952 to 1956 using Spieker's mathematical

model, parameters and conditions that he determined for the same

problem area. This provided water head estimates for the six

pumping wells of the region which were used for individual cell

parameter identification of this work. Generated water head observa­

tions are presented in Tables 2.4(a)5 2.4(b) and 2.4(c).

The identification algorithm was started using the initial

guess of transmissivity averaged between cells as follows:

T1 = 0.25

T2 = 0-51

T3 = 0.907

T4 = 0.915

Tc = 0.649
b

Tc = 0.412

b

T? = 0.36

TQ = 0.201
o

T9 = 0.663
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T1Q = 0.66

T n = 0.62

T12 = 0.209

Where subscripts 1.......12 of T mentioned above represent the fol­

lowing flow relation between cells (See Fig. 2.5)

Subscripts Flow Relation Between Cells

1 2+1

2 2+4

3 4+3

4 4+10

5 6+5

6 5*7

7 7+6

8 7+8

9 6+9

10 5+10

11 5+11

12 7+12

The initial guess of transmissivity is based on the geological in­

formation of that area. The aquifer was simulated by the multlcell

model to produce:

(i) the interflow between adjacent cells

(ii) an averaged water level in all cells

For the five-year period (1952-1956) using initial guesses,
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parameters (b-, ^ b^b^b^br) of transmissivity function

T(x,y) = b-,x2 + b2y2 + b3x + b4y + bg

of cells #4, #5 and #6 were identified after being subjected to the

above information developed in the iterative process.

Computationally, the identification scheme of this work

is very effective. However, the initial guess of transmissivity

plays a dominant role in computation time. The least-square error

function between observed and calculated head of each cell con­

verges quadratically to a minimum even with bad initial values

(corresponding to a large initial least-square error). The model-

predicted drawdowns for 1952 to 1956 are shown in Tables 2.5(a)9

2.5(b) and 2.5(c). A comparison of the real (observed) draw­

down values and the model's predicted drawdown (Tables 2.6(a), 2.6(b)

and 2.6(c)) shows generally good agreement between them. Results of

the identification of transmissivity function parameters are

tabulated in Table 2.7.
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Observation Pumping Per1od»l(l952) Pumping Period»2(1953) Pumping Per1od»3(l954) Pumping Per1od»4(1955) Pumping Periodr5(1956)

Point Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdown(FT) Drawdowns(FT)

4 8 -0.801 -1.368 -1.511 -1.542 -1.251 
5 7 -0.423 -0.801 -0.965 -1.001 -0.309 
5 8 -1.201 -1.913 -2.141 -2.192 -1.586 
6 7 -0.204 -0.572 -0.752 -0.801 0.392 
7 5 1.056 1.092 1.033 1.016 2.721 
7 6 3.273 3.231 3.124 3.092 5.770 
8 4 0.722 0.795 0.778 0.761 1.864 
8 5 3.541 3.662 3,612 3.599 6.301 
8 6 3.839 3.915 3.837 3.805 7.351 
Water Head Observations of Cell #4

(generated after Spieker)

Table: 2.4(a)

Observation f>ump*ngPeHod-l(Utt) Pumping PeHo<M(1953) Pumping Pertod«3(l954) dumping PeHod«4(1955) Pumping PeHod-5(195$J

Point Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns (FT)

7 6 -0.989 -1.528 -1.643 -1.960 -1.979 
7 7 -0.305 -0.521 -0.583 -0.705 -0.726 
8 6 -1.218 -1.699 -0.142 -2.077 -2.045 
9 4 -5.595 -7.247 -7.357 -8.558 -8.330 
9 5 -11.385 -13.771 -13.516 -15.852 -15.233 
Water Head Observations of Cell #5

(generated after Spieker)

TABLE: 2.4(b)
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Observation Pumping PeHocH{1952) Pumping Per1od*2{1953) Pumping PeHod»3(1954) Pumping Per1od=4(l955} Pumping Per1od*5(1956) Point Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns (FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT 
4 6

5 6

6 7

6 8

7 5

7 7

8 5

8 7

Observation

Point

4 8

5 7

5 8

6 7

7 5

7 6

8 4

8 5

8 6

-0.198 -0.232 -0.248 -0.245 
-0.482 -0.547 
-0.576 -0.571 
-4.944 -5.038 
-5.087 -5.075 
-1.134 -1.174 -1.238 -1.214 
-0.237 -0.292 -0.320 -0.317 
-0.991 -1.075 -1.128 -1.116 
-0.126 -0.173 -0.201 -0.119 
-0.576 -0.647 -0.702 -0.690 
Water Head Observations of Cell

(generated after Spieker)

TABLE: 2.4(c)

Pumping Perlod-l(1952) Pumping Per1od»2(1953) Pumping Per1od=3(l954) Pumping Per1od*4(l955) 
Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Orawdowns(FT) 
-0.791201 -1.418124 -1,821123 -1.552213 
-0.442321 -0.861231 -1.115321 -1.021241 
-1.351347 -2.031471 -2.561246 -2.302120 
-0.413424 -0.552139 -0,962124 -0.841216 
1.0212JO 1 .n7'ir,f,o l.H.fil?? 
3.373432 3.241416 3.144630 3.292243 
1.019234 1.205618 O.U03357 1.041642 
3.769213 3.922412 3.822124 3.629624 
4.091456 3.925243 4.0P7162 3.905271 
-0.245 
-0.570 
-5.072 
-1.211 
-0.316 
-1.113 
-0.197 
-0.687 
Pumping Per1od*5(1956j

Drawdowns(FT)

-1-461061 
-0.339420 
-1.629146 
-0.512344 
-2.741932 
6.149243 
2.124128 
6.311426 
7.501460 
Cell #4 Water Head Predicted by the Model

TABLE: 2.5(a)
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Point Drawdowns(FT) 
7 6 
-1.011012 
7 7 
-0.315112 
8 6 
-1.328431 
9 4 
-5.825120 
9 5 
-11.415341 
Observation Pumping Period-!(1952) 
Point Drawdowns(FT) 
4 6 -0.225143 
5 6 -0.572261 
6 7 -5.213462 
6 8 -1.321420 
7 5 -0.248168 
7 7 -1.213480 
8 5 -0.145321 
8 7 -0.591242 
Pumping Period-*(1953)" Pumping Period»3(1954 Pumping PeHod-4(1955} dumping PeHod-5095oTDrawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdov/n^fFTi 
-1.538213 
-1.652134 
-1.981245 
-1.991234 
-0.542641 
-0.681235 
-0.728634 
-0.766198 
-1.782145 
-0.156143 
-2.331240 
-2.056231 
-7.366123 
-7.567916 
-8.577421 
-8.531041 
-13.972034 
-13.646450 
-16.121456 
-15.281468 
Cell #5 Mater Head Predicted by the Model

TABLE: 2.5(b)

Pumping f>eHo<M(1955J

Drawdowns(FT)

-0.252164 
-0.681432 
-5.224126 
-1.191264 
-0.308148 
-1.086142 
-0.576452 
-0.665432 
i W n g PeHo<M(1954J' 
Drawdowns (FT) 
-0.259942 
-0.562143 
-5.386432 
-1.352684 
-0.517941 
-1.153121 
-0.227418 
-1.031402 
Pumping PeHod-4(1955J

Drawdowns(FT)

-0.232114 
-0.591241 
-5.171242 
-1.525146 
-0.422135 
-1.125334 
-0.231468 
-0.841531 
Pumping Per1od»5(1956) 
Drawdowns(FT 
-0.442143 
-0.583264 
-5.291348 
-1.401342 
-0.328116 
-1.724321 
-0.212346 
-0.883451 
Cell #6 Water Head Predicted by the Model

TABLE 2.5(c)
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Pumping Period • 1(1952) 
Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A - h ­ h 
h (FT.) h(FT.) 
4 8 -0.801 -0.791201 O.01 
5 7 -0.423 -0.442321 0.02 
5 8 -1.201 -1.351347 0.15 
.6 7 -0.204 -0.413424 0.21 
7 5 1.056 1.021236 0.03 
7 6 3.273 3.373432 0.10 
8 4 0.722 1.019234 0.30 
8 5 3.541 3.769213 0.22 
8 6 3.839 4.091456 0.26 
Cell #4 Water Head Comparison 
TABLc: 2.6(a) 
Pumping Period • 2(1953) 
Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A - h- h 
h (FT.) h(FT.) 
4 8 -1.368 -1.418124 0.05 
5 7 -0.801 -0.861231 0.06 
5 8 -1.913 -2.031471 0.12 
6 7 -0.572 -0.552139 0.02 
7 5 1.092 1.132134 0.04 
7 6 3.231 3.241416 0.01 
8 4 0.795 1.205618 0.41 
8 5 3.662 3.922412 0.26 
8 6 3.915 3.925243 0.01 
TABLE: 2.6(a'/

(Continued)

Observation

4

5

5

6

7

7

8

8

8

Observation

4

5

5

6

7

7

8

8

8

Point

8

7

8

7

5

6

4

5

6

Point

8

7

8

7

5

6

4

5

6
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Pumping Period •

Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model

h (FT.)

-1.511

-0.965

-2.141

-0.752

1.033

3.124

0.778

3.612

3.837

Pumping Period

Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model

h .(FT.)

-1.542

-1.001

-2.192

-0.801

1.016

3.092

0.761

3.599

3.805

TABLE: 2.6(a) 
(Continued) 
3(1954)

Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model

h(FT.)

-1.821123

-1.115321

-2.561246

-0.962124

1 .073659

3.144630

0.808357

3.822124

4.097162

« 4(1955)

Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model

h(FT.)

-1.552213

-1.021241

-2.302120

-0.841216

1.166122

3.292243

1.041642

3.629624

3.905271

A » h - h

0.31

0.15

0.42

0.21

0.04

0.02

0.03

0.21

0.26

A-h- h

0.01

0.02

0.11

0.04

0.15

0.20

0.28

0.03

0.10
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Observation Point 
4 8

5 7

5 8

6 7

7 5

7 6

8

8 5

8 6

Observation Point 
7 6

7 7

8 6

9 4

9 5

Pumping Period • 5(1956) 
Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model 
S(FT.) h(FT.) 
-1.251 -1.461061 
-0.309 -0.339420 
-1.586 -1.629146 
0.392 0.512344 
2.721 -2.741932 
5.770 6.149243 
1.864 2.124128 
6.301 6.311426 
7.351 7.501460 
TABLE: 2.6(a)

(Continued)

Pumping Period • 1(1952)

Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted by Sarkars Model 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
-0.989 -1.011012 
-0.305 -0.315112 
-1.218 -1.328431 
-5.595 -5.825120 
-11.385 -11.415341 
Cell #5 Water Head Comparison

TABLE: 2.6(b)

L • h * h 
0.21 
0.03 
0.04 
0.12 
0.02 
0.37 
0.26 
0.01 
0.15 
A - h - h 
0.02 
0.01 
OJl 
0.23 
0.03 
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Observation Point Water Head Predicted By 
h(FT.) 
Pumping Period 
Spiekers Mcdei 
• 2(1953) 
Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model 
h(FT.) 
A • h • h 
7 6 -1.528 -1,538213 0.01 
7 7 -0.521 -0.542641 0.02 
8 6 -1.699 -1.782145 0.09 
9 4 -7.247 -7.365123 0.12 
9 5 -13,771 -13.972034 0.2 
Pumping Period - 3(1954)

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A - h * h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
7 6 -1.643 -1.652134 0.09 
7 7 -0.583 -0.681235 0.1 
8 6 0.142 -0.156143 0,01 
9 4 -7.357 -7.567916 0.21 
9 5 -13.516 -13.646450 0.13 
Pumping Period - 4(1955)

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A - h " h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
7 6 -1.960 -1.981245 0.02 
7 7 -0.705 -0.728634 0.02 
8 6 -2.077 -2.331240 0.26 
9 4 -8.558 -8.577421 0.01 
9 5 -15.852 -16.121456 0.27 
^  :
 2.6(b)

(Continued)
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Pumping Period « 5(1956)

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A • h - h 
MFT.) h(FT.) 
7 6 -1.979 -1.991234 0.02 
7 7 -0.726 -0.766198 0.04 
8 6 -2.045 -2.056231 0.01 
9 4 -8.330 -8.531041 0.20 
9 5 -15.233 -15.281468 0.05 
TABLE: 2.6(b)
(Continued) 
Pumping Period • 1(1952) 
Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A » h * h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
4 6 -0.198 -0.225143 0.02 
5 6 -0.482 -0.572261 0.09 
6 7 -4.944 -5.213462 0.30 
6 8 -1.134 -1.321420 0.19 
7 5 -0.237 -0.248168 0.01 
7 7 -0.991 -1.213480 0.22 
8 5 -0.126 -0.145321 0.01 
8 7 -0.576 -0.591242 0.01 
Cell #6 Water Head Comparison

TABLE: 2.6(c)
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Pumping Period - 2(1953)

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers N'odel Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A - h ~ h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
4 6 -0.232 -0.252164 0.02 
5 6 -0.547 -0.681432 0.14 
6 7 -5.038 -5.224126 0-19 
6 8 -1.174 -1.191264 0.02 
7 5 -0.292 -0.308148 0.01 
7 7 -1.075 -1.086142 0.01 
8 5 -0.173 -0.576452 0.40 
8 7 -0.647 -0.6654432 0.02 
Pumping Period - 3(1954) 
Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A ­ h~ h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
4 6 -0.248 -0.259942 0.01 
5 6 -0.576 -0.562143 0.01 
6 7 -5.087 -5.386432 0.30 
6 8 -1.238 -1.352684 0.12 
7 5 -0.320 -0.517941 0.19 
7 7 -1.128 -1.153121 0.03 
8 5 -0.021 -0.227418 0.02 
8 7 -0.702 -1.031402 0.33 
TABLE: 2.6(c)

(Continued)
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Pumping Period * 1{1955) 
Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A • h • h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
4 6 -0.245 -0.232114 0.01 
5 6 -0.571 -0.591241 0.02 
6 7 -5.075 -5,171242 0.10 
6 8 -1.214 -1.525146 0.31 
7 5 -0.317 -0,422136 0.11 
7 7 -1.116 -1.125334 0.01 
8 5 -0.119 -0.231468 0.04 
8 7 -0.690 -0.841531 0.25 
Pumping Period ­ 5(1956) 
Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A • h " h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 
4 6 -0.245 -0.442143 0.20 
5 6 -0.570 -0.583264 0.01 
6 7 -5,072 -5.291348 0.22 
6 8 -1.211 -1.401342 0.19 
7 5 -0.316 -0.328116 0.01 
7 7 -1.113 -1.724321 0.61 
8 5 -0.197 -0.212346 0.15 
8 7 -0.687 -0.883451 0.20 
TABLE: 2.6(c) 
(Continued) 
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ranges between 2% and 15%. However the predicted drawdown in

Phases I and II varies from 15% to 33% and 5% to 31% respectively

for those same well locations. This implies an impressive im­

provement in predictive ability was obtained in this work due to

its decomposed modeling approach of using additional information

to obtain an overall better model yielding more accurate results.

PAPAMETERS CELL #4 CELL #5 CELL #6 
b l .2132X10"
1 0 
.1245X10"1 1 - .4013X10" 1 1 
b2 .1013X10"
1 1 
--13OOX10"11 .2132X10"*10 
b3 •4121X10"
6 
.2140XKT8 .3012X10"7 
b4 .8234X10"
7 
.lenxicf8 .5034X10"7 
b5 .56 .46 
TABLE: 2.7

Results of the Identification of Cell 
#4, #5 & #6 of the Fairfield-New Baltimore 
Aquifer System 
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_L

Drawdowns Caused by Pumping for the

Period 1952-62. Real System Observations made on

November 1962 (After Speieker)

FIG. 2.9

Drawdowns Caused by Pumping for The

Period 1952-62, Based on Decomposed Model

Derived 1n this Thesis

FIG. 2.10

Multicell Concept Singlecell Concept 
T CJuadratic T Quadratic T Linear 
Well Cell Observed Hhase • I I I Phase II Phase I 
Name Location Head(ft) 
After Spieker 
Predicted 
Head(ft) 
Difference 
in 
Error 
[%) 
Predicted 
Head(ft) 
Difference 
in 
Error 
\h) 
Predicted 
Head(ft) 
Difference 
in 
Error 
(%) 
h h " h h h " h h - h 
A-2 6 6.0 5.09 0.1 15.0 4.15 1.85 31.0 4.0 2.0 33.0 
S1-S2 5 15.0 15.4 0.45 3.0 12.0 3.0 20.0 12.0 3.0 20.0 
F-16 4 6.5 6.49 0.01 2.0 6.14 0.36 5.6 7.7 1.2 18.4 
F-10 4 6.5 6.08 0.42 6.0 6.05 0.45 6.93 7.5 1.0 15.3 
F-ll 4 6.5 7.08 0.58 10.0 7.40 0.9 14.0 8.7 2.2 30.0 
TABLE: 2.8 
Results of the Fairfield-New Baltimore Aquifer 
Model Forecasted Results 
(Water Heads Compared on November 1962) 
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2,4.4 Sensitivity

2.4 • 4.1 Introduction

Generally hydro!ogic phenomena are affected by complex natural

events, the details of which cannot be anticipated precisely. Hence

the analysis of hydrologic systems is often viewed in terms of

stochastic processes. However, the analysis of groundwater flow has

traditionally been based on a deterministic approach to the solution

of the governing partial differential equation. Natural variabi­

lity, such as temporal fluctuations in groundwater recharge,

storativity, infiltration, evapotranspiration and spatial variation

in transmissivity* is usually dealt with only in terms of average

conditions. Yet natural variability may be an important feature of

groundwater flow in that it may be possible to infer aquifer pro­

perties from water table fluctuations.

In the following analysis, effect of temporal variability in

various groundwater system parameters on hydraulic head values of the

Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer are examined. Before the develop­

ment of different optimization methodologies used for ground water

parameter identification, this type of analysis was also used for

precise estimation of these parameters. In this work, various sen­

sitivity analyses were performed to determine the effect of errors

in transmissivity, storativity, observed head and pumpage on model

prediction. The resulting sensitivity and statistical

analyses as discussed in the following section were found to be
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useful in finding which parameter must be specified with the greatest

accuracy in order to model adequately the groundwater system, and

which parameter of the groundwater system is causing most sensi­

tivity on the model water head prediction.

2.4.4.2	 Effect of Errors in Storativity on Model Water Bead

Prediction

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the effect

of error in storativity on the parameter values and its influence

on waterhead prediction. The behavior of model waterhead prediction

at five well locations due to the small change in storage coefficients

of different cells (Cells #4, #5 and #6) was studied. For the bulk of

the area covered by Cells #4 and #5, where the groundwater occurs under

unconfined conditions, the storativity was perturbed around a value

of 0.2 (S-j = 0.15, S2 = 0.2, S3 = 0.25) which is a typical value

for an unconfined aquifer. In the area covered by Cell #6, the

storativity was perturbed around 0.1 (S-i = 0.07, Sg = 0.1, S3 = 0.15),

because here, although the groundwater is largely unconfined, a thin

layer of clay locally separates the aquifer into two parts (Spieker,

1968). This separation is considered to reduce the storativity to

slightly less than the normal value of 0.2 associated with unconfined

conditions.

Table 2.9(a)-2.9(c) shows the sensitivity analyses for five

well locations. This required three solutions of the identification

algorithm and three corresponding solutions for computing waterhead
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prediction. A statistical analysis of error in waterhead prediction

due to change in storativity was also performed (See Table 2.9(d)).

The analysis indicated that under a varying range of error in stora­

tivity (+_ 25% of average value), the percentage error in waterhead

prediction has mean value (u) in the range of 0 to -12 and standard

deviation (a) 0 to 0.01. This shows that in general the deviation

of output at different well locations is not appreciably sensitive to

the change in the storativity parameter. It has also been noted that

in two well locations (S1-S2 and A-2) the % of error in waterhead

prediction is zero even where the percentage of error in storativity

lies in the range of -30% to +30%. The conclusion of less sentitive

output due to change in storativity holds equally for constant

and varying pumping conditions. However the error in predicting output

depends not only on storativity exclusively but also on other

hydrologic phenomena in an aquifer.

2.4.4.3	 Effect of Errors in Observed Drawdown on Model Waterhead

Prediction

To evaluate the effect on model prediction due to the errors

in observed drawdown5 a sensitivity analysis was also performed.

The identification problem was rerun with error artificially intro­

duced in drawdown at five pumping well locations (F-10, F-ll, F-16,

S1-S2 and A-2). Table 2.10(a)-2.10(c) demonstrates results of this

analysis. I-L represents the computed head values when no error was
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introduced in the observed head under optimal conditions, whereas

H, and H~ represent the computed head values when different sets

of error were introduced into the observed head. It was noted

according to a statistical analysis (see Table 2.10(d)) that

under various percentages of error (+_ 5%) in observed head, the mean

(u) and standard deviation (a) of percentage error in waterhead

prediction varies from 12 to -14 and 0 - 0•115 respectively. This

reveals that computed head values are moderately sensitive to

error in observed drawdown. Generally more error in observed head

results in more inaccurate waterhead forecasting. Although the

results for only two sets of error are shown in Table 2.10(d),

many other sets of error were examined and no exceptions to the

aforementioned conclusions were found.

2.4.4.4 Effect of Errors -in Pumpage on Waterhead Prediction

A sensitivity analysis was also performed to evaluate the

effect on the parameter values identified and model prediction due

to the error in pumpage at different wells in the aquifer. This is

especially important since in a water resource system the rate of

pumping varies for different reasons. The identification problem

was also rerun with changed pumping. This yielded the effect of this

change on the optimal parameter values causing different waterhead

predictions (See Table 2.11(a)-2.11(c)). A statistical analysis

of errors in pumpage (See Table 2.11 (d)) indicates that under its
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various percentage error (± 10%), the mean (y) and standard

deviation (a) of percentage error in waterhead prediction varies

in a range of 8 to -17 and 0.02 to 0,08, respectively. The results

of this analysis also demonstrate that the computed head values are

closely related to the amount of pumpage error. Generally more

error in pumpage will result in more drawdown and vice versa.

However this relationship does not follow any particular pattern

due to the various geological characteristics of the aquifer which

affect waterhead drawdown.

2.4.4.5	 Effect of Errors in Transmissivity on Waterhead

Prediction

As mentioned earlier, transmissivity is an important property

in a groundwater system. Its accurate estimation plays a dominant

part in forecasting groundwater system response to various

hydrologic stresses. To evaluate the effect of inaccurate estima­

tion of the transmissivity parameter on waterhead prediction, a

sensitivity analysis was done. This analysis was carried out by

changing parameters representing transmissivity function T(x,y).

As mentioned earlier transmissivity is approximated by a second-

order polynomial function

T(x,y) = b-,x2 + b2y2 + b3x + b4y + bg

since it is known that the parameter bg of above equation has more

weight in the function than any other parameters, e.g., b - p b ^ ^ &
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Hence this parameter (br) was slightly changed around its optimal

value, keeping other optimal parameters constant. The behavior of

model waterhead prediction at five well locations due to this small

change in transmissivity coefficient parameters was studied by

means of statistical analysis (See Table 2.12(d)). The analysis

indicated that under a range of error in transmissivity

(±9% of its optimal value), the percentage error in waterhead

prediction has mean value (u) and standard deviation (a) in the

range of 16 to -17 and 0 to 0.03, respectively. This shows that

in general: (i) the model waterhead prediction is quite sensi­

tive to change in transmissivity and (ii) as transmissivity

increases, the waterhead drawdown tends to decrease and vice versa.

This is particularly true within the semiconfined aquifer zone

(Well A-2) which is similar to the characteristics shown for

the unconfined aquifer zone (Well F-10, F-ll, F-16 and S1-S2) of

the Fairfield-New Baltimore area.

2.4.4,6 Comparative Statistical Analysis of Errors

On the basis of the results of the statistical analyses

just examined, a comparative study of the effect of errors in

different parameters on waterhead prediction was made by

answering the following problem. Let e. , e , e . , e and e-r- be

the percentage error of waterhead response (drawdown), storativity,

observed head, pumpage and transmissivity respectively. Show hew
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much eh varies for certain values of e , e ,, e and eT

Define

E(e^/es) = Expected value of error in response to given

error in storativity.

E(e^/e . ) = Expected value of error in response to given error

in observed head.

E{e^/e ) = Expected value of error in response to given error

in pumpage.

E(e./eT) = Expected value of error in response to given error

in transmissivity.

Considering Well (A-2) for the present study and collecting informa­

tion from Table 2.9(d), 2.10(d), 2.11 (d) and 2.12(d) we have

E(eh/es = 30) = 0

E(eh/soh= 9) =1.0

E(eh/ep = 10) = 4.0

E(eh/eT = 9) =17.0

The above statistical statement clearly explains that in the present

case 9% of the error in transmissivity has 17% of the error in

response while

(i) 30% of error in storativity has no error in response

(ii)	 9% of error in observed head has 1% of error in

response

(iii) 10% of error in pumpage has 4% of error in response.

Thus above sensitivity and statistical analyses establish
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the following facts:

(1)	 In general the modeling technique of this chapter is less

sensitive to change in parameters,

(2)	 Waterhead prediction is more sensitive to change in trans­

missivity than to change in any other parameters. Hence

if transmissivity of a model is not quite accurately

known, the model output becomes erroneous.

WELL	 DRAWDOWNS

STORATIVITY YEAR
 (H)

2.98

2.79

Z. 11

b.3J

3.26

3. 1 1

5.76

3.58

3.5/

3.39

3.41

b.40

3.51

3.5?

3.44

3.41

6.78

3.82

3.90

3.82

3.79

7.34

4.20

4.29

4.16

4.21

8.14

3.24

3.29

3.24

3.22

5.80

3.53

3.65

3.60

3.58

6.29

3.99

4.09

4.03

4.04

7.10

NAME

Sl 0.15

F-10 S2 0.2

S- 0.25

3

S, 0.15

I

F-11 0.2
h

0.25

0.15

F-16 0.2

0.25

1952

1953

iyb4

lybb

lybb ­

1952

~7X|5TI

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

)

CELL #4

Results of Sensitivity Analysis

Effect of Errors in Storativity on Water Head Prediction
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WELL	 DRAWDOWN 
NAME STORATIVITY YEAR (FT) 
1952 11.55 
1953 1 •S.Vb 
Sl .15	 iyb4 1 J.iD/
lybb

iyt)b .

1952 11.41 
S1-S2 iyb^ l^. t jO 
S2 .2 1954 13.56 1955 15.89 
1956 15.27 
1952 11.52

1953 13.bt»

S3 .25 1954 13.i>ti
1955 15.92

1956 15.27

TABLE: 2 .9 (b ) 
CELL #5 
Effect of Errors in Storativity on Water Head Prediction 
WELL	 DRAWDOWH 
NAME STQRATIVITY	 .. YEAR (FT) 
1952 4.99 
1953 5.UI 
.07 1954 5.0/ 
1955 5.07 
1956 5.07 
h 
1952 4.94 
A-2 1953 5.03 
.1 1954 5.08 
1955 5.07 
1956 5.07 
1952 5.68 
1953 
s3 .15	 1954 . s.uy

1955 5.07

1956 5.07

TABLE: 2 . 9 ( c ) 
CELL #6 
meet of Errors i n storativity on Waterhead P r e d i c t i o n 
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Well

F-10

M ,

F-16

S1-S2

A-2

I Error of

Storativity

-25

25

-25

25

-25

25

-25

25

-30%

302

'ear

'952

'953

— - 5 5 4 —

' "956 '

*952

'553

. ?54

1955

i956

1952

. 953

.954

,955

i*b6

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

"1953

!9o4

1955

"~1952~

19:>3

1954

195b

1956

1952

1^53

' 1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

" i 554

i955

J35&

1952

1953

1954

195o

1956

1353

"" 1955

1956

Statistical
% Error

- 9.0

-10.0

- 8.0

10.0

11 ."0"" ''

9.0

11 ,0

ii-o

- 8.0

-10.0

-10.0

-10.0

- 8.0

10.0

10.0

9.0

11 .0

11.0

- 8.0

-10.0

-10.0

-iO.O

- S.O

10.0

12.0

12.0

.13.0

13.0

1.0

0

0

0

0

1.0

0

0

0

0

1.0

0

0

0

0

1.5

0

75

0

0

Ncan (}i)

-9.0

n.o

-9.0

10.0

-9.0

12.0

6

5

5

6

Drawdowns

% Error

Standard

D^v/iation (&)

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

6

6

Variance w ) _

6

•

•

$

5

6

6

6 < 0.001 
 Analysis of Errors in Storativity 
TABLE: 2 . 9 ( d ) 
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Percentage Drawdowns Of Error 
Introduced Well (FT) 
In Water Head Observation Name 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
At Well Location F-l l 
-7% of 1952 F-10 3.5 3.0 2.86 3.48 5.11 
+52! of 1953 
+12S Of 1954 F-16 3.33 3.25 3.73 3.84 5.77 
- M of 1955 
+4* of 1956 F- l l 3.5 3.14 3.31 3.0 6.10 
F-10 3.?G 3.22 3.11 3.08 5.76 
No H2 F-16 3.53 3.65 3.60 3.58 6.10 Error 
F- l l 3.C;2 3.90 3.82 3.65 7.16 
7% of 1952 F-10 3.22 3.55 3.2 4.0 4.7 
-52 of 1953 
-\2Z of 1954 F-16 :Kr.»'i 3.77 3.02 3.75 5.G 
92 of 1955 
-4X Of 1956 F-n 4.25 4.49 4.0 4.24 8.01 
TABLE 2.10(a) 
Cell #4 
Sensitivity Analysis

Effect of Errors 1n Observed Drawdown On Water Head Prediction

Percentage 
Of Error 
Introduced 
In Water Head Observation 
Well 
Name 
Drawdowns 
(FT) 
I4!>£ '  l 1<JW I—T955— 1 TOTS 
At Well Location 
. Sl-S-2 
-7% of 1952 
$% of 1953 
122 of J954 
-9'Z of 1955 Hl 
S1-S2 12.0 14.42 13.25 16.4 15.52 
-4X of 1956 
No 
Error H2 S1-S2 11.41 13.80 13,56 15.89 15.27 
-52 o  f 1953 
- 1 2  *
9%
 o  f 1954 
of 1955 
H3 S1-S2 11.65 13.4 13.7 15.57 14.8 
-4% o  f 1956 
TABLE: 2.10(b) 
Cell i"5 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Effect of Errors in Waterhead Observation on Waterhead Prediction
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Percentage Drawdowns
Of Error

Introduced Well (FT)

In Water Head Observation Name 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956

At Well Location A-2

-73S of 1952

• 5X of 1953

122 of 1954 Hl A-2 4.98 5.07 5.12 5.11 5.04

-9S of 1955

+4X of 1956

No

Error H2 A-2 4.94 5.03 5.08 6.07 5*07

7% of 1952

-5X of 1953

-12* of 1954 H3 A-2 4.88 4.97 5.05 5.13 5.11
91 of 1955

-4X of 1956

TABLE: 2 .10 (c ) 
Cell US 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Effect of Errors in Waterhead Observation on Waterhead Prediction
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Hell 
F-10 
F-n 
F-16 
S1-S2 
A-2 
t Error 
of 
Observed Head 
5S 
-5X 
5X 
-
5% 
-5S 
5% 
-52 
92 
' " ' • •  " Dr.nvlov/MS 
" % I'.'ior 
Year % Crror f!o,in (it) 
5l.uuK.rd 
DcvioLionJr) 
7.0 
"-'8.0 
-1.0 o.il 
- l . o 
—lu-.ty—•
—8-.D — 5  0 0.12 
~]'g:g 
1952 -5.0 
ly;>3 -5.0 
1&53 -4.a -H -4.0 0.02 
— ! ^ _ ­
1952_^ 2.0 | 
Vari'iricc(.c?.}_ 
0.012 
0.014 
6 
5 
5 
<S 
6 
6 
2.0 0.04 
-4.0 
" 4.U 
-2.0 0.07 
1955 
1 9 5 ^ 
—vis­
19bG 
1955 
1952 
1953 
1S53 
1955 
1S55 " 
1952 
1^63 
—rlse­
1952 
1953 
—
rH5T 
1956 
1052 
— 7 9 S - T 
1955~ 
Statistical
— 7.0 
uo 
5.0 
-IU.U 
5.0 
4.0 
-2.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2-0
-3.0 
KO 
1.0 
1.0
T70 
170 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
—ro
To
2.0 0.07 
2.0 0.03 
j 
-1.0 0.02 
| 
1.0 0.01 
5 6 
— 
— 
& < 0.001 
 Analysis of Errors in Ohserved Head 
TABLE 2 . 1 0 ( d ) 
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Percentage 
Of Error 
Introduced Well 
In Pumping Name 
.10% of 1952 F-10 
-5% of 1953 
-15% of 1954 Pl F-16 
-10% of 1955 
-8% of 1956 F - l l 
F-10 
No P2 F-16 Error 
F - l l 
10% of 1952 F-10 
5% of 1953 
15% of 1954 h F-16 10% of 1955 
8% of 1956 F - l l 
Percentage 
of Error 
Introduced W e l  l 
In Pumpinq Name 
-10% of 1952 
-5% of 1953 
-15% of 1954 P l S1-S2 
-10% of 1955 
-8% of 1956 
No 
Error P2 S1-S2 
10% of 1952 
5% of 1953 
15% of 1954 P3 S1-S2 10% of 1955 
Q% of 1956 
Percentage 
of Error 
Introduced Well 
In Pumptnq Name 
-10* of 1952 
-5% of 1953 
-15% of 1954 A-2 
-10% of 1955 
-8% of 1956 
No

Error P2 A-2

10% of 1952 
5% of 1953

15% of 1954 A-2

10% of 1955

8% of 1955 
Effect of
Drawdowns 
(FT) 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
2.68 2.72 2.42 2.45 4.84 
2.98 3.17 2.96 3.02 5,33 
3.14 3.33 3.0 3.05 6.19 
3.26 3.22 3.11 3.08 5.76 
3.53 3.65 3.60 3.58 6.10 
3.82 3.90 3.82 3.65 7.16 
3.39 3.44 3.12 3.18 5.88 
3.67 3.86 3.88 4.11 7.37 
3.89 3.92 3.85 3.66 7.37 
TABLE: 2 . 1 1 ( a ) 
Cell #4 
Drawdowns 
(FT) 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
10.51 13.21 11.95 14.52 14.23 
11.41 13.80 13.56 15.89 15.27 
12.31 14.4 15.14 17.25 16.31 
TABLE: 2 .11(b) 
cel l #5 
Drawdowns 
(FT) 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
4.76 4.92 4.8 4.87 4.76 
4.94 5.03 5.08 5.07 ' 6.07 
5.12 5.14 5.36 5.27 5.37 
TABLE: 2 .11 (c ) 
Cell #6

Sensitivity Analysis

 Errors in pumpage on Wdterhedd P red i c t i on 
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€ < 0.C01 
Statistical Analysis of Errors In Pumpage 
: 2 .71(d) 
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Vei l Transniissivity Year Drawdown (FT) 
Nanc Parameters 
b, * .2132X10'!? 1952 3.67 
bi = 1031X10'! 3.64 
h	 b, * .4121X10  " ; w:,i 3.52
bZ « .8234X10*' 1955 3.4S

0.58 b« - .57 19-10 6.44 
b, = .2132X10"]? 1952 3.25 
b' * 1031X10"'1 1953 3.22 
F-10 h	 b, = -4121X10"X 1^-i 3.II bf « .8234X10" 1355 3 . OS 
0.61	 1956 5.76 
b, = .2132X10"]? 1952 2.96 
b' = .1031X10"V 1953 2.90 
b, = .4i2ixio"S. 1954 2.SQ J3	 b; * .8234X10" 1955 2.73 0.64 b5  6 3 1956 5.23 "
b, « .2132X10"]? 1952 4.29

b i » .1031X10",!1 4.41

Ji bi = .4121X10 ? 1954 4.32
b^ * .8234X10"' 1955 4.28

0.58 b5 = 5 7 195o 8.20 ­
b, s .2132X10"]? 1952 3.82 
b i - 1031X10"V 1953 3.90 
bf * .4121X10 2 19^4 3.S2 F-U b~ - .8234X10" i9bb 3.79 
b! = .6 1956 7.34 " " 
h 
oTei 
b, * .2132X10"]? 1952 3.46

" b i « .1031X10";' l(*b3 3.52

13 b^ » .4121X10"? 1954 3.45
b^ * .8234X10"' 1955 3.42

0.64 bg = .63 1956 6.66 
b, « .2132X10"!? 1952 3.96

bi • .1031X10";' 13o3 4.11

bf = .4121X10*7 IS 54 4.07
IT b| » .8234X10-/ 1^55 4.04

0.5S b5  "57 1956 7.04
*
b, « .2132X10"]? 1952 3.53 
b i « 1031X10"V 1953 3.6^ 
F-16 bf « -4121X10": 1^-4 3. GO It b^ = .8234X10" 19D5 3.58 
0.61	 19D6 6.29 
b, * .2132X10"]? 1952 3.20 
bi - .1031X10"!1 19 a3 3.29 
b^ * .4121X10"2 1954 3.25 h br * .8234X10"' 1555

0.64, bj • .63 I9b6 5.25

TABLE: 2.12(a)

Cell #4

Sensitivity Analysis

Effect of Errors in Transmfssivity on Waterhead P r e d i c t i o n 
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Well 
Name 
T l 
sr 
0.53 
T2S1-S2 
s 
0.56 
T3 
0.6 
W e l l 
Name? 
T l 
0.42 
A-2 \ 
0.46 
T3 
S 
Transnissivity 
b1 - 1245X10"11 
b2 = .130OX1O"*4 
b3 = .2140X10"8

b4 * 1611X10"8

bs « .53

b, » 1245X10"11 
b2 « .1300X10""11 
b3 * .214OX10"8 
b4 « .1611X10"8

b5 * .56

by = .124SX1D"11 
b2 = .1300X10"11 
b'3 » .214OX1O"8 
sb4  .1611X10**8 
b 5 - . 6 
TABLE:
Cell
Transmissivity 
Parameters 
bj
b2
b3
b4
b5
b1
b?
b3
b4
b5
b1
b2
b3
b4
 "-.4013X10"11 
= .2132X10"10 
= .3012X10""7 
* .5034X1O"7 
- .42

'-.4013X10"11 
= .2132X10"10 
s
 .3012X1O"7 
* .5034X10"7

= .46

•-.4013X10"11 
• .2132X10"10 
* .30"!2X10"*7 
- .5034X1O"7 
Year 
195? 
1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

 2 .12(b) 
 #5 
Year 
1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

195?

1953

1954

1955

1956

Drawdown (FT) 
13.21 
16.06 
15.81 
18.51 
17.82 
11.41 
13.80 
13.56 
15.89 
15.27 
10.5 
13.0 
12.5 
14.0 
13.4 
Drawdown (FT) 
5.51 
5.55 
5.58 
5.56 
5.52 
4.94 
5.03 
5.08 
5.07 
5.07 
4.14 
4.20 
4.24 
4.22 
4.22 
TABLE: 2 .12(c ) 
Cell #6

Sensitivity Analysis

Effect cf Errors in Transrmssivity on WdterhedCl P r e d i c t i o  n 
0.50 
97

«< 0.001 
Statistical Analysis of Errors In Transm'ssiVfty 
TABLE: 2 .12(d) 
98

2.5	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In recent works (Lopez, 1973; Lopez, Haimes and Das, 1974)

represented in Phases I and II the parameter identification method­

ology of groundwater systems is essentially based on the observed

input data and the associated response. However these methodol­

ogies do not use various existing information from the geological

map of the system. This consequently leads to: (i) developing

a mathematical model which becomes nonrepresentative of the real

physical system and (ii) a slight change from the data base for

such a system which results in a substantial fluctuation in model

response.

The groundwater model variable for which various existing

information is available includes (in addition to transmissivity)

storativity, initial water levels, discharge, recharge, boundary

conditions and topology. The model developed in this work utilizes

the existing information so that the mathematical model is closely

representative of the physical system. Its sensitivity to changes

in the data is less compared to other models. The model was

applied to a real groundwater system in southern Ohio. A systematic

way of identifying the transmissivity function was developed by

decomposing the system into blocks. This provides the systems

analyst with the possibility of making use of the various hydro­

logical information for identifying a parameter of different blocks.

Besides being computationally superior to the methods developed by
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previous authors, this identification and model validation closely

approximates the physical system (see Table 2.8). Approximation

of the transmissivity function by a second-order polynomial function

for each block provides a closer distribution of transmissivity

values, since the transmissivity within a cell is somewhat

homogeneous. The dynamic nature of the boundary conditions for

each cell is more realistic in the modeling of groundwater systems.

An error introduced, if due to gross approximation of boundary

conditions, is not likely to be present in a multicell model.

Since a mass balance is seen for each cell in each time

period, an error introduced by numerical approximation is confined

to the system and thereby distributed in model output over the

aquifer. This has also been observed by comparing the result of this

phase with that of previous phases using the same data base and is

shown in Table 2.8.

Identifying groundwater parameters of each cell involves

solving a partial differential equation describing the flow in

porous media by numerical approximation. Since the area of each

cell is comparatively small, it provides us with finer grid points

over each cell without increasing computational difficulty. This

is because each cell model may be solved independent of the others.

Hence the methodology developed in this work becomes computationally

more tractable. The finer the grids the more accurate the numerical

solutions.

Under the rather simplified decomposition approach of this

chapter, the method developed for identifying transmissivity
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parameters from observed head values proved very accurate. However

the accuracy of the results will be affected to a considerable

degree by the choice of well locations within a cell at which the

waterhead is observed.

The procedure developed for evaluating transmissivity was

tested for as many as three cells. There is no apparent reason

why the method could not be extended to a greater number of cells.

It must be realized, however, that as the number of cells increases,

the computer time and analysis time increases. The computer time

for the identification algorithm of this chapter also depends on

the guess of the average value of transmissivity parameters.

Should the optimization process fail to produce a solution, the

user will have to supply a new starting point. The information

generated in unsuccessful runs can be used to make better initial

guesses.

Concerning the core requirement, the program requires about

72K words on the Univac 1108 digital computer. As for computer

time, with three cells (see Section 2.5, the Fairfield-New Baltimore

Aquifer) and a period of five years (with yearly changes in pumpage

rate) the program takes 112 seconds.

Sensitivity and statistical analyses applied to the case study

reveal that the model is quite sensitive to changes in identified

parameter (transmissivity) while less sensitive to other parameters

(storativity, pumpage and observed head). Therefore it was decided

that the only parameter to be identified would be transmissivity, which

also compensates for errors in identifying other parameters.

3.1
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CHAPTER 3

AN OPTIMAL CONTROL ANALYSIS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF A

GROUNDWATER AQUIFER-STREAM SYSTEM

 A GENERAL DISCUSSION

The developments introduced in Phase II, Haimes [1974], and Chapter 1 of

this study provide the basis for coupling a complex real physical system

with any desired control scheme. The system may comprise both

aquifers and a stream network, interacting throughout the basin. The

control scheme may consider utilizing certain parts of or the entire water

resource at the considered area. It may refer to an isolated subsystem,

or to an administrative framework which is imposed on the regional

structure. The main idea is that a controlled input such as pumpage

or artificial recharge is subject to a decision process for its magni­

tude and distribution. This same input affects the physical system,

which responds accordingly. The system response is directly and in­

directly considered in the decision process, and hence embedded in

this process is the feedback to the input from the system response

to the output. Using the response functions in the form developed

in Phase II allows for explicitly coupling the physical system

response with the decision process. The functions are essentially the

acting analytical tool whereby system response and controlled input

are interrelated. It is therefore possible to construct a management

model in which the input stress imposed is considered as a control

variable. This variable is specified by the solution of the
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optimal control problem in the decision process.

In the following we intend to examine the management control

problem formulation and the solution which should be applied to a

system comprising a complex water resources system. In particular, we

expect to demonstrate the real advantage of the response functions

hierarchy while applied to mathematical models of the conjunctive use

of ground and surface water systems.

This analysis is not available in the literature and constitutes

a major contribution of this study. At first, an optimal control

problem is formulated. The analysis of this problem should serve

in better understanding the management model.

The effectiveness of using an optimal control theory for

solving management models is well illustrated by Hullett, [1974],

(for applying distributed parameter control theory to optimal

estuary aeration). Unfortunately, the distributed parameter con­

trol system which is identified for the conjunctive use of ground

and surface water is too complicated for successfully using ex­

isting optimal control theory, and hence some simplifications must

be made. Analyzing the simplified problem provides some insight

into certain features of the original problem, and evaluates some

of the necessary conditions for an optimal solution. A numerical

solution is proposed. It results from discretizing the distrib­

uted parameter control formulation of the mathematical model.

Finally, in this chapter, a quadratic program resulting from
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applying the numerical analysis is discussed. The next chapter is

devoted to the application of the mathematical model to the case

study which has been analyzed throughout. Not all the features

characterizing the management control model are identified in the

case study area. However, to be close to reality, no additional

generated information is assumed which would make the case more

general. The application is restricted to the existing structure,

reducing the model to a forecasting tool for future operations.

It is found however to be of great interest by itself. Case 2 is

then formulated. This is a hypothetical system featuring most of

what is characterized by the management control mode. This case

is aimed at illustrating the prospects of using that model for a

full-scale conjunctive use of ground and surface water systems.

Management models of great variety have been applied and used for

optimal control in water resources systems. The response functions

which are developed in our study should be applied in particular

to a short-term planning model. Evidently, the functional rela­

tion between inputs such as pumping or recharge, and responses such

as drawdown and interflow should mostly affect the operational as­

pects of the water resources development. The planning for

capacity expansion is affected only through the aggregation of the

operational effects. Models devoted to the capacity expansion

problem are well developed. The coupling of the operational

aspects as considered in the forthcoming model with a desired

capacity expansion model is a straightforward task; however, this
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problem is beyond this study's scope. Buras, [1963], developed a

dynamic programming algorithm to solve the problem of conjunctive

use of reservoirs and aquifers. The operating policy considers

the physical system in a lump form which introduces a considerable

error by neglecting the distributed parameter system characterizing

the groundwater system. As opposed to the lumped parameter

approach, an analysis is suggested (Yu and Haimes, [1974]) whereby

a multilevel formulation is used for explicitly coupling the

distributed parameter system with a management scheme to optimize

conjunctive use of ground and surface water. Maddock and Haimes,

[1975]* use the algebraic technological functions for coupling a

groundwater system with a tax-quota management scheme. In the

development below* conjunctive use of an aquifer system and a

surface water system is considered. At this stage the regional

administrative considerations will be included as well. However*

regardless of the administrative structure, individual activities

such as pumping from wells or consuming water from some common

pools (like surface reservoirs), necessitate an information flow

between people. Subject to such information, the single user is

provided with the tools to make his own water use plans more

efficiently and still maintain an independent operation policy.

 THE REGIONAL SYSTEM

A basin comprising aquifers traversed by streams is considered.

Users throughout the basin pump water from aquifers by means of

operating wells. Each user's desire for water is primarily governed

3.2
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by economics, but may also take into consideration the stream water

response9 e.g., water level and quality in his vicinity. Surface

water may be used directly after proper treatment either for arti­

ficial recharge or to create a competing source of supply.

The stochastic nature of stream flows, precipitation,

natural recharge to the groundwater, and other such aspects affect­

ing water balance in the system may play an essential role in a

real system. The preliminary development here* however, is

deterministic, in order to focus on the modeling procedures. A

major recommendation to further improve this study's developments

would be to include stochastic inputs and reduce deterministic

assumptions. Actually, the modeling procedures are not restricted

to deterministic systems. If the statistics of the stochastic

input are known, mean value, variance, and lags should be considered

inherently in the model, (Haddock, [1974]). Stream flow variations

are particularly important for surface water balance and precipita­

tion and evapo-transpiration, for groundwater balance.

We assume that for each single user, there is one aquifer cell

from which he pumps his water from one or more wells. A single cell

may underlie a number of stream reaches. Note that this definition

of an aquifer cell is not restricted to geological or hydrological

boundaries, though it may be subject to geographical, legal or

political ones.
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If a user operates artificial recharge facilities, these are

considered aggregated at a single point inside his defined area.

Water is transferred to this point from the different streams

according to the recharge plan.

In the case of inelastic water demand, the economic criterion

is the gross cost of water supply. Each user attempts to minimize

the capital^ operational, and maintenance and replacement cost of

water use and artificial replenishment.

With water demand as a function of water price, the economic

criterion is the net benefit obtained from water use.

The method of model superposition applied to either case may

show a real advantage in the formulation process as well as in the

solution strategy. The optimization problems conducted by each user

are coupled to one another through the physical system. The proposed

methodology enables the decoupling of these programs. A general

responsive model provides each user with the following information:

1) Water levels at different operating wells during

the time horizon.

2) The expected time at which drawdown at some wells will

exceed casing and screening designs.

3) The quantity of water induced from the stream into

an aquifer in the vicinity of the operating wells.

This information may cause the user to change his operational
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and design plans* in order to either reduce per unit water cost,

or increase his net benefit.

These revised plans are not expected to affect total demand

patterns for the inelastic case. They may, however, affect the

following:

1) The operational plans of particular wells.

Quantities pumped from some wells may be trans­

ferred to other wells within the aquifer cell.

2) The design plans. The user may redesign the drilling

of wells and pipeline construction based on the ex­

pected water levels in the aquifer and the stream

as determined by the responsive model.

If water demand is a function of water price, the total pumpage

pattern and recharge plans of each user may also be subject to

changes. In the following chapters, a coordination scheme is imposed

on the system to provide the model with regional optimal control

considerations. Each user's decisions thus become subject to input

directed by the overall regional planning. It should be noted that

model formulation is by no means restricted to a particular manage­

ment problem. As shown later, through introducing new structural

concepts in the formulation, the decomposed system functions provide

an easy way for the model to successfully handle a variety of

problems. Actually, in the forthcoming discussion we first analyze

the proposed formulation features which may be common for different
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problems involving groundwater systems. Then while applying the

model to two entirely different structures of case studies, the

problems are still formulated and solved by the same principle,

which makes use of the decomposed functions.

3.3	 MODEL FORMULATION

To provide more insight into the model formulation and solu­

tion it is worthwhile to first consider the problem in the context

of the optimal control of a distributed parameter system. Assume

there are L users in the region. For each user there is a corre­

sponding aquifer cell, and the I user has m wells which are

located at the £.. cell. There are U streams traversing the

i cell area, from which a particular user may choose to

transfer water for artificial recharge purposes to the recharge

facility located in the £ cell area, and also to supply

directly some of his water needs in that area. The £ user

considers some or all of the following cost functions that will be
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discussed in detail subsequently:

1.	 Construction cost function:

T 
f [e"rtC Jt(t)3dt (3 .1 ) 
0 
2.	 Pumping cost function (operat ion): 
T m
 fl 
i f = / [ e ~ r t \ ^ p (k ) • q ( k . f t ) * h o ( k . , t ) ] d t (3.2) 
o kA=l 
3.	 Surface water supply cost function (operation):

T U

Z3 " /  ^ r T S £ ( u ) x£(u,t)]dt (3.3)

0

 u=l

4.	 Artificial recharge cost function (operation):

SfJ U£ A « / rA""rtx~^\/ /B.\ • w f.t + M ^ 4 - (3.4) 
o u=l 
5.	 Depletion of stream penalty cost function (see

case study):

T 
ft 2 3 V  u ' t  } ^^'^ + v^"^) + fU(A't) (3.5) 
U = l 
- B£(u,t)]dt 
no 
here 
r annual interest rate 
construction cost for water supply projects con­
sidered by user I 
P^Ck^) pumping cost per acre-ft/ft for the kjj, well 
k£(krt) total lift at k£ time t 
cost per acre-ft of water supply to £ area 
from the u stream (including treatment cost) 
^(k^,t) th  pumpage from the k£ well 
x^(u,t) th  water supply from the u stream 
V*(ust) recharge from the u stream 
V.(u) recharge cost per acre-ft of water from the u 
stream 
Qfl(u,t) weighting function to amplify the penalty cost 
corresponding to the depletion of different 
streams traversing the I area 
quantity of water induced from the u stream 
Into the I aquifer cell due to natural recharge 
during time period t 
B (u,t) upper limit for quantity of water removed from the 
u stream into the I area by means of artificial 
or natural recharge and direct supply (see 
application to case study). 
in

The l i f t h . ( k p ? t ) in equat ion (3 .2) comprises the steady 
s t a t e l i f t s H«(k«)$ the drawdown a t k« due to pumping from wel ls 
I n s i d e £* ^ ^ A  * *)» d n d t h  e drawdown a t c e l l I due to the 
aggregated pumping from a l l o the r c e l l s , D ( £ , t ) . 
Hence 
W t J = HA(t) + D^k^t) + D(£,t) (3.6) 
The aquifer system equations which are assumed to mathematically

approximate these drawdowns are:

!• Inside the particular cell model:

S(x) -gf = -4 [T(x) -4 D.(x,t)]

9t  £

 3x 3X

Z  q A ( x k , t ) 6 ( x - x k ) (3.7) 
0£(x.t) e R (3-8)

2. The aggregated multicell model :

D(
A 3 ( , )

S(x)™ = 4- CT(x) ^  D(x,t)]

dt

 3x 3x

- ' Z qN(xr,t)6(x-xr) (3.9)

D(x,t) c R (3-10)
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3« The steady state model: 
^
3x
 [T(x) K
 ax 
H(x)] = 0 (3.11) 
H(x) e I (3-12) 
Here 
x ~ (x,y)
S(x)
T(x)
6(x-xk)
Rj*
R"
 spatial coordinates 
storativity coefficient 
transmissivity coefficient 
Dirac delta function 
the particular & cell domain, including 
boundary conditions­
the particular cell domain with boundary 
conditions associated with steady state 
conditions 
ft
qN(x »t)
 the entire system (multicell) domain 
Including boundary conditions 
the net aggregated pumping rate from the 
r eel 19 where 
r 
qN(xr,t) = q(xr,t) ­ i vp(u,t) 
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The flow function fu(£,t) in equation (3.5) comprises the

stream aquifer flow function of water induced from the u stream

into the £ aquifer cell due to pumping from inside £, fu(£,t)9

and from the other cells* fu(£,t)9 and the steady state flow from

the u ' stream into the A aqi'ifer cell, Iu . Hence

fu(£,t) + l'l (3.13)

The functions in (3,13) are discussed in Phase II. They are

derived respectively from the system equations (3.7) - (3.12).

At this stage we do not assume explicit solutions to the

system equations (in the form of Greenss functions). However in

Phase II we develop the groundwork for stating the following

equations:

fUU>t) = F * " ( % ( V t ) , D (x,t), t) (3.14)

fUU,t) = Fj(£(xr,t), 6(xr9t), t) (3.15)

l" = Fu(H(x)) (3.16)

A/

Explicit form of the functions (3.14) - (3.16) is given in

(3.43) - (3.45).

The £ user is evidently considering the benefits of his

water use. Through the model formulation, no restriction is imposed

on the particular characteristic of the water use, and benefits may

be incurred by either agricultural * municipal or industrial interests,
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Let W£(t) denote the net return per aere-ft of water supply

considered by the z user during time period t. Economies of

scale are not considered, and the value of W (t) is not affected

by the quantity of supply. The benefit which the a user should

expect is directly related to the quantity of water he consumes:

TT
 mH UZ

W = /[e"rtW(t) (X) q.(k,.t)+ E x (u,t))]dt (3.17)

5 Jo

Actually, there are two functions which may involve economies

of scale. The benefit function is practically determined by the

particular user's activities, and economies of scale are introduced

by construction of consuming water projects. Benefit is not an

explicit function of the quantity of supply. The construction cost

function (3.1), however, is eventually subject to economies of

scale associated with quantity of water supply. This factor is well

taken into account in recently developed capacity expansion models,

Kaplan [1973]. This problem is not within the scope of this study

and the construction cost function is considered only for basic

analysis completeness. Notice, however, that this study is devoted

to operation aspects and short-term analysis which may justify this

neglect.

Under a benefit-cost analysis, Howe, [1971], the £ user is
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Interested in maximizing the criterion functional

w h e r e MQ i s g i v e n by ( 3 . 1 7 ) a n d Z , p = l $ . « « s 5 * a r e g i v e n 
P

by (3.1) - (3.5).

In addition to the system equations (3.6) - (3.16),
 which must

be satisfied by the optimal solution to (3.18) there are restrict­

ions (physical, economic or others) to account for:

1. Minimum water requirements must be met:

X4(u,t) >R£(t) t e [Q*T] (3.19)

2. Drawdown must not exceed designs:

W * ' * ^ h£4iiax(lcA) t e t ° ' T ^ ^ - 1 , . . . ^
 ( 3 . 2 0 ) 
3 . Pumping capacity must be res t r i c t ed : 
q £ ( k J l > t )  -Q£max  ( V t e [0,T]  k £ = l . . . . ,m£ ( 3 - 2 1 ) 
4. Recharge facility capacity must be constrained:

g»t(u.t) < t e [0.T] (3.22) 
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5. Surface water supply must have an upper limit:

t e [0,T] u=l,...,U£	 (3.23)

6. Infiltrating rate limit must be constrained:

te[0,T] u-1,...,^

here

^ minimal water requirements function

* (k^) maximum lift allowed at the k^ well

^ (k^) upper limit for pumping from kA

v£inax recharge facility capacity limit

(u)	 surface water supply system from the u

stream capacity limit

f^ c maximum infiltrating rate from the u stream

into the Ith cell

The mathematical model defined by (3.1) - (3.24) constitutes

an optimal control problem in a distributed parameter system.

Evidently in its present form the classical control is inadequate

for solving the optimal control policy. Fortunately, the applica­

tion of numerical techniques based on certain assumptions reduces

the model to a form where well-known techniques from systems

engineering are applicable for optimally solving the system.
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In accordance with what we stated in Section 3.1, a better in­

sight into the control problem is achieved by analyzing the system

using methodologies from the field of optimal control. A main

source of complication which is introduced to the original problem

is caused by the distributed parameter system equations and the

fact that the waterhead distribution must be coupled with the con­

trol variables. Therefore, prior to solving the original problem., a

simplified case is considered. Conserving the main features of the

original problem* it should provide the analytical tool for study­

ing the nature of the problem and its solution.

3.4 A SIMPLIFIED CASE FOR MANAGEMENT CONTROL STUDY

In the following we develop the ground for stating a necessary

condition for optimal solution to the problem formulated in (3J) to

(3.24).

Theorem: A necessary condition for the control problem of

a distributed parameter groundwater systems as formulated in (3.1)

through (3.24) so as to constitute an optimal control solution,

is that the Green's functions of the systems in (3.7) through

(3.12) should be in positive times and the constraints in (3.19)

through (3.24) should be a convex set.
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Proof:

Consider a single aquifer cell which is described by the

following system equations:

9 M x e [0,L)

3D(x,t) 3*D(x,t) ^

S  - 1 F _ = T — 2 — - ^(x k.t)6(x-x k) (3.25)

k
~
]
 t e [0,1]

and boundary conditions: D(x5Q) = g(x) (3.26)

D(O,t) = D(L,t) = 0 ^3-27)

here S and T are storage and transsnissivity coefficients, 
respectively, in the homogeneous one-dimensional space. D(x,t) 
is the drawdown function^ q (x . , t ) is the pumpage from a well located 
at x. and there are M wells in the f i e l d . $ is the Dirac delta 
function* g(x) is a known function of i n i t i a l head distr ibution. 
The mathematical model defined by (3.25) - (3.27) has the solution, 
[Roach, 1970]: 
M t 
D(xk,t) * J^ f G(xksXrt.T)q(xrT)dT (3'28) 
j=l o 
t e [0,1] 
where G is the Green8s Function which is explicitly derived for a

given g(x) in terms of the system's eigen-values and eigen-functions,

(see Appendix A, Phase II).
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Define the planning time horizon T and let [0,1] in (3.25)

comprise a unit time step, so that there are exactly N such time

steps in the horizon9 n=1,...,N- The pumping from a well at

x. , q(x,st) is assumed to comprise a series over time of discharge

rates, where the rate is constant during each single time step,

but may vary from time step to time step. Hence

Considering only pumping from wells, and no recharge or surface

water supply options, the performance criterion function is:

T N n ^ 

Z = /*[P(t)cL(t)DT(t)]dt =  ] T /*[P(t)cI(n)DT(t)]dt (3.29)

where P(t) = e"rtP(t) and r is the discount rate. Substitute 
((3.28) into (3.29) to obtain 
N M n M 
[P(t)q(k,n)  / , / G_(k,j,t-T)q(j,n)dT]dt 
X m 8 >1 
- - . - - . - . -j=:1 n - 1 EX: J 
n=l k=l n­ (3.30) 
G (k,j,t-r) is the Green's function for the system equations

(3.25) - (3.27) where t e [n-1,n] and g(x) = D(x,n-1)

is the initial condition.
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In a compact form, (3.30) becomes

N n

2 =

n=l n-1

t

where Bjt) = f G ^ T ^ T te [n-1 ,n] (3-32)

n-1

G^t) is a matrix of the Green's function whose elements Gn(k,j,t-T) 
state the response at k due to unit pumping at j for the n 
time period. B^Ct) is a matrix whose elements are 
t

Bn(k,j , t) = f Gn(k,j,t-T)dT

.n-1

Finally, as £(n) is a time invariant function for each

N n

n=l n-1

M (3.33)

n=l

where

n

B(n) = jf P(t) B —n  (t) dt

n-1
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Equation (3*33) states that the criterion function (3,29) com­

prises the summation of n decoupled quadratic terms, each

depending on the system solution at a particular time period n9

n=lf...,N. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the criterion

function v(3.29) 'to constitute a unique optimal control solution for

a convex constraints set is that Bjn)9n=l,...9N should be positive

definite matrices, (Hadley, [1964], Bryson and Ho, [1969]).

To understand the irmediate application of this result to the

management control problem, we now investigate the physical meaning

of the J3(n) matrices. The criterion function essentially con­

sists of a discounted multiplication of flows and the associated

lifts. Equating equations (3.29) and (3.33) yields the following:

N N
(^)
 -^
()
 a.() X ^ ( n ) * ^ (n) * ~(n) (3'34)

n=1 n=l .

Here P(n) is the discount factor for the n time step, and

J3(n) is the vector of water head drawdown in the pumping wells at

the end of the n period. But J3(n) is also the solution to the

system equation (3*25) for t e [0,n] and the initial condition

jD(x,O) = g(x).lVand is given by:

n

()() (3.35)

where G is the Green's function defined for t z [0,n) and there
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are n time steps in t . Subst i tute (3.35) into (3.34) to obtain: 
N N ^ n 
1 = 5 ^ i ( n ) B.(n) £T(n) = Y ^ P(n) a(n) / ^ ( T ) qfrJdT (3.36) 
n=l n-1 o 
Equation (3.36) implies, that for B_(n) to be a positive definite

matrix* the integral on the right-hand side of (3-36) should be

positive for all n5 given c[(t) positive function. This is true

provided £(t), the Green's matrix for the system's mathematical model,

is positive for all t. This last conclusion is applicable for

stating the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality in the

simplified optimal control case. However for the original problem

these conditions may not be sufficient but necessary, as more elements

other than pumping wells are considered. By this we conclude the

proof. The theorem is simply stating that the management control

model can be applied to systems which do not contain certain irregu­

larities. In this sense an irregularity means that it is possible

under a certain circumstance that imposed pumpage will induce a negative

drawdown at some point in the aquifer. Such a situation would be

very rare.

Our next step is to solve the original distributed parameter

system optimal control ^ d o 1 n 9 a numerical analysis.
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3,5 A NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE

3,5.1 Model formulation

There are two basic concepts which we use for properly re­

formulating the management control as was discussed in Section 3,3.

First, discretizing the time dimension allows for converting the

time integrals into summations over a series of time steps. The

second concept used is the one developed in Phase II of this study.

It assumes the existence of Green's functions for the systems which

are modeled by equations (3.7) through (3.12). An aquifer simula­

tion model is used for determining these Green's functions for

certain points in time and space. Consequently, fraction algebraic

functions are derived to approximate infiltration rates through

stream beds. The superposition of both the Green's functions (e's, y's)

and the fraction functions (<j>'s., t^ 's) is applied. A detailed dis­

cussion of these functions is in Part II of this report. Resulting

from these two concepts is the following quadratic program:
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max h= 
n=l f l 
T 
E " C£(n) 
n=l 
T wl 
E»-'-ncE 
T h 
n=l u=l 
T  U £ 
V(Hr)-n 
u,n) ' [x£(u,n) 
pT u=l 
^sn) - B.(u,n)] f (3.37) 
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With the system's equations in the form of algebraic technological

functions (A.T.F.):

\ ( k r n ) = H£(k£) + D£ (k£,n) + D(£,n) (3.38)

mn

n

where D^(K£,n) = E E [6p^ (k^,j,n-i+l)q.(j,i)]

?_[\(krvrn~i+i).Vil(u,i)]	 (3.39)

L n

DCA,n)= S I Y (^,r,n-i+l) [q(r,i)-v(r,i)]

r=l i=i

qCr,i) = Ir q (k ,i)	 (3.41)

k = l r r

r

v(r,i) = I v (u,i) (3.42)

u=l r

and the stream-aquifer flow functions:

u *

f(*,n) = fU(^,n) + fU(l,n) + I? (3.43)

where

*	 m« n u

,n) = E* E cf) (k ,n-i+l).qo(k ,i) (3.44)

L n u

(£,n) = S E % (r,n-i+l) [q(r,i)-v(r,i)] (3.45)

r=l i=l

The notations used in (3>37)_(3.45) are essentially the same as

those used for the original distributed parameter control problem

formulated in Section 3.3. The discretization of
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time t into n time periods provided the above objective

function formulation. For the system equations, the following

terms were used based on the existence of the Green's functions:

3«(k,>j,n-i-l) is the algebraic technological term relating

the drawdown at the k^-th well to the pumping of one unit of water

from the j-th well during the i-th period. Both k« and j are

located at the Jl-th cell.

Y(&»r?n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the

average drawdown at the £-th cell to aggregated pumping of one unit

of water at the r-th cell, during the i-th period.

(J). (k«,n-i+l) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th

stream into the £-th cell during the n-th period due to one unit of

pumping at the k/>-th well during the i-th period.

i|^(r,n-i+l) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th

stream into the Jl-th cell during the iv-th period due to one unit

of pumping at the r-th cell during the i-th period.

1^ is the quantity of xvater induced from the u-th stream into

the £-th cell during one time period with no imposed pumpage and

the system in steady state.

The system's constraints follow the same order as the

constraints set in the original model:
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m* U 
+ Z x (u,n)> R
u=l * " * 
 (n) n = l , . . . , T (3.46) 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
v£ (u,n) < = l , . . . , T (3.49) 
^u,i i , ^  ^ 
< Qu 
m x L,...,U£
- , . . .  A
 (3.50) 
 (3.51) 
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3.5*2 Solution Strategies

The quadratic optimization program stated in (3.37)

through (3,51) is considered solely by the £-th user in the basin-

However, there are other water users in the area, and up to L such

distinct optimization programs may be respectively performed and

each would correspond to a single user. Each individual program

can be solved provided it is decoupled from other activities

which are not under the Jl-th user direct control. The L programs

are coupled through the physical system responses, including the

D(£,n) and fu(£,n) functions relating the system effect on the

Jl-th user from pumpage imposed in other parts of the hydrologic

system by other users. In addition, stream balance considerations,

such as the term B.(u,n), couple the systems1 operations which are

performed by all users.

/%

1. The coupling through the term D(£,n),

/\

In equation (3.40)w e represented D(£,n) explicitly:

L n

) = Z Z Y(Jl,r,n-i+l) [q(r,i) -v(r,i)] (3.52)

r=l i=l

q(r,i), v(r,i), are the aggregated pumpage and artificial recharge,

respectively, which are considered by users for different cells.

Once these values are specified, the solution for D(£,n) is explicitly

given in (3.52).
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2. The coupling through the term fU(£,n)

u
In equation (7-43) f (£,n) was defined:

fu (£,n) + ij (3.53)

~ L n u

and f(&,n) = 2 2  ^ (r,n-i+l) [q(r,i)~v(r,i)] (3.54)

r=l i=l I

The same arguments are used here for the coupling term fu(£,n)

where specification of q(r,i) and v(r,i) provides explicitly

the value of fu(£,,n).

3. The coupling through the term B,(u,n).

The value of the term IL (u,n) should be assigned externally

to the optimum control problem being considered by a

particular user. The stream balance evidently concerns

each user but is affected by all usersf operations and by other

things not controlled by any of them such as upstream inflow. It

is therefore assumed that stream balance terms like B«(u,n) are

specified for each user for each problem setting. In the following

chapters at least one possible approach is presented to assign

stream balance terms to each user according to an external consideration

set.

Some of the conceptual solution strategies are illustrated by

analyzing two case studies.
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3-6 A QUADRATIC PROGRAM MODEL

This section is concerned with using a standard quadratic

programming solution for this study's model. A modification of

the procedure developed by Wolfe, [1959], and programmed by Bates,

[Bates H.], is presented. A listing of the source program is in

Kuster and Mize, [1973]. Originally, the procedure suggested by

Wolfe, [1959] is for the following problem:

PROBLEM A:

Minimize Z = £ x. + l/2x Cx

x

Ax < b (3-55)

x > 0

where

-i» Xp, • •., x )

p =

b = r b2,..., bm)'

'11 'In

A = C =

"ml 'nl nn
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The requirements for problem 1 to obtain a solution via the

proposed procedure are:

a) The matrix £ is assumed positive definite and

symmetric.

b) The constraints are assumed to be of the form:

ij xi - bj

1=1

and a l l b. are non-negative. 
I f these requirements are f u l f i l l e d , a so lut ion i s warranted, 
Hadley, [ 1964 ] . The problem formulation as in sec t ion 3.5.1 reduces 
to the compact vector form of problem B: 
PROBLEM B : 
Minimize (Z = P x + 1/2 x' C x) 
x 
A1 (3.56) x £ b1 J*1 - ° 
> b2 b 2 > 0 
x > 0 
wnere 
• ] , 
A" = 
2
• } , qn 
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b1 = (b 1 \ . . . ,bJ ) T b] >. 0 1=1,....P 
b = (bn,...9b ) b. > 0 i=l,,..,q

—
 v
 1 q 1 9 j-i

2 2
Unfortunately, the constraints A. x^  >_ h contradict requirements

(b) for the application of the Wolfe algorithm. The following

technique is suggested to overcome this problem:

Define vectors Y_ = (y-j >y2,...9y )

x1 - fx1 x1 x1)

x . , y . are decision variables, m. is a non-negative and yet 
unspecified number. A new quadratic programming model is defined. 
PROBLEM C: 
Minimize (2 = P x 1 + 1/2 x1 T C x1 - m Y) 
x",Y 
~ ~ A1  x 1 < b1 
Y - A  2 x 1 < 0  x ] > 0 Y > 0 
Y <  b 2 (3 .57) 
Theorem: If the problem B poses an optimal solution

* * • • T * 
Z for x^  = (x, , . . . , x ) , then Z is the optimal solution 
i i * * 2 * * 2 
for Problem C with x^  = x^  and X = k w h e r e zm = z " Hlk • 
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Proof: One should observe, that if in Problem C the vector

2 2

of variables Y is set to Y = b so that y. = b-» i = l,... 9 q , T

— — — i f i *

then Problem C is reduced to the original Problem B with the

2

objective function value differing in a constant scalar rnfc>.

2 * *

Hence, if we prove that X = b^  = X for Z ^ then the optimal

1 1*

solution of C for x. = x, coincides with the optimal solution

* I* *

of B for )c = x. and x = *. •

To prove X = A w  e aPPiy "the Kuhn-Tucker (Kuhn and Tucker, 
[1961]) necessary conditions for optimality to both problems B and C. 
Let X1 = ( x ] , x J , . . . , x J ) T 
AA \A
be th£ Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the two sets of con­

1 2 2

straints /\jc - b ^ l J O * b - A x. < 0 , respectively in

Problem B and A1 x- b^ 1 £ £, 1 - A2 x^ 1 < 0 in Problem C. Let

3 3 3 T X = (X, , . . . ,X ) be the Lagrange multipl iers corresponding to the 
— I q 
2
sets of constraints X - b. <_ £ in Problem C, thus the application 
of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to Problem B yields: 
n P q

i *— i j * » « ) n

2) x,>0 i = l,...,n

I
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IT 1 9T 9 
3 ) £.+ C.1 + A A - A ±  > o.

n

4) x! ' 
5) x l >  0 1=1 , . . . .P

6) A1 x - b} £ 0^ 

7) X2(b2 - ^ a ^ . X j ) = 0 
8) X? >_ 0 i=l,...,q 
9)  ^ 2 - A2 ^ £ 0. (3.58) 
Applying the same conditions to problem C yields: 
n P q 
i = 1,...,n 
2) x.j _> 0 i = 1 , . . . , n 
3) P + C x1 + A1T A1 - A2T A2 > 
i e 
5) X1. > 0 i = 1,...,P 
1 "~" 
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6) A1 x1 - b1 < 0 
8) A2 > 0 i = l , . . . , q 
9) Y - A2 x1 < 0 
10)  A ^ - b2) = 0 
11) X3. > 0 1 = l , . . . , q 
12) Y - b2 < 0 
13) y^-n^. + A? + A?) = 0 i = l , . . . , q 
14) y, > 0 i = l , . . . ,q 
1 "~~* 
15) -mT + A2 + A 3 > 0 
Condition (10) in Problem C states that either y. = b.2  or 
3 2 
\1 = 0$ i - l , . . . , q . Let y- = b^, i = l , . . . 9 q and substitute 
into equations 7 and 9 in Problem C. The set of equations 1-9 in 
Problem C is identical to the equations which result from applying 
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to Problem B- Assuming that Problem B 
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constitutes a solution then this same solution must hold for the 
subset of equations 1-9 in Problem C, In order that such a solution 
holds for the entire set of equations in Problem C, equations 10-15 
should also be sat is f ied. The condition y. = b.2  satisfies both 
2

equations 10 and 12, Given b. positive, then equation 13 states

y1 > 0 + -m1 + A? + A? = 0. Condition 11 states that A? >_ 0 and

2 2

hence m. - A. >^ 05 or m. >^A.. This should also satisfy con­

2 
d i t i o n 15 . We may now c o n c l u d e , t h a t i f m i s s e t t o m. > A . , 
— i — i

i = ls...9q. the entire set of conditions is satisfied provided

* 2

Problem B has a solution. This implies that X = il ^ the

optimal value of _Y , and the proof is concluded.

In the following chapters this proposed modification is

actually used and provides the utilization of the standard quadratic

program of Problem A,

4.1
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CHAPTER 4

A CASE STUDY

APPLICATION OF THE MANAGEMENT CONTROL MODEL TO

THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA

 INTRODUCTION

A detailed description of the Fairfield-New Baltimore area in south­

western Ohio is given in Phases I and II, Haimes [1973,1974], and in

Chapter 2 of this report. A simulation procedure which is developed in

Chapter 1 was applied to the aquifer underlying the area. Con­

sequently, Algebraic Technological Functions (A.T.F.) which are

developed in Phase II to relate drawdown to pumping from wells was

constructed for wells located at the studied area* Flow fraction

functions between streams and aquifer relating to well pumpage were

also determined for application to the particular area. The manage­

ment control model introduced in Chapter 3 comprises in its

structure and its formulation most of what was discussed in Phase II

for coupling the physical system with the desired control scheme.

Thus, the functions determined throughout this study are now available

for coupling the Fairfield-New Baltimore system with any imposed

control scheme. The water resources in the Fairfield-New Baltimore

area are under the supervision of the Miami Conservancy District

(M.C.D.) and the U.S. Geological Survey, (U.S.G.S.). However,

neither the M.C.D. nor any other authority has the jurisdiction to
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impose a regional policy for water resources development, (Speiker,

[1968]3 Plummer, [1974]). As a result, water users are free to

choose their own policies for developing their water supply systems,

and only a few restrictions are imposed with respect to water

quality, the Clean Water Act, [1972], and Water Rights (Speiker,

[1968], Cincinnati Well Field Case). The management model in

Chapter 3 may be reduced to handle the Fairfield-New Baltimore case

study. Actually, the model does not assume any administrative

coordination between activities of individual water users in the

area. The only connection between these activities is essentially

their common need to take into account the physical system's

response. Each user can do this provided his own optimal perform­

ance is subject to feed-in of information of others1 activities.

Such an information flow is actually available from the proposed

management formulation using the response functions hierarchy.

We have identified five major users in the Fairfield-New

Baltimore area (Plummer, [1974]), Figure 4.1:

1) American Cyanamid + Fisher Body (Cell 2)

2) Hamilton South Field + Fairfield (Cell 4) 
3) Southwestern Ohio (Cell 5a) 
4) Cincinnati (Cell 5b) 
5) U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (Cell 6) 
Others use relatively small amounts of water and can be ignored for

our purposes here.

FIGURE 4.1. WELL FIELDS LOCATION MAP

84#4t' 
Valley boundary 
Arbitrary model boundary 
(2) 
Aquifer lest site 
39*1*' 
FIGURE 4.2. GENERALIZED GEOLOGY AND COEFFICIENTS

OF TRANSMISSIBILITY (T) AND STORAGE (S)

OF THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA.

Cells Assignment: (Cells 10, 11, and 12 represent the river.)

Water needs in the Fairfield-New Baltimore area are classi­

fied for municipal and industrial use- At present all water

requirements are met by groundwater from operating wells. No

direct supply from streams is yet considered, due to water avail­

ability from the aquifer and quality restrictions on surface water.

Also there is no need for artificial recharge, therefore, it has

not been introduced. Information is available for identifying the

physical system. Also available are some projections of future

water needs. It is assumed that these needs will be inelastic and

that users will not be concerned about cost of water, only its

availability.

The main goal of applying the management model to this

case is to come up with a prediction tool to evaluate water use

activities and the system's response to them. The resulting

policy may be acceptable to the water users because it assumes

that they all will seek an optimal operation policy- It should

point out some of the most critical developments in the system

while supply is increasing, and may probably initiate the desire

for a coordinated system providing improved exploitation of the

water resources.
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4.2	 APPLICATION TO THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE CURRENT

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

Unfortunately, the current situation in the Fairfield-New

Baltimore area includes only part of the options accounted for in the

management model in Chapter 3, Actually, we do not propose that

the general model be applied only to cases where all the options en­

compassed by the model pertain. In the following, only a certain

part of the general model formulation is applied to the actual case

as defined by the Fairfield-New Baltimore area. We utilize the

following information:

Table 4.1 summarizes the projections of water requirements for

1974-1983, (Spieker, [1968], Plummer, [1974]). Table 4.2 tabulates

the algebraic technological functions (A.T.F.) relating drawdowns in

wells to aggregated pumpage, under various boundary conditions along

the stream reaches. More detailed data are available for Hamilton

South Field (Cell 4). Table 4.3 tabulates the A.T.F. functions

corresponding to three wells in that field. Functions of flows

between stream and aquifer related to pumping from cells are tabu­

lated in Table 4.4. In Table 4.5 maximum infiltration rates from

stream reaches into the aquifer are listed, (based on Spieker, [1968])
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TABLE 4.1 
WATER REQUIREMENTS PROJECTIONS IN THE CAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA 
(Figures are given in acre-ft/day) 
Cell 
Year 2 4 5a 5b 5a & 5b 6 
1974 1.5 30.6 55.7 55.7 3. 
1975 1.6 31.2 57.2 57.2 3. 
1976 1.7 31.8 58.7 122. 180.7 3. 
1977 1.8 32.4 60.2 122. 182.2 3. 
1978 1.9 33.0 61.7 122. 183.7 3. 
1979 2.0 33.6 63.2 122. 185.2 3. 
1980 2.1 34.2 64.7 122. 186.7 3. 
1981 2.2 34.8 66.2 122. 188.2 3. 
1982 2.3 35.4 67.7 122. 189.7 3. 
1983 2.4 36.0 69.2 122. 191.2 3. 
TABLE 4.2

ALGEBRAIC TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS y U . r . O ^R CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA

(Figures are given in ft/millions ft3/day)

(NCHu-0 reach u acts as a constant head boundary- NCHu=l reach u acts as a constant flow source)

The sign (-) means that the drawdown at £ is not affected by pumpage at r because a constant head

boundary is between them.

N C H u Year Y(2,r .1) Y(4 ,r,D Y(5,r ,1) Y(6,r,1 ) 
r r r r 
10 11 i 2 4 5 6 2 4 5 6 2 4 5 6 2 4 5 6 
0 0 1 19.6 1.7 — 2.0 3.3 —	 — — — 3.4 1.0 — -- 1.0 11.3 
2 0.1 0.2 — 0.3 0.4 — -_.	 .... — 0.7 0.9 -- « 0.9 3.6 
3 0. 0. - - 0. 0.1 
_". 
— 0.2 0.4 — -- 0.4 1.2 
1 0 1 20.5 1.9 0.6 0.2 2.2 4.8 1.3 0.2 0.8 1.3 3.2 1.0 0.2 0.3 1.0 11.5 
2 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.6 1.7 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.9 0-9 1.0 0.4 0.7 1.0 3.8 
3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.5 
4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.. 0.5 0.1 0,1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7 
0	 1 1 9.6 1.7 -- 2.0 3.3 — — — 4.6 1.2 — — 1.3 12.5 
— —2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 —	 — — 2.1 1.5 — 1.6 3.7 
3 0. 0. 0. 0.1 — —	 — — 1. 1. — — 1. 1.5 
4	 0. 0. 0. 0. — — — — 0.5 0.6 — — 0.6 0.7 
—5 0. 0. 0. 0. - - — — 0.3 0.3 — — 0.3 0.4 
1 1 1 19.3 2.1 0.2 0. 2.1 3.8 0.6 0. 0.9 1.2 5.2 1.4 0.1 0.3 1.4 11. 
2 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.8 1,2 1.1 0.4 1.0 1.5 3.3 2.1 0.5 0.7 2.1 3.6 
3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.6 1.1 2.2 1.6 0.4 0.7 1.7 1.7 
4 0. 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.2 0.5 1.2 0.9 
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TABLE 4. 3

1,13 Values [Ft/Ft3/Day] *1000

Wells in Cell 4

Year I (F-10,J I) (F -H,J,I) (F-lf i,J, J)

J J J

F-10 F-11 F-16 F-10 F-11 F-16 F-10 F-11 F-16

1 10 .00 4, 77 2.99 4. 82 11.51 4.74 3. 05 4. 77 9. 82

2 0.98 1. 04 0.74 1. 01 1.32 0,94 0. 73 0. 95 0. 83

3 0.24 0. .27 0.19 0. 26 0.31 0.23 0. 18 0. 22 0. 17

4 0.07 0. .09 0.06 0. 08 0.08 0.06 0. 05 0, 06 0. 04

5 0.02 0. 02 0.02 0, 02 0.02 0.02 0. 01 0, 01 0. 01
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TABLE 4.4

The Fairfield Aquifer Area

,n) Values [lOOO Ft3/Day]

(One Unit Pumpage imposed on. I during the i

u • • • 10 10 11

r • • • 4 5 5

£ . • • 4 2 6 5 4 5

n

i 557 220 40 190 60 290

2 52 120 90 120 130 190

3 5 20 50 30 80 40

4 - 20 10 30 15

= 1 Period)

12

7

6

60

90

35

40

5

10

20

10

5
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TABLE 4.5

MAXIMUM INFILTRATION RATES Q AND STEADY

STATE INFILTRATION RATES ij FROM STREAM REACHES INTO

AQUIFER CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA

(Figures are given in acre-ft/day and are

based on 325,000 GPD/acre stream bed.)

^^s^Reach u 
10 11 12 
Cell £ ^  V N \ ^ ^ 
4 /-28. 
5 
/  ^  28. 
95. S^ 
4 & 5 
90. s/ 
100. / 
7 
/ -3. 
LEGEND:
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We can now find out the direct effect of all users1 pumping

plans on the system response and how this will affect a particular

user. The coupling terms* see Section 3.5.2 are determined for

the inelastic water use projections at each cell. It is therefore

possible to isolate any optimal control problem of any user. The

drawdown at each cell due to pumping from all other cells (on the

basis of the projected pumping of Table 4.1 is given in Table 4.6.

These values are obtained by applying the methodologies as described

in Chapters 3 and 4 of Phase II. Table 4.7 summarizes infiltra­

tion rates from stream reaches into cells due to the projected

imposed pumpage throughout the entire area. Notice that at the

end of 1978 stream reaches 10 and 11 (Figure 4.2) are expected to

induce maximum infiltration rates into the aquifer. (This last

result is already accounted for in the drawdown figures in Table 4.6

after 1978.)
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TABLE 4.6 
DRAWDOWN AT CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW 
BALTIMORE AQUIFER DUE TO PUMPING FROM OTHER CELLS 
(In Feet) 
Year Cell I 
n 2 4 5 6 
1974 2.3 0.1 0.13 2.5 
1975 2.6 0.1 0.25 4.9 
1976 2.6 0.1 0.30 5.5 
1977 2.7 0.1 0.30 5.5 
1978 2.8 0.1 0.30 5.6 
1979 4.6 1.2 0.5 5.6 
1980 4.6 1.2 0.6 5.7 
1981 4.9 1.2 0.7 5.7 
1982 5.1 1.2 0.7 5.8 
1983 5.4 1.2 0.7 5.8 
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TABLE 4.7

INFILTRATION RATES FROM STREAM REACHES INTO AQUIFER

CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA CORRESPONDING

TO PUMPAGE PROJECTIONS OVER 10 YEARS

(Figures are given in acre-ft/day)

Year f 1 0  ( 4 , i  ) f10(5,i) f " (B .1 , 
f10(R,i) = 
f10(4,i)+f10(5,i) 
1974 -10.9 45. -10. 34.1 
1975 -8 .6 46.1 7.8 37.5 
1976 -8 .0 65.5 46. 57.5 
1977 -7.6 88. 70. 80.4 
1978 -7 .0 97. 95. 90. 
1979 -7 .0 97. 95. 90. 
1980 -7 .0 97. 95. 90. 
1981 -7 .0 97. 95. 90. 
1982 -7 .0 97. 95. 90. 
1983 -7 .0 97. 95. 90. 
Note that fU(£,i) indicates the infiltration in acre-ft/day

during period i from the u stream into the £ cell.
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Tables 4.6 and 4.7 provide the. terms for decoupling each user's

considerations from those of the rest of the users. Table 4.8 lists

the aggregated drawdown at each cell over the years resulting from

the projected water requirements of all users.

TABLE 4.8

AGGREGATED DRAWDOWN AT CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE

AQUIFER OVER TEN YEARS DUE TO AGGREGATED PUMPAGE BY ALL USERS

(In Feet)

Cell I
Year

n 2 4 5 6

1974 3.6 4.8 9.8 4.5

1975 3.9 5.0 10. 6.9

1976 4.0 5.1 •28. 7.5

1977 4.2 5.3 33. 7.5

1978 4.4 5.4 35. 7.6

1979 6.4 5.8 35. 7.7

1980 6.5 7.0 36. 7.8

1981 6.8 6.8 36.5 7.8

1982 7.1 6.9 37.3 7.9

1983 7.5 7.0 38. 7.9

TABLE 4.9 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION - WELLS IN THE HAMILTON SOUTH FIELD, 
FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA 
Well 
Ground 
Level 
ft 
Steady State 
Groundwater 
Level - ft 
Depth 
ft 
Maximum 
Pumpage 
Capacity 
acre-ft/day 
Initial 
Lift 
ft 
Maximum 
Drawdown 
ft 
F-10 
F-ll 
F-16 
581. 
584. 
575. 
548. 
548. 
547. 
200. 
200. 
200. 
13.1 
13.1 
13.1 
83. 
86. 
78. 
30. 
30. 
30. 
P(k) cost of pumping 0.0404 $/acre-ft/ft 
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Currently, the only user who may be concerned with the optimal

operation of his wells under the affecting well operations of

other users is the City of Hamilton in its South Well Field,

Cell 4, It is probably in the interests of other users, in par­

ticular the City of Cincinnati» to consider an optimal policy for

their water supplies. Nevertheless, the City of Cincinnati

Well Field is not yet operating* and in the present state we con­

fine ourselves to the available information9 based on the actual

situation. In Table 4.9 is some of the model's required technical

information for three wells operated by the City of Hamilton in

that area* Algebraic technological functions (beta functi.onsO-are

tabulated in Table 4.3 corresponding to these wells.

A listing of infiltration rates from reach 10 into Cell 4 due to

well pumpage inside the cell is given in Table 4.10

TABLE 4.10

<J>J°(k,n) FLOW BETWEEN STREAM REACH 10 AND CELL 4 AS A FRACTION OF 
WELL PUMPAGE IN THE HAMILTON SOUTH FIELD, FAIRFIELD­
NEW BALTIMORE AREA [ ( ac re - f t / day ) / ( ac re - f t / day ) ] 
Year Well

n F-10 F-n F-16

1 0.56 0.53 0.60 
2 0.06 0.05 0.08 
3 0.01 0.01 0.01 
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The following quadratic mathematical model was solved 
for the City of Hamilton South Well Field operation: 
10 3

minimize [ Z4 = £ J O+r)~n ] [>(k) * q(k,n)[H(k)

q(k,n) n=l k=l

3 n 
+	 D(4,n) + £ 2>(k,j,n-1+l) * q(j,i)]j] 
j=l 1=1 
3	 n 
n
"subject to: £ Z ) 0 ( k ' J ' i + 1 ) ' «lCJ -1) 1 D(k)max)

n= l , . . . , 10

k=l,2,3

n = l  s . . . ,10

q(k,n) < Q(k) 
max
 k=l,2,3 
R(n)

f10(4,10) <

q(k,n) > 0 
k=l,2,3 
The various terms in the above formulation are described in detail

in section 3.5.1. The control variables q(l,n), q(2,n) and q(3,n)
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correspond to pumping from wells F-10, F-119 and F-16, respectively,

from 1974 - 1983, see Figure 4.1.

Tables 4.1-4.10 provide all necessary information for solving

the particular model. The computer program and the solution pro­

cedure follow the discussion in section 3.8. Table 4 J 1 3 i v e s the

pumping values which minimize the objective function while satisfying

the constraints-

TABLE 4.11

OPTIMAL SCHEDULE OF WELL PUMPAGE IN THE HAMILTON SOUTH

WELL FIELD, FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA

Figures are given in acre-ft/day. 
Year Well Water Requirement 
n l (F- lO) 2(F-11) 3(F-16). R(n) 
1974 13.1 13.1 4.4 30.6 
1975 13.1 13.1 5.0 31.2 
1976 13.1 13.1 5.6 31.8 
1977 13.1 13.1 6.2 32.4 
1978 6.8 13.1 13.1 33.0 
1979 13.1 13.1 7.4 33.6 
1980 13.1 8.0 13.1 34.2 
1981 8.6 13.1 13.1 34.8 
1982 13.1 13.1 9.2 35.4 
1983 13.1 13.1 9.8 36.0 
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Notice that the binding constraints in this particular case are

those associated with the maximal capacity of wells. All Lagrange

multipliers associated with constraints considering drawdown limits

are zero. If the City of Hamilton would like to improve its well

operation and reduce operational expenses, it should consider in­

creasing its wells8 capacities — in particular wells F-10 and F-ll,

A more profound analysis of conclusions which can be drawn by

solving such a capacity problem and an example are in the next

chapter.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter concludes this studyls reference to the case

study on .the Fairfield-New Baltimore area. The following results

were achieved by applying the various mathematical developments

to this case* A step-by-step illustration of the developing

methods and models provided a profound insight into the various

functions, procedures and formulations. This chapter constitutes

a complete model structure* whereby this study's developments are

put together in one structure illustrating the important potential

for complex groundwater systems modelings planning and managing.

Once a suitable physical simulation model is available, response

functions may be determined. For any set of inputs, these func­

tions provide an explicit computation of thfe system's time varying

response. These functions may thus practically replace the

original simulation model. Certainly predictions of water table
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throughout the aquifer are possible via these functions. Further-

mores these functions allow for the coupling of the system

response to pumping with any computational framework such as a

management model- The benefit to the Fairfield-New Baltimore area

from this study's applications is a by-product which should be

studied directly by those who are interested in developing this

area8s water resources. In particular the M.C.D. has access to

both the physical system by means of data acquisition and to the

administrative structure by means of the mandate it has to monitor

this particular area for reasons described by Speiker3 [1968] and

Plummer, [1974]. The application of the management model to the

studied area restricted the model formulation to the extent that

the real present situation defined it* jo further illustrate this

study's contributions, an imaginary case is considered in the

next chapter. This case features most options accounted for in

the general model formulation where conjunctive use of ground and

surface water are considered.

5.1
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CHAPTER 5

EXAMPLE PROBLEM

A CONJUNCTIVE USE OF GROUND AND SURFACE WATER SYSTEMS

 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we formulate a hypothetical system featuring

most of what is characterized by the management control model of

Chapter 3. The hypothetical system is aimed at showing the prospects

of using that model for conjunctive use of ground and surface water

systems* In particular are shown the options of water supply from

a surface reservoir and artificial recharge from a stream into an

aquifer. These options9 which are not considered in the previous

case study introduce (in addition to the aquifer operation) a new

dimension to the problem of water resources optimal control. The

physical description (Haimes and Macko5 [1973])9 requires cooperation

among users for effecting drawdowns, and among aquifer, stream and

surface reservoir water balance. The goal description requires co*

ordination between surface reservoir control and aquifer cells

control for the optimum allocation of surface water. The management

model objective function as well as the constraints are well

adapted to such a problem. The forthcoming discussion should illus­

trate the applicability and practicability of the model. It shows

the variety of conditions under which the model can be successfully

utilized, in particular it emphasizes the coupling of a complex

groundwater system with a desired management scheme.
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5.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem investigated herein involves a basin comprising

aquifers traversed by streams. Water supply systems are assumed

to be already developed* consisting of two major elements: pumping

wells and surface reservoir". There are L users in the region, to

each of whom there corresponds an aquifer cell. The I user has

m^ wells located at the £tfl cell. There is a single stream

traversing all cells. A variable inflow, Y(n), enters the basin

upstream, and after interacting with aquifer and recharge facilities

along its flow, it enters a reservoir of maximal capacity C .

A surface supply system constructed and operated by a regional agency,

pumps water from the reservoir for direct use after proper treat­

ment. Surface water therefore competes with water from wells, and

users consider each on a practical economic basis• Finally* each

user has the option of transferring water from the stream to the

artificial recharge facility in his area so as to recover drawdowns

in his aquifer cell.

The problem is foimilated and solved :on tw0 levels of inter"

active procedure: The first comprises L optimization programs

corresponding to L users In the. basin. A particular optimization

problem is considered by the I user for maximizing his net

benefit. The gross benefit is due to the quantities of water he

amsimes over a period of time from both ground and surface water

supplies. The costs associated with his water supply are incurred by

his using well operations and artificial recharge facilities, and by his
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consuming quantities of water from the surface water allocated to

him. Water use provides him with benefits. For each time period

his projected water use activities determine the benefit in

dollars per unit of water supply. Technical constraints define the

feasible set of decisions the user can make. To execute his optimal

policy, the I user needs information on variables and parameters

which are not exclusively under his control. These include draw­

down caused by other users9 pumping wells9 quantities of water

available from the stream for artificial recharge, and price and

quantities of water available from the surface water system. This

information is available on the second level which is comprised of

two stages. At the firsts the physical system's coupling functions

are determined. Resulting from pumping and recharge plans are

drawdowns in aquifers and interactions with the stream. The

effects of overall activities in the basin on each particular system

response can thus be calculated. The second stage of the second

level takes care of the surface reservoir operation. An optimiza­

tion program is carried out. This is aimed at determining the

optimal utilization of the surface water supply system. The program

is solved subject to reservoir water balance considerations. This

balance results from stochastic flow inputs and required outputs

of supply. Stage two of the second level provides the first level

with the quantities of surface water available for each time period

and the associated cost per unit. It is assumed that the cost per unit

n 
min (COST-REVENUE) of surface 
^ max water supply 
s,t. Balance constraints^ 
water available 
supply all 
2nd 
Stage 
I 
SECOND 
LEVEL 
'f(n) 
Calculate
Calculate
 D(£,n) V-
 f(n) V-
Jl.n 
n 
,st 
Stage 
Vn)max 
s( n) 
max 
s.t. 
(NET 
*mi 
BENEFIT) 
D Q
n -max ^ ax -max -max 
n) 
,th 
user 
.th 
user 
(cel l) 
FIRST 
LEVEL 
FIGURE 5.1 EXAMPLE PROBLEM MODEL HIERARCHY
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of surface water is the same for all users, even if some may

affect it more than others. Figure 5,1 shows the model hierarchy.

Specific definitions and the different functions involved are

discussed further on.

5.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

5.3-1 First level Optimization Model

Consider the following quadratic model for the I user:

minimize ck) • q£(k,n) (H£(k)

n=l

mI n

S(n)x(A,n)

1=1

m,

V£(n) • v(£,n) ­

k=l

+ x(A.n: (5.1)
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m 
subject to: V  * q£(k,n) + x(£,n) >_ ^ (  n 
k=l ,
 % 
n=l,...,T (5.2) 
n 
D(£,n) ­
j=l 1=1 
n=l,. . .J (5.3) 
k = l , . . . , m  0 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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Where

T is the number o£ time periods that comprise the planning

horizon 
r is the interest rate 
IIU is the number of wells located at the I cell 
P£(K) is the pumping cost per acre-ft Per ft for the
£ 
3n) is the quantity of water pumped from the k
 k
 well 
well 
during the n period 
is the lift under steady state conditions at the k

well

is the drawdown in the ii cell at the end of the n

time period due to aggregate pumpage and recharge in all other

cells (by other users) in the region

$£Ck,.j,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the

drawdown at the k well to the pumping of one unit of water from

the j well during the i period, and both k and j are located

at the Ith cell

y(SL,r,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the

average drawdown at the £ cell to aggregated pumping of one

unit of water at the r-th cell during the i period

v(£,n) is the quantity of water used for artificial recharge

at the &-th recharge facility during period n

S(n) is the periodical price per acre-ft of surface water

supply from the reservoir
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x(£,n) Is the quantity of water supply to the &-th user from the

surface reservoir during time period n

Vg^Cn) is the operating cost of recharge per acre-ft in the Jl-th

area with water from the stream

WjjCn) is the return per acre-ft of water supply for the £-th

user during the n-th period

R£(n) is the minimum water requirements for the Jl-th user in

the n-th period

fi£(k) is the maximum lift allowed at the k-th well due to 
well design 
Q(k) is the upper limit for pumping from the k well 
v£max 1S the r e c h a r 9 e "facility capacity limit

X£(n) is the allocation of surface water supply to the 9.-th

max

user for the n-th period

The Input to the first level from the second level includes

•V.

D(£,n) the drawdown at the £-th cell due to pumpage and recharge

In other cells; S(n) , the price per unit of water supply from the

surface reservoir; x0 (n) , the upper limit for quantities of

Jo max

water allocated for the surface water supply. The output from

the first level to the second level includes q«(k,n), the pumping

plan; v(£,n), the artificial recharge plan; and x(£,n), the

surface water requirement plan­
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5.3.2	 Second Level - First Stage

Two sets of functions are considered:

D(£,n) is the drawdown observed in the £-th cell area due to the

net pumping throughout the rest of the system.

I n mr T

2 £ K i + l ) [ £ q (k,i)-v(r,i)]  + E I (5

where f(n) is the total amount of water induced from the stream

into the different aquifer cells during the n-th period.

A.

The values of D(£,n) are available for updating the first

level while f(n) values are used by the second stage of the second

level to determine the stream balance.

5.3.3 Second Level-Second Stage

At this stage the operation of the surface reservoir is con­

sidered. The following steps are included:

1. Determine the net flow from the stream actually entering

the reservoir, y(n):

L

(5.9)
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here Y(n) is the stream flow entering the basin upstream, and

is naturally a stochastic variable. Assuming variables Y1(n)>Y?(n)

...YM(n) with probabilities P1,p?,... ^

then the expected value of Y(n) is Y(n)=E(Y(n))= 2 P.Y.fn).

j=l J J

Similar discussion can be found in Buras, [1963].

f (&,n) is the quantity of water induced from stream into aquifer in

the &-th area, and is determined by the first stage.

v(&,n) is the quantity of xvater from stream transferred into the

Jl-th artificial recharge facility, and results from the first level

Jl-th optimization program,

E(n) is the water loss due to evaporation from stream, reservoir and

other facilities, not including overflows due to floods. This

quantity, like the upstream flow, is assumed known.

2. Check for the reservoir over-flow. Let C and C denote

o m

the reservoir capacity at the outset of the planning period and

the maximum reservoir capacity, respectively. Let

L

x(n)=I

£ 1
 x

If y(n)>Cm-Co+^ x(n) - Z^ y(i)

then yCn)<^-Co+ = ^(*)- ^

3. Consider the cost function for surface reservoir operat­

ion: Let the periodic fixed expenses be a, $/period and the

l
 T

operational cost be a9x(n)+a_x(n) whei'e x(n)= I X(£,n) . The per

1 b

 £=1
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unit cost considered for time period n is S(n):

S(n)= (a1+a2x(n) + a3 x(n) ) / x(n)

The users want the system to provide them with surface water

supply while maintaining the most efficient operation. Restric­

tions are the physical limits and the input-output balance considera­

tions- The agency operating this system does not control the

requirements for the water it allocates. It does, however, provide

the users with an optimal plan of allocations and the associated

cost per unit supplied. A particular plan for surface water

L

allocation is (x(l), x(2), ..., x(T))9 where x(n) = E xo(n) ^ is

0=i max

the sum of surface water allocations for all users at period n.

Recall, however, that the actual use x(£,n) is not necessarily fixed

for a given xa(n) , but is limited from above by this allocation,

x* max

that is x(i,n)< xo
~
(n)
 max 
 . As a result, x(n)<x(n) introduces the

possibility that an optimal surface water allocation does not

necessarily imply full utilization of the available water. Being

more realistic, it is possible that some users may wish to consume

other users' unused water. Define x(n)=x(n)-x(n) as the

amount of water which should be reallocated to these users where

the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the constraint

x(£,n) < xo(n) is non-zero (meaning that the allocation of surface

— io max

water xfl(n) ^  is restricting the I user plans). Overall optimal
36 max

considerations require that the surplus x(n) be allocated according

to the values of the associated Lagrange multipliers. But such
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considerations are not assumed binding in this particular case

(each user is interested solely in his own profits). Hence,

surplus is shared equally among users who may use it regardless

of the marginal benefits. The optimal surface water allocation

program is:

T  2

 n r  . ^

Minimize I (1+r) { (a1+a7x(n)+a-x(n)) - S(n)x(n) > (5-12)

 n=1 l i
x

Subject to:

1. Quantities available may not exceed the reservoir

maximal capacity being also the upper limit for the surface water

system supply capacity:

x(n)< Cm n-l,...,! (5.13)

2. Periodic allocations may not exceed available water in

the reservoir:

n n

I x(i)< C + E y(i) n«l,...,T-l (5.14)

i«l " ° i=l

3. Allocations should allow for full utilization of all

surface water available over the entire time horizon:

T T

Z x (i)= C + 2 y(i) (5.15)

i=l ° i=l

4. The amount stored in the surface reservoir at the end

of each period should not exceed the maximal storage capacity:
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n: < £ y(i) Co < Cm 
n 
Z x (i) > 
n 
I y(i) + Otherwise 
The model formulation in (5.1) - (5.16) is a program for

optimal conjunctive use of ground and surface water. It follows

the conceptual model represented in Chapter three, with these

modifications:

Construction cost is not considered.

The penalty cost function for depletion of the stream is

originally stated explicitly as a factor in the performance criterion.

Here it is given a meaningful application. The surface reservoir

operation considers the stream balance. The upper limit EL(u,n),(see

Eqn. 3.5), is interpreted through a set of reservoir balance

constraints. The penalty term Q (u,n) is assigned a large value,

converting the cost criterion to a set of strict constraints. The

infiltration limit constraint in the original model is interpreted

here in the second level commonly for all users through the stream

balance calculations.

In Figure 5.2 a flow-chart of the model given in (5.1) through

(5.16) summarizes the different computations involved.
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C START J 
i 
Initial Guess of 
Xn(n),J)U,n), _S(n) 
max 
y 
ITER = I = 1 
Solve L optimization programs 
Calculate ^ (n),)^(n) ,v^(n), £(£,n 
NO PLANS 
ARE 
OPTIMAL 
Calculate 
D(£,n), f(n) 
Calculate y(n) 
Check for Reservoir 
Balance 
Solve Surface Water Optimal 
Allocations 
n )  , S(n) 
max 
FIGURE 5.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM PROGRAM FLOW-CHART
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5.4 HYPOTHETICAL CASE INPUT DATA AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

In constructing a hypothetical case aimed at illustrating,

verifying and refining the model, we believe the data we have

generated reflect reality. Realism of information and functions

utilized is our main concern. The results obtained from using the

generated data and functions are expected to convince the reader

as to the model's actuality and prospective applicability.

Three users, L = 3, are in the area. Each operates three

wells to meet his water needs, and in addition may choose to buy

surface water from the reservoir. Each of two users owns an

artificial recharge facility with a limited capacity. The time

horizon of planning is six years; application to a longer period

is discussed later. Tables 5.1 - 5.7 give the information on the

various users. Tables 5.8 - 5.9 show the information applied to

the surface reservoir system.

NOTE: The response functions are assumed in effect for three years.

Effects of pumpage on the system response after the third

year are negligible in this case.
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TABLE 5.1

SIX YEARS' PROJECTIONS OF MINIMUM WATER REQUIREMENTS

IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY

(Figures are given in acre-ft/day)

\ 4 j s e r (cell) 
1 2 3
YearrN>. 
1 70. 60. 15.

2 70. 65. 15.

3 75. 70. 15.

4 75. 70.- 15.

5 75. 70. 15.

6 80. 70. 15.

TABLE 5.2 
ALGEBRAIC TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS B(k,j,i) FOR WELLS AT EACH OF THE 
CONSIDERED CELLS IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY 
(Figures are given 1n ft/acre-ft/day) 
User 
(Cell) 
a 
Year 
i 1 
j 
2 3 1 
j 
2 3 1 
3,(3 
j 
2 3 
l 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3. 
.436 
.043 
.01 
.392 
.039 
.009 
.349 
.037 
.009 
.208 
.045 
.012 
.174 
.044 
.011 
.153 
.041 
.010 
.13 
.032 
.008 
.109 
.031 
.008 
.006 
.030 
.007 
.21 
.044 
.011 
.196 
.044 
.011 
.183 
.039 
.010 
.502 
.058 
.014 
.458 
.052 
.013 
.436 
.048 
.013 
.207 
.041 
.010 
.187 
.039 
.009 
.179 
.037 
.008 
.133 
.032 
.008 
.131 
.031 
.007 
.122 
.028 
.006 
.208 
.041 
.010 
.196 
.039 
.009 
.183 
.037 
.008 
.428 
.036 
.007 
.414 
.035 
.007 
.392 
.033 
.006 
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TABLE 5.3 
ALGEBRAIC TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS 
FOR CELLS IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY 
(Figures are given in ft/acre-ft/day) 
Year 
1 
1 
I \ 
2 
,r.1) 
r 
3 1 
Y(2 ,r,1] 
r 
2 3 
Y(3. 
1 
.r.1) 
r 
2 3 
1 .044 .009 .004 .009 . 039 .007 .002 .013 .035 
2 .005 .003 .003 .002 . 005 .001 .001 .001 .003 
3 .001 .0 .0 .0 002 .0 .0 .0 .001 
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TABLE 5.4

if»r(£,i) FLOW BETWEEN STREAM AND CELLS AS

A FRACTION OF THE PUMPAGE IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY

Year 
•r r
"
rr  r r 
i 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 .55 .19 .09 .25 .40 .10 .30 .10 .30 
2 .05 .12 .01 .01 .10 .01 .05 .01 .10 
3 .0 .03 .04 .0 .02 .01 .0 .0 .05 
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TABLE 5.5

TECHNICAL INFORMATION - WELLS IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY

User 
(cell) 
A 
Well 
Maximum 
Capacity 
>cre-ft/day] 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
20. 
30. 
40. 
30. 
40. 
40. 
7. 
7. 
7. 
P(k) Cost of pumpinn
k=l,2,3 
Initial

Lift

[ft] 
70. 
75. 
80. 
100. 
100. 
100. 
150. 
120. 
170. 
Maximum

Drawdown

[ft] 
25. 
25. 
25. 
25. 
25. 
25. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
Recharge

Facility

Maximum

Capacity

yi max 
[acre-ft/day] 
20. 
25. 
0. 
 0.0404 dollar/acre-ft/ft,
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TABLE 5.6

EXPECTED BENEFIT PER ACRE-FT OF WATER USE IN

THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY

(In Dollars/acre-ft)

xJJser (cell)

1 2

Year i

1 54. 56. 60.

2 57. 58. 60.

3 61. 60. 60.

4 64. 62. 60.

5 67. 64. 60.

6 71, 66. 60,

3 
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TABLE 5.7

COST OF ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE OPERATIONS

IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY

(In dollars/acre-ft)

\  . User (Cell) 
I 1 2 3 
Year i 
\ 
1 1. .7. 0. 
2 1. .7 0. 
3 1. .7 0. 
4 1. .7 0. 
5 1. .7 0. 
6 1. .7 0. 
• •
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
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TABLE 5.8

EXPECTED VALUES OF FLOWS ENTERING UPSTREAM 7(n) AND

ANNUAL EVAPORATION RATE E(n) FIGURES FOR THE HYPOTHETICAL

CASE STUDY

(In acre-ft/day) 
Year Upstream Evaporation 
Flow Rate Y(n) ­ E(n) 
n Y(n) E(n) 
1 300. 
2 300. 
3 300. 
4 300. 
5 300. 
6 300. 00 
00
 
00
 
00
 
00
 
00
 
O
 
O
 
O
 
O
 
CD
 
O
 
CD
 
CD
 
CD
 
CD
 
CD
 
CD


CM
 
CM
 
CM
 
CM
 
CM
 
CM


CM
 
CM
 
CM
 
CM
 
CM
 
CM
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TABLE 5-9

SURFACE RESERVOIR TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR

THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY

Initial Reservoir Capacity CAPo = 130.

acre-ft/day

Maximal Reservoir Capacity CAPm = 150.

acre-ft/day

Operation Cost Coefficients:

Uj = 2 0  . a 2 = 1. a3 = .01

Interest Rate = .08
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Figure 5.3 is the optimal solution corresponding to the input data

in Tables 5.1 - 5.9. The convergence criterion (Figure 5.2) is

e = 100. The solution is achieved after the fourth iteration.

Figure 5.4 represents the solution convergence rate* The computa­

tion time on the UNIVAC 1108 digital computer at Case Western

Reserve University is 652 seconds and file usage is 114442 words.

The solution for the six-year operation period proves that the

model constitutes an optimal solution. However, there are at

least two difficulties which should be discussed.

First is the difficulty associated with the convergence rate.

Two different iterative loops are embedded in the model. One is

in the quadratic program subroutine where Wolfe's Algorithm, Wolfe,

[1959], is used. This algorithm requires iterative procedure for

solving Phase one of the Simplex Tableaux and convergence conditions

are well established. The second iterative loop corresponds to

the coordination scheme between the two levels (Figure 5,1). It

comprises both the physical description and a computational algorithm

of transferred parameters and functions between the two levels. The

resulting procedure is actually not related to any known coordinat­

ing algorithm (Haimes and Macko, [1973], Lasdon, [1970]). The

coordination is merely an information flow among users and between

them and the surface water supply system. Each user sets his own

policy, but there is no overall regional management policy. We

could not find any analytical approach by which to prove conditions

for convergence. We can only say that all ten different runs of

the program utilizing different input data showed consistency with
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regard to the convergence rate. No run iteration number exceeded 5.

The other difficulty is the dimensionality of the program. In

particular the planning horizon plays a critical role in the

program's size. A one-unit increase in the planning period in­

troduces to each program at the first level 3 + k decision variables,

where k is the number of wells associated with a particular user.

The number of constraints is increased by 4 + 2k. In the second

level it adds two decision variables and four constraints to the

surface reservoir optimization model. Figure 5.5 is a graph of the

computation time versus the planning time for this case study.

We conclude this discussion by stating that the model is

available for use and is capable of solving larger-sized problems.

Of course5 the trade-off between computation time and computer

capacity should be considered.

To complete this model analysis, a sensitivity analysis was

carried out. It should provide some guidance for any future

developments based on this model, in particular with respect to

information and data acquisition.
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Well Pumping Plan 
Recharge 
Surface 
VJatpr 
T Top 
User Year 1 2 3 Plan Plan 
1 15 ,038 30,000 40 ,000 20,000 53,333 
2 20 ,000 13,462 40 ,000 20,000 30,278 
20 ,000 12,897 40 ,000 20,000 15,216 
1 
4 
5 
20 
16 
,000 
,040 
12,864 
30,000 
40 
15 
,000 
,146 
20,000 
20,000 
14,444 
18,649 
6 20 ,000 30,000 12 ,122 20,000 18,789 
1 4 ,456 40,000 40 ,000 25,000 53,333 
2 ,000 40,000 19 ,921 25,000 30,278 
2 
3 
4 
30 
30 
,000 
,000 
12,382 
10,176 
40 
40 
,000 
,000 
25,000 
25,000 
15,216 
14,444 I 
5 30 ,000 9,655 40 ,000 25,000 18,649 
6 30 ,000 9,769 40 ,000 25,000 18,789 : 
1 7,000 7,000 7,000 43,333 
2 7,000 7,000 7,000 30,278 
3 3 7,000 7,000 7,000 15,216 
4 7,000 7,000 7,000 14,444 
5 7,000 7,000 7,000 18,649 
6 7,000 7,000 7,000 18,789 
Surface Water Per Unit Cost 
Year  1 2
$ / a c r e - f  t 2.616 2.105
 3
 1.854
 4
 1.852
 5
 1.883
 6 
 1.885 
FIGURE 5 . 3  . EXAMPLE PROBLEM ­ THE SIX-YEAR OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
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OBJECTIVE VALUE

30-103 ,

User 1 
•z. o 
o P 
20-103 ~~ § § 
o co 
—J <C 
»-HI I—I 
z: o 
User 3 
1 0 - 1 0 3 ­
Remark: The peak fo r i te ra t ion 2 is due to 
i n i t i a  l nonfeasibie surface-water 
a l locat ion. This caused the 
per-unit cost fo r the second 
i te ra t ion to be too low. 
' ' ' ' ^  - ITERATION 
1 2 3 4 
FIGURE 5,4. CONVERGENCE RATE OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION. CASE I I  , SIX­
YEAR OPERATION. 
3000 
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COMPUTATION TIME [sec]

2000

1000

PLANNING

PERIOD

1 8 
[years]

FIGURE 5.5. COMPUTATION TIME VERSUS PLANNING PERIOD, EXAMPLE

PROBLEM, UNIVAC 1108.
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5.5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The main purpose of the forthcoming discussion is to point

out some elements of concern associated with this model. A sensi­

tivity analysis of different aspects in the model should assist in

that task. To save computer time, the sensitivity analysis was

performed for a three-year planning period.

5.5.1 The objective's value and the upstream flow

Particular care should be given to the input data. This is

especially true because probabilistic data introduce uncertainty

into the basic results. Figure 5.6 represents the sensitivity of

the optimal solutions by means of the objective value to the

probabilistic stream flow. It is clear that each user's per­

formance is linearly dependent on the net upstream flow. This

flow is essentially the measure of surface water availability.

An interesting comparison is made in Table 5.10 where the slopes

of the curves in Figure 5.6 are compared with the Lagrange

multipliers associated with the constraints (5.6). These constraints

limit the available surface water for each time period. The multi­

pliers are interpreted as the cost per unit of upstream flow.

Its relation to actual operational plans is discussed in

Section 5.5.2.
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OBJECTIVE [$J

Z1

lo-icr

150 200 250 
FIGURE 5 .6 . USERS' OBJECTIVE VALUE VERSUS 
UPSTREAM FLOW CURVES. 
Net Upstream 
Flow [ a c r e - f t  / 
day/year] 
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TABLE 5.10

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SLOPES OF THE OBJECTIVE VERSUS

STREAM FLOW CURVES AND THE LAGRANGIANS ASSOCIATED

WITH SURFACE WATER AVAILABILITY CONSTRAINTS

User 
Year 
i 
Lagrange 
Multiplier 
Xi 
3 
X = ( S X,)/3 
i=l 1 
Slope of 
Sensitivity 
Curve 
1 47.5 
1 2 47.0 47.2 47. 
3 46.9 
1 49.4 
2 2 47.8 47.8 48. 
3 46.1 
1 53.1 
3 2 49.5 49.2 50. 
3 46.1 
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5 # 5  
* 
2
 The Operational Plans and the Upstream Inflow 
The information generated for the hypothetical case assigns 
high priorit ies to water use- This should spur the optimal operation 
planners to ut i l ize a l l available water sources. Hence, a decrease 
in one source such as surface water availability should not affect 
pumping plans. However, i t w i l l affect the surface water use plans. 
This effect is i l lustrated in Figure 5.7. The probabilistic nature 
of stream flow in this case is eventually a factor in considering 
surface water use. Another component which is dependent upon stream 
flow is a r t i f i c ia l recharge. This activity certainly competes with 
surface water supply for quantities from the stream. If* this model 
each user's independent policy causes him to disregard any possible 
benefit to him from having more surface water to use i  f he uses 
less water for a r t i f i c i a l recharge. The various users could realize 
immediate benefits i f they would coordinate their art i f ic ia l recharge 
act iv i t ies. 
5.5.3 The Effect of Aggregated Drawdown 
A particular user's program considers the drawdown caused 
by other users (the term D(£,n) both in the objective cast function 
(5J) and in the upper l imi t for drawdown constraint (5.3). jh e 
sensitivity of the objective value to changes in d(ifn) is well 
defined by the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints 
(5.3). In Table 5.11 are the corresponding multipliers' values for 
the three users1 optimal plans. These are interpreted as the dollar 
value of a unit drawdown. 
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SURFACE WATER USE PLAN 
[acre-ft /day/year] 
50. 
40. Year 1 
30. 
20. 
10. 
160. 200. 250 
Net Streamflow 
[acre-ft/day/year] 
FIGURE 5 . 7  . SURFACE WATER PLAN VERSUS UPSTREAM FLOW. 
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TABLE 5.11 
LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS ASSOCIATED WITH LIMITING DRAWDOWN 
CONSTRAINTS UNDER AN OPTIMAL OPERATION PLAN 
User (cel l ) 1 User (cell) 2 User (cell) 3 
Year 
Well X1(k, i) ; Well Well X3(k,i) 
k $ / f t ! k 
1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 
2 75.8 2 85.1 2 0. 
3 0. 3 0. 3 0. 
1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 
2 47.8 2 52.9 2 0. 
3 69.3 3 72.8 3 0. 
1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 
2 57.9 2 62.1 2 0. 
3 76.6 3 76.6 3 0. 
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TABLE 5.12

THE OPERATIONAL PLANS AND PERTURBATIONS IN THE UPPER

LIMIT FOR DRAWDOWN

User Well 
Year 
fcell) k 
1 
1 2 
3 
1 
1 2 2 
3 
1 
3 2 
3 
1 
1 2 
3 
1 
2 2 2 
3 
1 
3 2 
3 
D2(2>max = 
Surface

Water

Use

[acre-ft/dc 
50. 
30.26 
15.22 
50. 
30.26 
15.22 
25. f t 
Well

Pumpage

ly/year] 
20. 
30. 
34.96 
20. 
13.58 
40. 
20. • 
12.87 
LIP­
4.45 
40. 
40. 
0. 
40. 
19.93 
30. 
12.38 
40. 
D2(2) = 24. f t 
Surface Well Water 
Use Pumpage 
[aere-ft/ day/year] 
20. 
50. 30. 
34.74 
20. 
32.96 • 13.36 
40. 
20. 
15.42 12.88 
40. 
0. 
50.	 40. 
39JJ2 
0. 
32.96 40. 
JU! 
30. 
15.42 13.29 
40. 
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The effect of perturbations in D(£9n) on the operation plans

is much more complicated and may not be explicitly derived from the

optimal solution information. These perturbations are more signifi­

cant in affecting the drawdown constraints (5.3). (The effect of

these in the objective function can be measured by conducting a

sensitivity analysis on the initial lift, H0(k). This is found to

have no effect on the operational plan.)

Perturbations in D(£,n) with respect to the constraints (5.3)

are essentially equivalent to perturbations in the upper limit for

drawdown D (kL . In Table 5.12 a sensitivity analysis of the

£	 iMaX

operational plan to limit drawdown is summarized. A unit change in

Do(2)wr4V/ for the second user is introduced. Eventually the
c max

operational plan is unpredictably sensitive to such perturbations.

5.6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Applying the management model developed in this study to the

hypothetical case achieved these goals:

1.	 A full utilization of the model for a realistic

hypothetical case.

2.	 A step-by-step analysis of conjunctive use of

ground and surface water systems.

3.	 A profound analysis of advantages3 drawbacks and

prospective uses of the proposed model formulation,

solution and implementation.
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The Example problem analysis completes the development of the

management control model analyzed in Chapter 3. It illustrates the

potential inherent in the model for an even more detailed analysis

of the conjunctive use of ground and surface water. A solution

to the problem for short-term operation planning is given and is

proved to be stable and satisfactory.

The trade-off between computer time and capacity should be

further studied. The model results in optimal operational plans

for water use and the associated value of the performance criterion.

It illustrates one more time how the response functions can actually

be used to couple a groundwater system model with a large-scale

management model. The sensitivity analysis points out that if the

performance function depends on input information, changes in the

objective value caused by input variations can be predicted and

evaluated once a given deterministic input is solved. On the

other hand, optimal operative plans are heavily dependent upon some

of the model's parameters in an unpredictable way. It is therefore

necessary to first identify physical parameters of the system as

accurately as possible. These include transmissivity and storage

coefficients upon which the algebraic technological functions are

dependent. Also the physical coefficients related to the stream

bed are needed for accurate estimation of infiltration rates. The

stream flow probabilistic features are important if surface water

is the main source of supply for regional development. This model

is a possible tool for evaluation of this factor and for possible

compensation of groundwater supply in case surface water is lacking.
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The discussion in the forthcoming chapter is directed toward

the analysis of a different type of problem associated with water

resources system management. It is the problem of multiobjective

functions faced in regional management by the systems analyst•

In particular are considered economic, environmental and energy

conservation measures• Some of this study's developments are

embedded in the structuring of the model* particularly in the

objective formulation.

CHAPTER 6

APPLICATION OF MULTIOBJECTIVE ANALYSIS (THE S.W.T. METHOD)

TO A CASE STUDY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The definition and formulation of real world problems in several

systems involve problems with two or more noncommensurable objectives.

The formulation of methods for the analysis and optimization of multiple

objective functions shared a common goal of avoiding the large com­

putational effort associated with these problems [see Haimes and Hall,

1974, and Haimes, Hall and Freedman, 1975], [Cohon, 1974].

The Surrogate Worth Trade-off Method has been chosen to solve

a problem in water resources systems. The area is the Fairfield-New

Baltimore area of the Miami Gonservance District. A description of

hydrological, geological and water use is found in Phases I and II of

the earlier study, [Haimes, 1973, 1974].

The system consists of an unconfined, well-defined aquifer

hydraulically connected with the Great Miami River which traverses

the aquifer. Pumping is developed in four cell fields. The water

supply is expected to satisfy the needs of municipalities and

industries in the area.

The coupling of a complex multicell aquifer system is described

by the algebraic technological functions for cells. The objective

functions depend on the algebraic technological functions and
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6.2
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include functions developed to relate the infiltration from a

stream into an aquifer due to the pumping at the cells. For more

details see the discussion in previous chapters.

 PROBLEM DEFINITION

The problem is that of determining the maximum allowances for

developing groundwater and surface water supply in the Fairf ield

area in order to optimize the following non-commensurable multi-

objective functions:

- Maximize benefits with respect to water use.

- Minimize the cost of pumping.

- Minimize the cost associated with water supply from the

stream.

- Maximize environmental regional benefits, by minimizing

the amount of water taken from the stream by means

of infiltration and water supply.

- Minimize energy consumption due to groundwater pumpage

and surface water supply.

The first of three non-commensurable objectives listed above repre­

sents the economical objective, for which there is an actual equation

that defines it. The second objective function, environmental con­

siderations, can be obtained from the regional authorities. In

the next section of this chapter there is a complete explanation

of this objective. Basically, the third objective function, energy

consumption, was developed by us.
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The development of surface water supply has been included in

this formulation. In each objective function the terms corresponding

to the surface water are considered. Hence, the original objective

functions are altered by the term corresponding due to the considera­

tion of surface water supply.

6.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Solve the non-commensurable multiob j ective function problem:

min {^(Q), f2(Q), f

subject to

gk(Q) < 0  k = 1,2,...,m (6.1)

The definition of the objective functions and variables are:

=
f (Q)  economical objective function.

£?(Q) = environmental objective function,

f (Q) = energy consumption objective function,

=
g-. (Q)  system constraints.

Definition of parameters,

QO,n) = amount of pumping water from the l cell during

the nth time period.

S(il,n) = an averaged drawdown at the £th cell at the end of the

nth time period due to the amount of pumping water.

B(n) = the benefit to the user per unit of pumping water and

stream water supply at the nth time period.

r = discount rate.
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C (&) = cost per unit of flow per unit of lift of water at

the « h cell.

H(&) = the lift under steady state conditions at the £th

cell.

C (n) = the cost of treatment per unit of water to be

supplied from the stream at the nth time period,

f (n) = quantity of water induced from the stream into the

cells during the nth time period (infiltration).

X(n) = amount of water taken from the stream to be supplied

at the nth time period.

,n-i+l) = an averaged drawdown at £th cell in the nth time

period due to one unit of pumping water in the jth cell

in the ith period•

= quantity of water induced from the stream into the

cells at the end of the nth time period due to one

unit of pumping water at the £th cell during the ith

time period.

V(n) = energy consumption per unit of water taken from the

stream at the nth time period.

R(n) = projected demand of water at the end of the nth

time period.
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The averaged drawdown equation and the infiltration equation has

been developed in Phase II. These equations have the following

form:

R n

S(£,n) = z I YO,j,n-i+l)Q(j,i) (6.2)

i

and,

R n

f(n) = E i *(A,n-i+l) Q(£,i) (6.3)

£=1 i=l

In the summations, R represents the number of cells. 
The present problem formulation includes groundwater supply and 
surface water supply as follows. 
The f i rs t objective function (economic) is defined as follows: 
T R

max f,(Q,X) = E (B(n)[[E Q(£,n)] n

q,X x n=l £=1

T R C (£) 
E E -2 _ • [HW + S(£,n)] • Q(£,n) 
n=l £=1 n 
T C (n) X(n) 
.
 E J^ (6.4) 
n=l n 
The first term represents the benefits from the water use;

where B(n) can be a constant value related to n, or a function of

the quantity of water. The second term represents the quadratic

cost of pumping water. The third term represents the cost of treat­

ment of the water to be supplied from the stream.
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The second objective function (environmental) is defined as

follows:

T n R

min f?(Q,X) = z {[ z s K£,n-i+l)Q(£,i)] + X(n)} (6.5)

Q,X L n=l i=l 1=1

The first term in the second objective function represents the

quantity of water induced from the stream into the cells. The

second tern represents the water taken from the stream for direct

supply. This objective is a linear objective function• We assume

that this objective has been given by the regional authorities.

The regional authorities would like to minimize the risk of

the stream going dry, and at the same time, minimize the possibilities

that the pollution of the stream will be spread over the Fairfield-

New Baltimore.

The third objective function (energy consumption) is defined

as follows:

T R

min f.(Q,X) = I E P(n)[H(£) + S(£,n)] Q(a,n)

Q,X •>"-"" n=l £=1

T

+	 I P(n) V(n) X(n) (6.6)

n«l

The f irst tenn in this objective function represents the energy 
consumption used by the aggregate pumping in a l l the cells. The 
second term represents the energy consumption used for the stream 
water supply. 
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P(n) is the penalty imposed on planning for energy use in the

future. It is expected to increase with time due to uncertainty of

energy availability and prices. This variable to be defined can

follow a complete study by the experts on planning for energy use.

The system constraints, g^CQ^X)' constitute a set of restric­

tions on the decision variables explicitly and implicitly.

- Minimum water requirements must be met

R

E QO,n) + X(n) >_ R(n) n=l,2,...,T (6.7)

£=1

with this constraint, the water demands of the municipalities and 
industries are satisfied. 
- Pumping capacity must not be exceeded 
QO,n)	 1 QmaQCO) n=0L,2,...,T 
£=1,2,...,R (6.8) 
- Surface water supply system capacity must not be exceeded

X(n) < X  m ( n  ) n-l,2,...,T (6.9)

the last two constraints satisfy the construction and technical 
limitations. 
-	 Water Balance in the stream must be maintained 
f(n) + X(n) < W B f n ) n=l,2, . . .T (6.10) 
JIlcLX. 
this constraint keeps the stream from going dry, satisfying the

environmental objectives.
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These parameters are defined as follows: 
= maximum capacity of pumping at the &th cell. 
X
 (n) = maximum capacity of stream water supply system at

the nth time period.

=
WBmo-vrO1)  maximum quantity of water that can be taken from
max.

the stream at the nth time period.

The regional authorities who have a well-defined idea of the

limitations and range of the objective functions and decision variables

can be the decision makers to solve this multiple-objective problem.

To use the Surrogate Worth Trade-off Method in a minimization form

it will be necessary to arrange the objectives thusly: First,

the economic objective has been given as a maximization problem.

In order to change this to a minimization problem, the following

will be used.

max f. = - min(-fj)	 (6.11)

then the minimization objective function is:

=£ i  - £ i . 
Therefore, the economical objective function is : 
T R 
rain £. = - s {B(n)[[ I QO,n)] + X(n)]/(l+r)n} 
£,X n=l £=1 
T R C O)

+	 Z z -2 • [HO) + SO,n)] • QO,n)

n=l £=1 n

T 
+	 E C(n) X(n)/(l+r)n (6.12) 
n=l 
which is essential to minimize the net cost of the water supply. 
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Second, the environmental objective function will remain 
exactly as i t was formulated above: 
T

min f? = [f(n) + X(n)]
Q,X z n=l

T R n 
= Z {[ E E KA,n-i+l)Q(M)] + X(n) (6.13) 
n=l JKL i=l 
This objective function is given by the regional authorities;

its range is limited by the infiltration and stream water supply

constraints.

The third objective remains the same:

T R T

min f, = Z E P(n)[HQ0 + S(£,n)] -QO,n) + z P(n)V(n)X(n) (6.14)

Q,X J n=l £=1 n=l

The set of constraints will define the space . Hence.

Q,X e n.

6.4 PROBLEM APPLICATION

The Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer and stream system in the

Great Miami River valley is to be studied. This system incorporates

four cells into the multicell aquifer groundwater system, and

a stream traversing the aquifer. The problem is to find the optimum

amounts of water to be supplied for each of the cells and the stream

to meet the needs of the industries and domestic users of the area.
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The necessary data are available in Phase II and Chapter 4 of this

phase. Also extra data were generated.

The data utilized are:

Table 4.2: Algebraic Technological Functions. )  ^ ^

Table 4.4: Water induced or infiltration. >

Table 6.1: Water requirements projections.

Additional data:

= 13 acre

WBmax(n) = 35 acre ft/day n=l,2,3

Xw fn) = 2 0 acre ft/day n=l,2,3

B(n) = 10.0$/acre £t. n=l,...3

CQ(.l) =0.05 $/acre ft. £=1,...,4

H(£) = 80 ft. £=!,...,4

r =0.08

TABLE 6.1

Water requirements projections in the Fairfield-New Baltimore

area. Figures are given in acre ft/day.

Year Demand 
R(T) 
1 30 
2 31 
3 32 
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CC (n) = 6.0 $/acre ft

V(n) = 20 ft. acre ft/day n=l,2,3

Penalty imposed on planning for energy use

n 1 2 3

P(n) .1 ,12 .14

In this problem there are data available to do the corresponding

study over a period of three years.

The economic objective function will be chosen as the one that

dominates all other objective functions. Therefore, the optimization

can follow classical forms, where the secondary objectives can be

handled as constraints. At this point, the e-constraint approach

will be used.

Analyzing the form of the objective functions, the first and third

objective functions are quadratic, the second is linear. The GRG is a

FORTRAN code which solves this kind of problem.

In order to facilitate the study, the Fairfield-New Baltimore

area has been divided into different regions where the cells and

the stream are shown. In this study cells 2,4,5 and 6, and the

stream are utilized, (see Figure 4.2).

The first step of the Surrogate Worth Trade-Off method Is to find

the minimum levels for each objective function. To solve the objective

functions the GRG computer program available at the UNIVAC 1108 has

been used.
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To find the minimum values for each objective function, solve

jnin f ?

subject to () and X_ c Q

by using the GRG computer program that solves non-linear problems,

the solution is:

minf 2 = 15.527 = e  ^

where the decision vector is

QO,n)

I X(n)

n

1 13. 0 13. 0 4 .0 0 .0 0.0 
2 13. 0 13. 0 0 .0 5 .0 0.0 
3 13. 0 0. 0 6 .0 13 .0 0.0 
To find the minimum objective value of the third objective, solve: 
min f-
subject to 2 and X e Q 
the solution is

min  f 3 = 581.656 = e 3 m i n

where the decision vector is
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QO ,n) 
I X(n) 
n 2 4 5 6 
1 0. 0 5. 28 4 .72 0 .0 20, .0 
2 0. 49 4 . 88 4 .85 0 .78 20. .0 
3 0. 51 5. 29 5 .23 0 .97 20. .0 
The decision variables have lower and upper bounds, and besides, 
there is a constraint in the infiltration. Hence, the maximum level 
of the second and third objectives was found by using the GRG computer 
program again. 
To find the maximum level of the second objective function, solve: 
max £2 = 87.615 = 
the decision variables are: 
QC*,iQ 
-
 x ( n ) 
n 
1 0.0 0.0 5.61 13.0 20 .0 
2 13.0 0.0 13.0 13.0 20 .0 
3 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 6 .82 
To find the maximum level of the th i rd objective function, solve: 
max f_ = 3351.58 = zx o v 3 3max 
the decision variables a re : 
QO 
n I X(n) 
2 4 5 6 
1 13 .0 13 . 0 13 .0 13. 0 17.35 
2 13 .0 13 . 0 13 .0 13. 0 8.23 
3 13 .0 13. 0 13 .0 13. 0 5.30 
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Rewrite the problem using the trconslraint appronch: 
3 4 
min f = -10 { Z Z [Q(£,n) + X(n)]/C1.08)n} 
Q,X n=l *=1 
3 4 3 
+ Z T. 0.0_5_ l80+S(£,n)]Q(?.,n)+6 I X(n)/(] .08)n (6.15) 
n=l x.=l , QOTI n=l 
subject to 
4 n 
I E *C*,n-i+l)QCA,i) + X(n)] ^z r6 
zn=l l i l
3 4 3 
Z Z P(n)[80+S^3n)]QC£,n) + 20 I P(n)X(n) < e 
n=l A=l n=l ~ S <­
4 
R(n) - X(n) - Z q(i,n) < 0 n=l,2,3 
£=1 Co.18) 
4 n 
Z Z *CA»n-i+l) + X(n) - 35 < 0 n=l,2,3 (e 19) 
* 1 i l 
,n) >_ 0 A=l , . . . ,4 ; n=l,2,3 
X(n) >_ 0 n=l,2,3 
Q(£,n) <^  13 A=l,...,4 ; n=l,2,3 ^6"2 0 
X(n) 1 20 n=l,2,3 
In order to find non-inferior solutions, the trade-off functions, 
X1? and X,,., must be generated. The original problem is rewritten 
to use the e-constraint approach. The decision maker is familiar 
with the order of the objective functions. The economic objective 
function is going to be used to minimize the objective functions; then 
the second and third functions will be changed to find the non-inferior 
solutions. 
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The Lagrangian L is forined, and the given data in the original,

equations will be replaced by known values.

3 4 3  4 n n ,

L = -10{ Z Z [QO,n)+X(n)]/(1.08)n}+ I Z ^ ^- [80+S(£,n

n=l 1=1 n=l £=11.08

3	 . 3 4 n

6  1	 X(n)/C1.08)n + X { Z [ Z Z t|-C^ ,n-i+l)Q(Ji,i) + X(n)]

n=l n=l £=1 i=l

3 4 3

X { E Z P(n)[80+S(JJ,n)]Q(£,n)+20 Z P(n) X(n)

^ n=l 1=1 n=l

e,} + I v (R(n) - X(n) - Z Q(£,n) } +

5  n

 n=l	  1=1

(6.21)

3 4 n

E u { z Z *(A,n-i+l)QCA,i) + X(n) - 35}

n=l n * £=1 i=l

The Lagrange multipliers, }*, to p. belong to the constraints. The

Kuhn Tucker necessary conditions for the minimum are:

Q(£,n) ^~= 0

Q(£,n) >_ 0 , Q(£,n) £ 13 \fz, V n	 2^1)

Q- < 0 i=l 2

^ 1 0 j-1,2
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The problem with the above conditions was solved for several values

of c2 and c^. The GRG computer program has been utilized successfully

to solve the problem and to find the Lagrange multipliers X ~ and

The solution of the GRG computer program includes the Lagrange

multipliers X „ and X , for the constraints in the problem by using

the e-constraint approach.

To find the X
 2 that belongs -to the original problem the following

is done:

A12 " 3£2 3f2 dfl C6.23)

since £ , - - £1

9fl 9fl
then X 1 2 - 3£2 C-1) -- X12 " 8£2

This is acceptable because when the amount of f2 increases, then the

marginal benefits will also increase; as a result, X
 2 will be

negative. All this means that if a unit of f2 is decreased, X-2

units of economical benefits are decreased.

A similar process is utilized to find X--.

3fx  3 ^ dfj

xi3= -3fp-ir^ *ati

(6.24)

then

3f3
• c-i) = -
 13I 3 f3
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The non-inferior solution including these steps is shown in the

first five columns of Table 6.2.

The unit of f~ is an acre ft/day, and the units of f~ are ft. acre

ft/day. The values chosen were large enough so that the decision-

maker would have a good idea of the variation of the Lagrange multi­

pliers and levels of the objective functions.

The values of the surrogate worth function, W 1 2 znd W..-, are

shown in Table 6.2. They were generated by the decision-maker. To

do so, he was asked whether he would give up one unit of (f?) to get

a marginal increment of A-,- units of benefit-cost, considering the

different levels of the objective functions. When he said yes, he

was asked to assign a numerical value between 0 and +10 to show how

strongly he felt about that trade (zero being indifferent). When

he said no, he was asked to assign a value between 0 and -10. Then

the surrogate worth function W-2 was developed . To develop W, ~,

the same process was repeated. Again, the decision-maker was asked

whether he would give up one unit of energy consumption to get a

marginal increment of X-~ units of benefit-cost, considering the

different levels of the objective functions.

In Table 6.2, one set of trade-offs is in the indifference band,

W-io = 0 and W.- = 0. Solution number 15 is a non- inferior one that

belongs to the indifference band. Since one of the non-inferior points

had both worth functions equal to zero, possible multiple regressions

to approximate W,2(e2, £3) and ^13^2*e3^ were not: done.
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Table 6.2 
NONINFERIOR POINTS AND DECISION-MAKER RESPONSES 
Solution 
No e 2 e 3 X12 X13 W12 W 13 
1 605.63 70.0 1700.0 -2.96 -0.06S 10 -10 
2 564.44 60.0 1700.0 -3.26 -0.061 10 -10 
3 539.05 50.0 1700.0 -3.56 -0.058 5 -10 
4 509.24 40.0 1700.0 -3.59 -0.048 0 -10 
5 488.83 30.0 1700.0 -3 .63 -0.031 -2 -8 
6 435.75 20.0 1700.0 -5.17 -0.009 -7 -8 
7 585.95 70.0 1500.0 -2.77 -0.126 10 -10 
8 557.90 60.0 1500.0 -2.96 -0.113 10 -10 
9 526.66 50.0 1500.0 -3 .13 -0.104 5 -10 
10 494.84 40.0 1500.0 -3.47 -0.103 0 -10 
11 460.17 30.0 1500.0 -3.48 -0.091 _2 -8 
12 424.56 20.0 1500.0 -3.72 -0.092 -7 -8 
13 406.51 16.0 1500.0 -5.59 -0.079 -10 -8 
14 492.69 70.0 1000.0 -0.47 -0.223 2 0 
15 471.41 60.0 1000.0 -2.84 -0.219 0 0 
16 440.96 50.0 1000.0 -2.98 -0.214 -2 0 
17 407.56 40.0 1000.0 -3.12 -0.240 -7 0 
IS 376.79 31.25 1000.0 -5.31 -0.347 -10 0 
19 372.39 65.0 600.0 -1.18 -0.399 -10 5 
20 365.02 62.0 600.0 -2.78 -0.383 -10 5 
Table 6.3 
NON-INFERIOR SOLUTIONS 
QUANTITY OF PUMPING WATER FROM L-TH CELL AT THE N-TH PERIOD

P . ... L=2 L=4 L=5 L=6 
Solution
 s N R s 
l N 
1 
o 
3.439 -2 . 3 6 0 1 23.206 31 3 . 0 1 2 3 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 2 1 3 . 0 6 . 9 8 1 3 1 2 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 2 . 4 4 0 . 0 
2 3.658 2 . 5 4 4 3.404 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 6 . 9 9 3 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 2 . 6 0 0 . 0 
3 3 .912 2 . 7 6 1 4 .161 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 7 . 0 8 5 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 0 . 0 
4 4 .114 2 . 9 6 8 4 .503 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 8 .038 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 2 . 9 3 0 . 0 
5 4 .805 3 . 4 3 7 5.117 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 0 . 1 7 3 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 0 0 . 0 
6 5 . 0 2 7 3.611 6 . 0 0 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 6 . 0 5 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 0 0 . 0 
7 2 . 6 5 7 1 .573 1 . 7 7 7 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 8 . 2 3 5 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 1 . 4 0 0 . 0 
8 2 . 908 1 . 7 9 5 2 . 2 0 3 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 5 .328 1 3 . 0 1 1 . 6 2 7 .88 0 . 0 [2 
9 3 . 0 9 9 1 .944 2 . 5 4 9 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 5 . 1 0 3 1 3 . 0 1 1 . 9 5 4 8 .63 0 . 0 *" 
10 3.002 2 . 1 8 2 2 . 9 2 4 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 6 . 0 0 6 1 3 . 0 1 0 . 8 9 4 9 . 8 1 0 . 0 
11 3.048 2 . 2 0 9 3 . 2 1 2 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 6 . 0 7 1 1 3 . 0 1 1 . 9 3 9 . 7 1 0 . 0 
12 3 .211 2 . 0 9 4 3 . 4 6 5 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 3 .514 1 3 . 0 1 2 . 4 3 1 2 . 3 9 0 . 0 
13 3.338 2 .761 5 . 8 5 3 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 3 . 8 4 2 1 3 . 0 8 .47 1 1 . 3 9 0 . 0 
14 1.314 0.761 0 . 6 8 7 1 3 . 0 9 . 3 9 9 7 . 4 9 7 1 1 . 1 2 2 . 6 3 6 .54 6 .78 4 . 4 1 0 . 0 
15 1 . 3 3 6 0 .525 0 . 8 5 6 1 3 . 0 9 . 5 6 4 9 . 4 9 0 1 0 . 9 7 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 2 9 6 .28 3 . 3 5 0 . 0 
16 1 .469 0.810 0 . 9 3 1 1 3 . 0 9 . 2 3 2 1 0 . 3 4 1 1 0 . 6 7 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 3 4 5 .78 3 . 3 9 0 . 0 
17 1 .09S 0 . 0 0 . 5 4 8 1 3 . 0 8 . 7 6 9 1 2 . 5 2 3 1 3 . 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 6 6 4 . 9 3 2 .37 0 . 0 
18 2 . 2 7 2 1.193 1 .030 1 3 . 0 1 1 . 9 6 1 1 . 5 2 3 1 3 . 0 0 . 0 1 2 . 1 3 1 .72 0 .0 0 . 0 
19 0.0 0.407 0 . 5 1 9 5 . 6 1 5 .64 5 .840 4 . 1 3 8 2 .274 5 .64 1.97 2 .67 0 . 0 
20 0 . 4 2 4 0 .413 0 . 5 4 3 6 . 4 2 7 .18 5 . 6 6 3 4 . 1 0 1 0 . 0 5 .79 0 . 7 7 9 3 . 4 0 0 . 0 
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Table 6.4 
NON-INFERIOR SOLUTIONS 
WATER TAKEN FROM THE STREAM AT THE N-TH PERIOD 
S o l .
No. 1
1 20.0 
2 0.0 
3 7.79 
4 17.5 
5 6.56 
6 0.0 
7 20.0 
8 20.0 
9 20.0 
10 19.64 
11 9.51 
12 0.0 
13 0.0 
14 20.0 
15 20.0 
16 14.59 
17 4.99 
18 0.0 
19 20.0 
20 18.36 
N

2 3

20 .0 1 0 . 0 6 
1 9 . 9 2 20 .00 
2 0 . 0 1.838 
0 .0 1.49 
0 .0 0.932 
0 .0 0 .0 
2 0 . 0 1 4 . 3 5 5 
2 0 . 0 3 .79 
9 .97 3 . 4 5 
0 .0 3 .075 
0 .0 2 .787 
0 .0 2 .534 
0 .0 0 .146 
20 .0 2 0 . 0 
20 .0 1 2 . 3 6 
1 7 . 5 8 10.38 
19.85 8.26 
18.92 7.30 
20.0 20.0 
20.0 20.0 
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The decision variables corresponding to the optimal preferred

solutions and the objective functions are:

Q*(I, n) X(n) 
n 
2 4 5 6 
1 1.336 13 .0 10. .97 6 .28 20 .0 
2 0.525 9 .564 0. .0 3 .35 20 .0

3 0.856 9 .49 9. .29 0 .0 12 .36

*

fl = 471 .41 $/day

*

f2 = 
60 .0 acre ft/day

f* = 1000.0 ft. acre ft/day

6 5

-	 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

The first results obtained by following the SWT method were the

minimum and maximum levels of the second and third objective functions.

The minimum level of water taken from the stream is obtained when the

pumping water satisfied the minimum demand, and no stream water

supply was imposed. The minimum level of energy consumption is met

at the point where the water to be supplied from the stream reaches

its maximum capacity.

The following analysis is required to study the behavior of the

objective functions with respect to each other. Using the results

shown in Table 8, it is observed that for large quantities of water

taken from the stream that the stream water supply tends to satisfy

its maximum capacity, and the pumping water supply tends to decrease.
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In addition, the opposite also holds. As the quantity of water

taken from the stream decreases, the quantity of pumping water

increases, and the stream water decreases.

The influence of the energy consumption quantity over the

decision variables is as follows. The quantity of pumping water

will tend to increase as energy consumption increases. The

behavior of the stream water supply with respect to energy con­

sumption is such that the total stream water increases as this

objective decreases.

Graph #5 is created with the data from Table 6.5. This

graph shows that the total stream water supply and the total

extra water produced increases as the water taken from the stream

increases, for a constant energy consumption. The opposite

happens with the total infiltration and the total pumping water.

The behavior of the economic objective function with

respect to the environmental objective function, is such that

f, decreases approximately linearly as f? decreases, (see Graph

#1). The economic objective function also decreases as the

energy consumption objective decreases, maintaining constant f^.

(see Graph #2).

The Lagrange multiplier A or the trade-off between the

first and second objective functions as a function of f? shows

that ^1? decreases as the water taken from the stream decreases.

The decreasing slope tends to be higher as the second objective is

close to its minimum level, (see Graph #3). The Lagrange
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multiplier A-~ as a function of the third objective function is

shown in Graph #4. Here, the slope tends to be a constant value.

The A-jo increases as f3 increases.

As part of the Surrogate Worth Trade-off method all this

information was provided to the decision-maker. He was a graduate

student who works in the group of water resources system. Because

of the form of the objective functions and the data provided, the

results were expected by the decision-maker.

This three non-commensurable objective problem has been

solved satisfactorily by using the SWT method. Twenty non-in­

ferior points were necessary to obtain to create the information

explained above. Each of these points took an average of 8 seconds

of computer time in the UNIVAC 1108. In summary, the total real

time was approximately 4 minutes. This includes the calculations

to find the non-inferior points and some inferior points as part

of the e-constraint approach.

The GRG computer program was used to find the non-inferior

points. This program required a subroutine called GCOMP which

includes the objective functions and constraints.
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Graph # 1 : Benefit-cost function vs. quantity

of water taken from the stream

(energy consumption is constant)

600­

500"
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Graph -7l/2: Benefit-cost function vs. energy

consumption (water taken from the

stream is constant)

!•• f .
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700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700
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Graph	 The Lagi"ange multiplier ~\
 9 as a

function of the quantity of v/ater

taken from the stream (energy

12

consumption is constant)
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Graph y/4: The Lagrange multiplier /\. _ as a

function of the energy consumption

(water taken from the stream is

}\ constant)
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T a b l e 6 . 5 
DATA FOR WATER SUPPLY AND PUMPAGE 
The f i g u r e s a r c g iven in a c r e f t / d a y 
S o l . T o t a l Stream T o t a l Pumping T o t a l Hxtra
No. Water Supply Water Water
1 50 .0 6 106.44 6 3 . 50 
2 39 .92 107 .21 54 .13 
3 29 .63 108.92 4 5 .55 
4 18 .99 110.57 36 .56 
5 7 .49 114.49 28.98 
6 0 . 0 111 .69 18 .69 
7 54.36 94 .88 56.24 
8 43 .79 96 .76 4 7 . 5 5 
9 33 .42 98 .30 38 .72 
10 22.72 99.82 29 .54 
11 12 .30 101 .20 20 .50 
12 2 .53 102 .11 11 .64 
13 0 .15 100 .66 7 .81 
14 60 .00 64.16 3 1 . 1 6 
15 52.36 64 .69 24 .05 
16 4 2 . 5 5 65 .99 15 .54 
17 33 .10 66.92 7 .02 
18 26.22 66.78 0 . 0 
19 60 .00 34.72 1.72 
20 58.36 34 .73 0 .09 
 I n f i l t r a 
 t i o n 
19.94 
20.08 
20.37 
21 .01 
22.51 
20.00 
15.74 
16 .21 
16 .58 
17.28 
17.70 
17.47 
15 .85 
10 .00 
7.64 
7 .45 
6 .90 
5.03 
5.00 
3.64 
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120­
Total pumping water 
100 ­
80 ­
60 ­
40 ­
20 ­
Infiltration 
0 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Graph ft 5: Totals of stream water supply, 
pumping water, extra water, and 
infiltration ( £3=1700) 
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